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African American women have increasingly begun to see their plays performed from regional
stages to Broadway. Yet many of these artists still struggle to gain attention. In this volume,
Sandra Adell draws from the vital wellspring of works created by African American women in the
twenty-first century to present ten plays by both prominent and up-and-coming writers. Taken
together, the selections portray how these women engage with history as they delve into--and
shake up--issues of gender and class to craft compelling stories of African American life. Gliding
from gritty urbanism to rural landscapes, these works expand boundaries and boldly disrupt
modes of theatrical representation.Selections: Blue Door, by Tanya Barfield; Levee James, by S.
M. Shephard-Massat; Hoodoo Love, by Katori Hall; Carnaval, by Nikkole Salter; Single Black
Female, by Lisa B. Thompson; Fabulation, or The Re-Education of Undine, by Lynn Nottage;
BlackTop Sky, by Christina Anderson; Voyeurs de Venus, by Lydia Diamond; Fedra, by J. Nicole
Brooks; and Uppa Creek: A Modern Anachronistic Parody in the Minstrel Tradition, by Keli
Garrett.

"A wonderful addition to dramatic literature, this important volume brings the talents of these
remarkable playwrights to a broader audience. With this anthology of plays we see the larger
conversations--loud voices of a new, unsatisfied generation. These women join their foremothers
taking on form and content to take on the most pressing issues of our day. They relentlessly
ensure that by reading this collection your beliefs will be tested and you will come to a better
understanding about the world."--Nadine George-Graves, author of Urban Bush Women: Twenty
Years of African American Dance Theater, Community Engagement, and Working It OutA
fascinating collection that brings important but rarely presented perspectives on African
American life to the stage. I have a hard time imagining aspiring actresses not having a copy of
this book on their bookshelves and mining it for audition material.--Harvey Young, author of
Theatre and Race"Adell's compendium offers an opportunity for new scholarly inquiries in
theatre history and puts, at the fingertips of educators and students, a dramatic sampling of the
best and freshest African American women playwrights of the twenty-first century."--Artisia
Green, College of William and Mary"Dr. Adell's book is a refreshingly contemporary collection of
plays by both newer, and some more prominent, African-American female playwrights. It is an
essential anthology for scholars and practitioners interested in reading, discovering, and
collecting early twenty-first-century plays by these artists and a great complement to other
anthologies that feature the work of African-American female playwrights."--Martine Kei Green-
Rogers, University of UtahAbout the AuthorSandra Adell is a literature professor in the
Department of Afro-American Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She is the author
of Double-Consciousness/Double Bind: Theoretical Issues in Twentieth-Century Black Literature.
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AdellUniversity of Wisconsin–MadisonIntroductionOne hopes that the decades that are focused
on the literatureof African American women will provide successfor the playwrights as it has for
the novelists.—Darwin T. TurnerIn the introduction to the 1994 expanded and revised edition of
Black Drama in America, the literary scholar Darwin Turner lamented the fact that although
African American women novelists had finally begun to receive the recognition they deserve
from the literary mainstream, their playwriting counterparts were barely visible in the world of
professional theater. As Turner showed in his historical overview of black drama, with the
exception of Alice Childress, whose play Trouble in Mind was produced Off-Broadway in 1955,
and Lorraine Hansberry and Ntozake Shange, who had Broadway successes with A Raisin in
the Sun in 1959 and for colored girls who have considered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf in
1976, most African American women playwrights by the early 1990s had yet to break through
the racial and gender barriers that kept their work off the stages of professional regional theater
companies. Tracing the development of African American theater from the early 1900s through
the beginning of the last decade of the twentieth century, Turner noted that by 1990 only three
black playwrights had won the coveted Pulitzer Prize for drama.1 He also mentioned that since
1950, when Gwendolyn Brooks became the first African American to win a Pulitzer Prize in any
genre, “several African American writers have earned Pulitzer Prizes for poetry and fiction. But
no African American woman has ever won a Pulitzer Prize for drama.”2Turner didn't live long
enough to see the publication of his revised anthology or witness the accomplishments of
African American women playwrights in the first two decades of the twenty-first century. He died
in 1991. By that time, a few were beginning to attract some of the attention their sister novelists
and poets have been enjoying since the black feminist movement of the 1970s helped launch
them onto the stages of national and world literature. In 2002, Suzan-Lori Parks won a Pulitzer
Prize for drama for her play Topdog/Underdog, making her the first African American woman to
be so honored. Lynn Nottage received the award in 2009 for her play Ruined, making her the
fifth African American playwright and the second African American woman to receive a Pulitzer
for drama.An even more stunning achievement was the 2011–2012 theater season, when the
works of three African American women playwrights were produced on Broadway: Lydia R.
Diamond's Stick Fly, Katori Hall's The Mountaintop, and Suzan-Lori Parks's adaptation of Porgy
and Bess. In the December 2011 issue of Black Enterprise magazine, whose cover hailed the
season as “The New Look of Broadway,” senior editor Carolyn M. Brown attributed this “new
look” to the people behind the scenes—an elite group of African American investors, producers,
and directors, including the singer-songwriter Alicia Keys, who are helping “pav[e] the way for a
greater diversity of faces, voices, and stories onstage.”3 A year later, during the 2012–2013
Broadway season, the faces, voices, and stories of black women playwrights had all but faded
away. Not one of the dramas produced that season was by an African American. During the
2013–2014 season only one African American playwright made it to Broadway—Lorraine



Hansberry in a revival of A Raisin in the Sun, with Denzel Washington playing the role of Walter
Lee Younger and LaTonya Richardson Jackson as Lena (Mama) Younger.4 There were no works
by blacks on Broadway during the 2014–15 season. The 2011–2012 Broadway season might
have helped raise the visibility of a few African American women playwrights, but for the most
part they continue to struggle to have their work produced on any of the country's stages.A
major obstacle to recognition of black women playwrights as participants in the construction of a
truly American theater is that, with the exception of the few women who've won awards, most of
them have yet to see their work published. Unlike black women novelists who benefited greatly
from the institutionalizing of African American literature, black studies, and gender and women's
studies in colleges and universities across the country, black women playwrights have yet to find
a comparable and consistent audience of readers among college students. Their work also has
not generated the kind of critiques and scholarly studies that developed along with black
women's literature as an academic discipline. As much as writers, painters, and others who
make their living making art are leery of scholars and critics, their work cannot survive without
them. Critics, even those who write negative reviews, help create theater history. The same is
true for scholars. The work of theater scholars and critics ensures that the archive, the historical
record, is preserved and that the artists’ legacies are passed on to future generations.This
anthology is a step toward creating the archive for the twenty-first century. It also is my effort as a
literary scholar to make new plays by African American women available to artistic directors,
educators, and students who have little or no knowledge about this group of writers for the
theater. I feel strongly that those of us who are in a position to help steer their work to an
interested public—that is, those of us who are scholars and critics—are in some ways
perpetuating what is happening with artistic directors in regional theater. We keep writing about
the same small group of playwrights—those who have won prestigious drama awards—while
the work of equally gifted black women playwrights languishes on their computer hard drives or
sits unread on the desks of busy artistic directors. As Harry Elam remarks in the introduction to
The Fire This Time, an anthology of plays he edited with Robert Alexander, “Too often the
production of a single work by a playwright of color represents a regional theater's one and only
excursion that season into the realm of diversity. Whiteness stays at the center of aesthetic
standards and artistic control as artists of color can only fight amongst themselves for the limited
‘diversity’ slots that are open to them.”5 They also must fight or, rather, compete with white
playwrights writing plays about black people for the coveted “diversity” slot. As Darwin Turner
showed in the introduction to Black Drama in America, African American playwrights have been
trying to overcome this obstacle since 1917, when Ridgely Torrence tried (unsuccessfully) to
create meaningful characters in his folk plays for black actors that did not perpetuate popular
negative stereotypes.6One way to bring their plays to a broader audience, especially in colleges
and universities, is to publish them in anthologies. The first anthology of plays by African
American women, 9 Plays by Black Women,7 was published in 1986 by Margaret B. Wilkerson.
In addition to scenes from Lorraine Hansberry's unfinished play Toussaint and Ntozake



Shange's Spell #7, Wilkerson included plays by those who might not otherwise have been
recognized as playwrights, including the writer Alexis DeVeaux, Kathleen Collins, who was more
widely recognized as a filmmaker, and the late legendary actress Beah Richards.The 1990s saw
the publication of two important anthologies of plays by African American women: Elizabeth
Brown-Guillory's Wines in the Wilderness8 and Sydné Mahone's Moon Marked and Touched by
Sun.9 Another important anthology from this period is Kathy A. Perkins and Roberta Uno's
Contemporary Plays for Women of Color.10 Perkins and Uno broke new ground with this
collaborative project, which includes plays by five African American women, by showing the
diversity of theater-making women who define themselves as women of color. Together these
collections establish a tradition of playwriting by black women and the basis for critical
examinations of the contributions they've made to American theater throughout the twentieth
and the early twenty-first centuries. These anthologies, and the 2013 collection compiled and
edited by E. Patrick Johnson and Ramón H. Rivera-Servera in solo/black/woman,11 are the
building blocks for a body of work that can be codified under the rubrics African American
Women's Dramatic Literature and Black Women's theater history.Contemporary Plays by African
American Women is another block in the building of this history. This collection of ten complete
plays is but a sampling of the ways in which African American women playwrights in the twenty-
first century are engaging with history, delving into and shaking up issues of gender and class,
creating compelling stories of African American existence in urban and rural landscapes, and
disrupting traditional modes of theatrical representation. Thanks to the ground-breaking work of
their predecessors, these playwrights represent a new generation of black women whose
experiments with form, style, and language engage with the present while still paying homage to
the past.In Tanya Barfield's two-actor play Blue Door, Lewis spends his nights haunted by the
ghost of his brother, who reminds him of their family's history. Barfield brings to American theater
something unique: a play about a black man who inhabits the rarefied world of theoretical
mathematics. But somewhere along his way to success Lewis lost his sense of self. He has
become un-rooted, no longer connected to his cultural heritage. He questions his identity as a
black man. The voices that speak to him through his brother Rex's recounting of their family's
genealogy and history during a long and sleepless night summon Lewis back to a true and more
authentic sense of his self. Although he struggles against that history—there are things he
doesn't want to remember but that are too hard to forget—Lewis finally accepts that what his
brother shares with him is what makes him black.Memory in S. M. Shephard-Massat's Levee
James has as much to do with language as it does the legacy of a family whose hard work and
loving care built the family farm that Wesley Slaton is determined to keep at all costs. Shephard-
Massat writes in dialect in an effort to re-create, in writing, not only her own voice but also the
way she remembers her mother and other members of her family speaking. Set in 1923 in
Senoia, Georgia, a small farming community just south of Atlanta, this three-character play looks
at the lives, struggles, and hopes of people who did not join the Great Migration north. Lily Grace
Hoterfield got as far north as Atlanta. She's been gone for four years and has returned to Senoia



to convince her widowed brother-in-law, Wesley Slaton, to marry Mamie Jane Brown, a
successful businesswoman, so that her two nieces will have the benefit of a woman helping to
raise them. Lily also tries to talk Wesley and their friend Fitzhugh into leaving Senoia. She knows
that a group of racist white men think that both Fitzhugh and Wesley have grown too prosperous
for their own good. Wesley refuses to be run off the land his father-in-law helped him turn into a
farm after he married Lily's sister Clareesa. Since her death Wesley has turned the couple's
“shotgun shack into a sacred sight to behold,” as Lily remarks to Wesley. Another sacred sight to
behold is an old kitchen table Wesley kept that has inscribed into its wood the names of all the
family members who have passed on. Memories of the deceased permeate the house, but
Wesley assures Lily that there are no haints in the family house. The voices Lily claims to hear
are memories that reaffirm Wesley's determination to keep his farm and to claim his identity as a
man.Katori Hall's Hoodoo Love is also set in the South, in a neighborhood near the famed Beale
Street in Memphis. The characters in Hoodoo Love are blues people, believers in haints and
hoodoo and the power of one's mojo to keep a lover from leaving and a brother from staying way
too long. Each of the characters, Toulou, Candylady, Ace of Spades, and Jib, sings the blues.
Ace makes his living singing the blues. Toulou sings to keep Ace from wandering too far from her
shack. The conjure woman Candylady's blues are connected to her conjuring rituals. Jib sings
the blues when he drinks too much liquor and forgets that he's been saved and sanctified.
Candylady is the repository for memory. She keeps her memories in her mojo bag. She
communicates with the spirits of the ancestors by listening to the river, and she practices rituals
intended to “fix” a wandering man but which sometimes go badly awry.Like the other playwrights
with works in this collection, Katori Hall delves deep into the lives of her characters and their
relationships with each other. What she reveals is bound to make audiences uncomfortable.
There is much humor and joy in Hoodoo Love as Hall's characters sing to each other and to the
audience. But this play with music also deals with abuse. Both Candylady and Toulou have
endured abusive relationships for most of their lives. Yet they are determined to survive, each in
her own way: Candylady by working her roots and Toulou by setting out on her own, guitar in
hand, to make a name for herself singing the blues.While the blues resounds throughout
Hoodoo Love, it's the rhythms and beats of rap and hip hop that provide the soundscape for
Nikkole Salter's Carnaval. Salter shares with Suzan-Lori Parks an uncanny ability to explore the
psyches of young black men who are caught up in dangerous activities that ultimately lead to
disaster. This gritty play about three young black men who decide to take a vacation to Brazil is
written in a language and style that will take many of us out of our comfort zones. But the issues
that Salter raises—for example, the exploitation of Brazilian women and girls—are intended to
make us think about how we explain away all kinds of industries that exploit poor people in the
interest of the free market and capitalism. Carnaval is set in New York and Brazil. The time shifts
from 1996, when the three friends go to Brazil, to 2010, when one of them, Raheem, who made
his fortune arranging Brazilian sex tours for young black men, celebrates the opening of his new
night club, which he named Club Carnaval. It has been more than a decade since the former



best friends have been together, and the meeting is not a happy one. One of them, Demetrius,
lost too much during the trip to Brazil. Now, in 2010, there is no possibility for celebration or
reconciliation, but there is still love. The videotaped message that Demetrius leaves for Raheem
during Club Carnaval's opening celebration is all about loss and love and the consequences of
making very bad choices in one's life.Lisa B. Thompson's Single Black Female looks into the
lives of two unnamed “thirty-something” black women as they reflect on the possibilities of
finding true love. Single Black Female One (SBF 1) is a literature professor; Single Black Female
2 (SBF 2) is an attorney. Both are financially independent and have the material goods to prove
it: nice homes, fine wardrobes, and money to support an active social life. In this dialogue-driven
play, the women invite us into their space as they discuss, among other things, the “crisis” within
the black community of women who are unable to find that special someone who will love
them.In the play's prologue SBF 2 asks, “What happens to the black family if we don't find love?
What will happen to the African American legacy?” Before they launch into discussions about
everything from images of black womanhood, Oprah, the absence of black women on popular
television shows such as The Bachelorette, shopping, and, of course, men, SBF 1 informs us,
“This ain't sex in the inner city! That's another show. Let's be more specific, welcome to the lives
of single middle-class black women.” What they reveal through their dialogues and vignettes are
the real lives of black women living in the twenty-first century who ultimately accept that in terms
of marriage, the game has changed. Unlike the loving couple SBF 2 recalls meeting in a local
Starbucks who told her they had been married for fifty-five years, SBF 1 and SBF 2 accept that,
at this point in their lives, marriage is a steadily fleeting possibility. They share a great deal of
laughter but also moments of sadness as they talk about their loneliness and their desire for
someone to come along and make them feel like “chocolate magic sunshine.” But they are
resourceful and resilient. In the end, they agree that although they each want to find that ideal
mate, in the new millennium they are changing the rules of the game. They are making their own
history just by being themselves.In Lynn Nottage's comedy Fabulation, Or the Re-Education of
Undine, the life of another middle-class black woman, Undine, comes apart as she tries to do
business in her plush New York office. Undine is busy lining up talent for a high-profile
fundraising event when her accountant arrives to inform her that her young and handsome
Argentinian husband, Hervé, has taken all of the money from their joint bank accounts and is
nowhere to be found. An agent from the FBI also arrives in the office bearing bad news: she's
being investigated for possible identity fraud. To make matters worse, her pregnancy test comes
back positive.After losing everything, Undine has nowhere to go except back to where she was
raised, to Brooklyn and the Walt Whitman projects. It's there, amid her tight-knit and
unconventional family that her re-education begins. Undine must relearn how to survive in an
urban environment she wanted so desperately to escape that she denied that she even had a
family. Nottage is at her comic best as she portrays Undine's family as hard-working security
officers who get by as best they know how. She also acknowledges the influence of hip hop on
urban culture through Undine's brother Flow, who at one point recites part of his unfinished hip



hop epic poem about Brer Rabbit. Although they don't believe her lies about why she has
returned after fourteen years, Undine's relatives forgive her for rejecting them and join together
to help coax her into breathing new life into the world.Christina Anderson's BlackTop Sky is also
set in public housing. The setting is simple: a blacktop courtyard, street lamps, a couple of
benches, and a soundscape that suggests the bustling activity of an overcrowded and
dangerous space that two of the play's three characters, Ida and Klass, call home. It is through
sound that the David L. Hynn Housing Project is revealed as a place of containment where the
inhabitants see everything that's going on in the courtyard while seeing nothing at all. The action
revolves around a confrontation over a lost set of keys that brings Ida and her boyfriend Wynn
together with Klass, who lives with the crates of junk that he has accumulated on a bench in the
center of the blacktop courtyard. Klass spends most of his time sitting on the bench he has
claimed as his own, polishing one piece of junk after another and trying to forget about the
events that brought him there. They know that Klass has Ida's keys but do not want to confront
him. They think he's crazy. Wynn wants to call the police, but Ida reminds him about what
happened to another homeless man when the police came to take him away.One night, as Klass
struggles with the invisible demons that plague his sleep, someone calls the police to complain
about the disturbance. They come and try to coax Klass into going to a shelter for the homeless.
They use a taser on him when he resists. In the closing scene, the benches are gone and so is
Klass. After having cleared away someone whom he perceived as a rival, Wynn enters and
crosses the now-empty courtyard to gather up Ida and her things.The plays by Lydia Diamond, J.
Nicole Brooks, and Keli Garrett depart from the realism of the other plays. In Voyeurs de Venus,
Sara is a successful academic, a cultural anthropologist who is haunted by the subject of her
latest book project, a South African woman named Saartjie Baartman, who in the nineteenth
and early part of the twentieth century was popularly known as the Hottentot Venus. The action
of the play moves from the present to the past and back, from Sara's bedroom in Chicago to
London, England, where in 1810 Saartjie was introduced to the public as one of several displays
of human abnormality. Sara's dilemma is discovering how to represent Saartjie, who died in
1815, in a book about her without further exploiting her. Lydia Diamond grounds her play in the
historical facts concerning Saartjie, who even after her death was an object of public display. But
Voyeurs de Venus is not a history lesson. As Sara struggles with her conscience, the action of
the play shifts from Sara and the men in her life to Saartjie and the men who profited from her
black body.The real and the imaginary are intertwined as Saartjie appears to Sara, haunting her
space and challenging her to think hard about how much she's willing to compromise, and also
what she's willing to lose in order to gain fame. The dream sequences, the ghoulish scenes of
George Cuvier at work in his examination room and the ever-increasing African music that
threatens to drown out Sara's voice at the end of the play as she acknowledges the people who
supported her and her work suggest that Saartjie Baartman is speaking from her grave. Perhaps
the African music is Saartjie's way of conveying her dissatisfaction with having been disturbed
once again and put on display.Fedra by J. Nicole Brooks is adapted from Jean Racine's Phedre



and is set Haiti. But this is not the earthquake-ravaged and impoverished Haiti of the first half of
the twenty-first century. The futuristic Haiti over which Fedra presides as queen is the most
powerful country on the planet. Familiar characters from the Greek tale are present in this newly
envisioned Haiti. The play simmers with intrigue as the Queen struggles to contain her lust for
her stepson Hippolytus and her addictions. Fedra drinks too much, takes too many pills, and has
a nasty habit of cutting herself.The play opens with Fedra standing in her boudoir wearing a
hospital gown. Her wrists are bandaged owing to her most recent suicide attempt. She is
listening to a radio report about the plane crash in which, it is believed, her husband, King
Theseus, has died. Much of the intrigue revolves around the question of succession. Who will
now rule the most powerful country on earth? Clearly Fedra is not capable. She is in great need
of help to deal with her addictions and her lust for Hippolytus, the king's successor. Hippolytus is
in love with Aricia Toussaint, the imprisoned daughter of the overthrown King Pallas Toussaint.
The goddess Afrodite saw to that. When Fedra finds out, she has her revenge, only to have it
turn on her. But she is unable to reverse the treachery she unleashed on Hippolytus. In the final
scene Theseus, who survived the plane crash, must deal with the aftermath.There's quite a bit
of drinking in Keli Garrett's comedy Uppa Creek: A Modern Anachronistic Parody in the Minstrel
Tradition, especially at tea time. Garrett draws her inspiration for this play, which takes place on
the Friendly Confines Plantation, from the visual artist Kara Walker's silhouette etching titled The
Means to an End: A Shadow Drama in Five Acts. Like Walker's silhouette cutouts, Garrett's play
parodies the master-slave relationship and the sexual dynamics of plantation life. Familiar
stereotypes inhabit this plantation, but the structures of power are subverted and chaos erupts
when the Young Negress, Hepthesput, serves mid-day tea to Ms. Anne and her daughter Li'l
Annie in keeping with the illusion that the ladies are high society. The play shares with novelist
Ishmael Reed's Flight to Canada a demand that we suspend our disbelief. The world of the
Friendly Confines Plantation is absurd, with both master and slave sending and receiving
messages via cell phones and fax machines, the Young Negress using a microwave to prepare
her poisonous concoctions over the objections of her mentor, Ol’ Negress, and Li'l Annie
bursting out in a lively rap after the afternoon cup of poisoned tea she drank with her mother
drives them both crazy.This play is written in dialect, but Garrett makes it clear that language in
this play is at the service of parody. For example, when Ol’ Negress complains about Young
Negress's not performing her “conjugal duties” with Li'l Massa, she responds, “What is you? An
interloper? A spook crouching by the do’ without thought to revolution and advancement of the
cause? You got no regard for the plight of yo’ fellow sistern and brethren?” The revolution might
not be televised in this parody of life on the plantation, but Young Negress wins by turning the big
house into a madhouse before fleeing to a high hill where a helicopter hovers overhead ready to
bring the southern aristocracy to a bullet-riddled end.The playwrights whose work is included in
this book represent barely a fraction of the African American women who are writing plays that
speak to our past, present, and future. It is my hope that this anthology will help inspire even
more women playwrights to continue the work of putting their voices, their stories, and their



people on the stage.Notes1. They are Charles Gordone, who won for No Place to Be Somebody
(1970), Charles Fuller, who won for A Soldier's Play (1982), and August Wilson, who won for
Fences (1987) and The Piano Lesson (1990).2. Darwin T. Turner, ed., Black Drama in America:
An Anthology [1971] 2d ed. (Washington, D.C.: Howard University Press, 1994), xxxiii.3. Black
Enterprise, “The New Look of Broadway” by Carolyn M. Brown (December 2011), 14.4. Directed
by Kenny Leon, who also directed Stick Fly and The Mountaintop, it won for Leon the 2014 Tony
Award for best direction. Sophie Okonedo, who played Ruth Younger, received a Tony for best
performance by an actress in a featured role.5. Harry J. Elam Jr. and Robert Alexander, eds.,
The Fire This Time: African American Plays for the 21st Century (New York: Theatre
Communications Group, 2004), xiv.6. Turner, Black Drama in America, xviii–xix.7. Margaret B.
Wilkerson, ed., 9 Plays by Black Women (New York: New American Library, 1986).8. Elizabeth
Brown-Guillory, ed., Wines in the Wilderness: Plays by African American Women from the
Harlem Renaissance to the Present (New York: Praeger, 1990).9. Sydné Mahone, ed., Moon
Marked and Touched by Sun (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 1993).10. Kathy A.
Perkins and Roberta Uno, eds., Contemporary Plays for Women of Color (London: Routledge,
1996).11. E. Patrick Johnson and Ramón H. Rivera-Servera, eds., solo/black/woman: scripts,
interviews, and essays (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 2013).TANYA
BARFIELDBorn in San Francisco and raised in Portland, Oregon, Tanya Barfield began her
career in theater as an actor. After receiving her undergraduate degree in acting from New York
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actors.CHARACTERSLewis (mid-life)Simon, Rex, Jesse (young)(There should be
approximately a twenty-five-year age difference between the two actors. The actor playing
Simon, Jesse, and Rex must be able to sing.)SETTINGThere are two spaces: the one Lewis
occupies and a separate place. There is a door. The door is not to be actually represented, but it
figuratively exists. There are no blackouts. Each man will remain on stage for almost the entire
play. At only one point in the evening will one of the men exit. The play occurs between 1851 and
1995.SONGSThe songs are to be sung a cappella. The melody of each song should be written
in the musical style specific to the character, situation, and period.A NOTE ABOUT THE
MONOLOGUES AND CHARACTERSThe play involves storytelling, and in many cases one
character will assume the identity of another during his story. As a general rule, if a new
character name does not appear before the internal dialogue, then a total personification of the
character may detract from rather than add to the story.When Lewis speaks in the voice of his
wife, he does not completely assume a feminine identity. Lewis's wife may have an airy façade,
but she's also a smart and caring woman. As with all the roles (but particularly with the slaves), it
is important not to play stereotypes. Simon is highly intelligent and he does not speak slowly.
During even the most trying of circumstances, Simon is heartfelt but never sentimental,
indulgent, or self-pitying. When Simon embodies the character of Jonathan, he plays Jonathan
as a complicated young man whose actions are hurtful but without intentional malice. Simon's
mother's accent is Gullah: a Creole blend of Elizabethan English and the language of her African
ancestry. Simon does not share his mother's accent.Although Lewis and Rex often debate
issues, the strife between them is not a social or political critique. Their opposing views are
personal and familial, about both identity and sibling rivalry. There is a deep need between these
brothers, and their relationship is one of great conflict but also great love. Jesse is performative
and entertaining and he imbues his stories with humor. It is only through song that Jesse
expresses the depth of his feelings.It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this
sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the
tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness,—an
American, a Negro; two warring souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring
ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.—W. E.
B. Du Bois1995. It is night. Lewis, a refined, well-educated man in his fifties, is in the throes of
insomnia. Hovering on the edge of Lewis's awareness, a young boy can be heard singing an
invocation in Yoruba.ANCESTOR:Baba agbaGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI call on
youEniyan fo sokeFly, peopleEye fo sokeFly, birdIdiran mi wa sileCome down, my
ancestorAngeli wa sileCome down, angelBaba agbaGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI
call on youLEWIS: A divorce. (Lewis quickly pushes the reality of the thought away. He speaks to
the audience, upbeat with a wry sense of humor.) I won't go to the Million Man March and my
wife says she wants a divorce. She doesn't want to offend me completely, so she hedges for a
moment, then: “Lewis,” she says, “Lewis, I was thinking…I think I'd like a divorce.”A divorce?“Yes,
a divorce.”A divorce?“A divorce.”A divorce. Why?“Well,” she says, “you—I—”Well? I say.“Well, it's



just because of that.”My wife and I have been married for twenty-five years. She says she's
thought about it for quite some time now, about nine or ten years, and it seems that there's this
resistance I have, to looking at myself.“You won't go to the Million Man March,” she says.The
Million Man March? Apparently, it's interfering with our relationship. I ask if there's someone else.
She says it would be easier if there were someone else, less existential. But no, no there's not.
She says there's a story to a person's life, a dimensionality, because each person has a greater
“personhood” within them. But if a person compartmentalizes their life like I do, she says, they
deny the dimensionality of themselves and that's difficult because you never feel like you're
getting the whole person. A relationship is about total honesty and—“You know, Lewis…you're
black.”Yes?“It's all about your father,” she says.I didn't go to his funeral. It's been a year, I haven't
even visited his grave—“What kind of a man wouldn't—”I wasn't close to my father.“What about
your great-grandfather, Simon?”He died when I was ten.“You said you were very close.”When I
was ten!“You won't go to the Million Man March. A million black men are gathering in public and
you won't go. And maybe it's because you're married to a white woman, but I don't think that you
should use the fact that I'm white as an excuse to erase your history.”You want a divorce
because I don't want to march on Washington, not as any form of protest but just to announce to
the world that I'm black?“It's also because of housework.”Housework? I never commit. I say I'm
going to do the dishes or vacuum or fix the hinges on the door, and I just don't do it.Feng Shui,
that Feng Shui book her sister gave her, that's what this is about. That book is Chinese and she's
white—Do you think, maybe, she's “denying her culture”?“I've learned a lot from Feng Shui. Your
house has to be in order. The fact that it came from the Orient is not the point!” (Beat.)She
leaves. The house is empty. Emptier than I can imagine.I have the sensation of being watched. I
watch my wife leave, and as she leaves, I divorce myself from myself. I become two selves—my
self and the self that watches my self.(An apparitional Spirit watching Lewis appears.)SPIRIT:
(sings)Run, boy, run, pattyroller come'n get yaLEWIS: The sleepless specter, insomnia,
descends.SPIRIT:Run, boy, run, you best run t’ get awayLEWIS: Stop.(A complete shift. With
indiscernible ease, the Spirit transforms into Simon. It is 1863. Simon is a bright young man—
good-humored—intelligent, and with the touch of a poet. Simon is 19 years old, although he
refers to himself as 103. Upbeat, he speaks to the audience and occasionally to Lewis, who
does not acknowledge him.)SIMON: Katie Maddox!Before I tell you bout Katie, I best tell you
bout me. My name Simon. I had a son, Jesse. Jesse got Charles and Charles begot Rex and
Lewis. Lewis the one jes been talkin. Now, I already lived 103 years and got buried in the grave.
But I come to be in this story. I don't know a word of play-actin. But I say, when I here, I jes tellin
stories, jes handin down time-old stories. So you jes sit back and listen, real comfortable-
like.Here we go! Katie Maddox! Now. I'm nineteen years old.Today the day I meet my wife, Katie
Maddox, who be Lewis great-grandmammy, and she make my heart jump. Katie lived over yon
Tom Brady place, and I had heared before that “she jes the purtiest slave gal in walkin distance.”
I jes bout that age a young buck wanna see these things for meself, so I figure I make my way
over t’Brady place, and I ain't gonna tell no-how bout my where-bouts neither.Now I don't got no



pass and no slave ’llowed to walkabout witout no pass, but that was no matter t’me, cuz I figure if
I be catched by the collar, I plan on sayin to the patroller, “Mr. Pattyroller, suh, I jes out huntin up
the root medicine” (as Mistis Betsy had fallen ill with a terrible fever and she'd jes begged us
slaves to make a cure on her)—which was plain true. So in that case, Aunt Sally did sent me out
to hunt up the primrose flower.But then, if the patroller warnt in belief of this story, I planned on
rollin my eyes and sayin “Please, suh, I jes a triflin boy.” And I'd hold up the primrose and (for fear
of lil Mistis Betsy's illness and her sad countenance) that pattyroller'd send me back home witout
no lash. Now if he did that, I'd wait til he outta seein-distance, and then lickedy-split I'd turn off
the other way.So, wit the primrose flower in hand, I walk myself all the way over to Mr. Brady
place to spy a look at Katie Maddox. And as luck would have it, I don't stumble cross no
patrollers.There a mighty bit of frolickin as everyone gather'd round a fire. The womenfolk
shuckin corn and the younguns dancin round in a ring. Mr. Brady always grin and say, “My
niggers just like family.” And he paid no mind to Saturday night parties, long as the corn ears be
ready sun-up. So everyone jes gather round tellin stories and singin and makin up a pot of
hamhocks, full merriment.(sings)Come and shuck that corn tonightCome and shuck with all your
might—I spy Katie Maddox stirrin up a pot, my heart jump a beat like dancin. And ’fore I know
myself what I doin, I march right on up to her and say, “Sweet Katie, you the finest gal I ever laid
eyes on, and iffen you ’llow yourself t’get to know me then you gonna see I ain't so bad myself
neither and I swear every Saturday night I come ’round this place and give you a primrose flower
for your admiration; I'll be comin for however many Saturdays it take for you to figure me for a
decent fellow and on that last Saturday, we to make up a fine party and jump over the
broom.”Now I always been a man of my word, even back in m’boyhood, so now each Saturday I
got to pick two flowers. One for Katie and one for a chance meetin wit a patroller. Well, it take a
month and a half of Saturdays for Katie to make up her mind on me. A whole month to decide
and another two Saturdays to keep me waitin. And on that last Saturday she say she be my wife
and that's how us come t’be married.(Beat.)But you know what? The moment us was married, I
knew right then and there that I didn't never want to live a day on earth witout Katie. Thinkin that
took a lil joy out the celebration. Spose to be happy to be wedded. But I keep to thinkin that one
thought, “What happen if the day ever come I lose my Katie?” (Simon glances at Lewis, who
doesn't see him.)LEWIS: It all started when we lived in Greenwich Village, married two years,
and my wife says she wants to take a vacation in the country.Vacation in the country. Why?We
could go on hikes, we could read old books, she says, we could tell stories, analyze our dreams.
She says my life is all about success, achievement, and it's great to strive, “But, Lewis, we need
to be in nature.”Now, let's be clear: there are no delis in the country. She says that you don't need
delis. Because you have the trees instead and that's all you need, the trees.People lurk behind
trees.“No they don't.”Yes they do.“They do not.”Yes, as a matter of fact, they do.“Who?”Crazy
people. Mass murderers. Red-necks.She doesn't miss a beat. “I think you're experiencing ‘Tree
Anxiety.’”Tree anxiety?“Yes,” she continues, “I think you may be suffering from Tree Anxiety.”I ask
her to elaborate on that, so I understand it properly. She says she's noticed that a lot of people



here on the East Coast suffer from an irrational fear of trees.Come on, I say, I'm not afraid of
trees, I'm afraid of people lurking behind the trees, and I'm not afraid of them, I'm just
cautious.“That's a form of Tree Anxiety.”No it's not.“Yes it is.”Look, I worry, a realistic worry, that
there are people in the woods that wish to do harm to others. And, may I clarify, the country is
filled with a bunch of racists and I believe the concern I have for racists is a realistic concern
—“Okay, so we won't go.”We can go.“You're saying you don't want to go.”What am I saying?I am
suddenly aware of the difference between my wife and me. Not that this hasn't occurred to me
before. But I am suddenly aware, in a very new and unsettling way. We live very different lives,
and it isn't only because I grew up in a large metropolitan area, not because of Tree Anxiety but
because I can't fade into the country. I can't take a weekend trip without a strained obviousness
that I am there. There's no choice attached to my difference, I can't suppress it in order to grant
my wife a weekend in the country. Even if I dress differently, cut my hair differently, speak
differently. I can't slip into the expanse.I want to say: I can't go, I can't take a trip to the country, I
can't be a part of the trees—I say nothing.I can't not be black.(Simon quickly and effortlessly
transforms into Rex, Lewis's charismatic, militant brother. Rex's presence completely dispels
Lewis's awareness of the audience. At no point during this scene does Lewis acknowledge the
audience.)REX: Why is this news to you?LEWIS: (thrown off-guard) What—REX: Why is this
news to you?LEWIS: Rex?REX: Why is your blackness suddenly news to you? Why do you think
that you are saying something new?LEWIS: What are you doing here?REX: Where the people?
LEWIS: What?REX: Where all the people? The characters?LEWIS: What characters?REX: In
yo’ story.LEWIS: What story?REX: The story you in.LEWIS: I'm in my house.REX: In yo’ house
imagining your story.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah y'are.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah
y'are.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah y'are. Brother Lewis, ya can't shake the doppelganger—
LEWIS: What—Rex—REX: You got to break this night down to the nitty-gritty, bro.LEWIS: Rex,
you're dead. (Beat.) What are you doing here?REX: (to the audience) My brother watches the
story of a black man.LEWIS: I am in my own story—my life, and you have nothing to do with that
life. Besides, you're not even here. You're in my mind. Insomnia.REX: Lewis, you a black
man.LEWIS: A waking dream—REX: Not a person that happens to be black.LEWIS: A nightmare
—REX: It's not an elective state of being.LEWIS: Sleep deprivation—REX: Who's the audience?
LEWIS: What?REX: Who is your audience?LEWIS: I don't have an audience.REX: Who is your
intended audience?LEWIS: I'm not in a—there is no audience!REX: White people.LEWIS: What?
REX: White people, that's your audience.LEWIS: I don't have an audience.REX: You got a
buncha white people sittin up in your head being your audience. You livin under a White Gaze.
And, to be clear, if you think black folks gonna wanna haul their asses into this theater—I'm
talking bout this theater—watch you deny life, where they suppose to sit down and not talk back,
then, brother, you are sorely mistaken. And it's time to take a look at that.LEWIS: This isn't an
interactive experience—REX: Don't want nobody signifying yo’ testimonial. Don't want yo’ story
too black—LEWIS: Black?REX: My brother afraid to be black.LEWIS: Is being black not liking
Shakespeare, opera, quantum physics—REX: You've been running away—LEWIS: This attitude



has always been your problem, Rex—REX: Turning your back on everything that make you black
—LEWIS: I'm right here. And if I'm turning my back, I'm turning it on the excuse of failure,
oppression—REX: Centuries of oppression—LEWIS: Oppression is not an excuse—REX: Can't
look at the future unless you look—LEWIS: Unless you look at the misguided belief in past and
present? “Causality” is a crutch—REX: It time you take a look—LEWIS: I've looked, we've all
looked, we know all about slavery and the past and—REX: What do you know?LEWIS: I know
enough to know that it's time to move on.REX: Once again, my brother running away.LEWIS:
From the Black Mafia? The are-you-black-enough? blacker-than-thou—REX: Your people—
LEWIS: While you were hanging out in the Mission cultivating your failed “authenticity,” I was in
college. Unlike some, I didn't want to go to jail, so I went to school. The first, the only person in
this family that didn't want to spend his life in ignorance—REX: Oh, you the only one?LEWIS: I
went to school—REX: To learn how to assimilate wit The Man.LEWIS: No. To become a
professor. Philosophy of mathematics. To teach at a prestigious university. To become a man of
social entitlement. To excel. I'm not ashamed to say that I've learned things that white people
know all about. Even things they know nothing about. For example, it is impossible to count the
complete decimal expansion of the number pi backwards. Wittgenstein.REX: King of Your
Kingdom and still a Slave.LEWIS: Your mentality, illiterate victim mentality, you call Being Black.
You want me to talk the talk, walk the walk, hang with the homies, gangsta-rap my way to the
American Dream by bitch-slapping our people outta intellectual parity.REX: Keep it real, Lewy-
Sambo. He a White Devil in black skin, my bro. Go on, brother, defame my image, imagine your
solitary, ariettic show. Tell Whitey bout your drunk of a daddy, how you reinvented yourself in yo’
own image, pulled yourself up from your bootstraps, you American Dreamer. Tell em all bout
after Malcolm and Martin shot, when I (your blacker bro) spiraled down outta The Movement.
Ended up homeless and on crack. Why don't you tell Whitey how both our mama's boys (you the
good son and me the bad) suffer the same sickness: self-loathing, the silent affliction, a plague
of the skin. Both our daddy's sons suffer the phantom illness called self-hate.LEWIS: Rex, you're
not here.REX: I'm here in spirit.LEWIS: What do you want from me?REX: This is a
summoning.LEWIS: This is insomnia!REX: A Descendant of Ham. Like Ham, Lewis watched his
own father backslide from faith, spiral into drunkenness. Dad watched his father consumed by
fire. This is the mantle worn.LEWIS: No, this is your manipulative—REX: Noah begat Shem,
Japheth, and Ham—Ham begat Cush, Mizraim, Phut, and Canaan. Great-grandfather begat
Jesse, who begat Charles.LEWIS: This isn't about—REX: Charles begat Rex and Lewis. A
servant of servants shall Lewis be! What did Lewis begat? Lineage extinct. You the last one alive
from this family. So you gotta look back to the legacy—the last one remembered, born first under
the curse of this continent. He was called Simon.LEWIS: Stop it—REX: The dead needs the livin
just as the livin need the dead.LEWIS: Go away, stop it! Just, just—(Rex instantly transforms into
seven-year-old Young Simon. It is 1851. There is an almost apparitional quality to Young Simon—
insomniatic, delusional, and unnerving.)SIMON: (to Lewis) Every night ’fore sleep, I ax Momma,
“Why us slaves?”LEWIS: Just go away!SIMON: Momma, why I don't got no daddy? Daddy shot



down. Why my daddy shot? Shot for tryin run. Why my daddy run?MOMMA, LEWIS: Shh!!!
SIMON: Momma, Momma, Momma—Momma, Momma—LEWIS: (to Simon, overlapping) In my
mind? All in my mind—(Lewis moves away. The haunting aspect of Young Simon now fades as
he speaks to the audience.)SIMON: Momma, why my daddy run? Why my daddy shot?
Momma, Momma—(Momma:) Oonah hush mout’, chile—(Simon:) But, Momma—(Momma:) No
one got no daddy, son. Buckrah Massuh own all we slave.LEWIS: Think about math.SIMON:
One plus one is two.LEWIS: An infinite sequence of numbers exist before zero.SIMON: Momma
say, before I born, me got four brothers and three sisters but them all been sold away. I ax why
them been sold and Momma jes cry. Momma cry then I cry then Momma tell me not to
cry.Momma sing a song in the old language, bout once us people got us wings tore offa us.
(Momma sings, gently, as a lullaby.)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo sokeWhen I lil bigger than knee-high
and Momma out pickin cotton, I back in the Big House pickin up chips, sweepin the yard, swattin
flies offa the table, toten dishes from the kitchen, bowin m’head to Missy, drivin the cows to the
pasture, toten dried up meat from the smokehouse, swattin at flies, toten the dishes back to the
kitchen, not droppin any dishes, not spillin soup, not stealin sugar lumps out the kitchen, not
makin any ruckus.LEWIS: Success, achievement…SIMON: (as Momma)Idiran mi wa si—(In an
attempt to master his insomnia, Lewis picks up an old book, Robinson Crusoe. He
reads:)LEWIS: The Life and Strange and Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe.SIMON:
Book-learnin. Once'n I tall enough to Momma's elbow, she send me to fifteen-year-old Young
Master Jonathan's a fair number of nights for book-learnin and arithmetic. It warn't legal to learn
no slave to read and write, so Momma be powerful thankful on Young Master Jonathan's
kindness, and I be sent every eve Sunday.(to Lewis)(Jonathan:) “Shall we try the next book,
boy?”LEWIS: (picks up a different book) Moby Dick.SIMON: (Jonathan, kindly) “Boy, are you
listening?”LEWIS: (reading Moby Dick) “Chapter One. Loomings…”SIMON: (matter-of-fact)
Sometimes, be called useless boy, good-for-nothin pickininny, darkie, lil nigger, dumb nigger and
“get-over-here-boy!” I start to think, don't I got no right name a’tall? Out from the big house, I say,
(calling to Momma) “Momma, what my name be?” Momma draw her mouth like a smile, she say,
“Honey-boy, yuh name be Simon, chile.” Simon m’name? “Dat right, lil shug.” Simon.LEWIS:
“Some years ago—”SIMON: (Jonathan) Boy, are you listening! Huh? Oh.SIMON, LEWIS:
“Chapter One.”SIMON: “Call me Ishmael.”LEWIS: “Some years ago, never mind how long
precisely…”SIMON: I hold the book, stumble out the words. For weeks and weeks. Jonathan sit
closer than breathin distance. Then, one night, his leg be press up ’gainst mine. Then his hand
crawl across my stomach and down into my britches. He put his other hand in his own britches. I
jes stare at the page, while Jonathan's hands fumblin in both us britches. Then Young Master
Jonathan start to twitchin and shakin.LEWIS: (continuing to read) “The thought of
whiteness…”SIMON: (overlapping) Should I keep to the readin?LEWIS: (overlapping)
“heightens that terror to the furthest bounds…”SIMON: (Jonathan overlapping) “Get outta here,
boy! We will continue the lesson next week.”Should I keep to the—(Jonathan:) “Please, please,
boy, get out!”LEWIS: “The thought of whiteness…”SIMON: One week I beg Momma don't send



me. But Jonathan still request me so I have to go. Sometimes my eyes well up with a flood of
tears and Jonathan got his hand in my britches and I think what if he sell me ’way from Momma?
One night, I go out the door of the Big House and wonder how long it take til Jonathan be grown
and sent way to university. How long til I be grown? One night, I don't got no spirit in me to carry
m’self back to slave quarters. Jes wanna trow m’self on the ground like a lil bumble-bee dyin.
Wanna walk to the river and put m’self like dead leafs on the water. One night, I lose my way and
can't find home.Dark night, one night, night-soul night.I look up, and there be a hundred blazin
candles shinin down on Simon.“How long,” I ax them stars, “how long til ya paste my wings back
on me?”LEWIS: A constellation of moments. A Euclidean universe? Think about math.(Simon
glances in Lewis's direction.)The past forever vying for the present. Near and near and nearer
still…SIMON: (Young Simon) Years later on, Jonathan sent way to university. (Simon is now
twenty years old.) I get grown. And Katie get wit child. Katie still by way of Mr. Brady plantation
and I still way of Massuh Davenport.One night, I sneakin my way over to Katie plantation but first
I stop by Momma for a spot of grub, and Momma say to me, “Why ya don’ come by no mo? Me
got some story fix t’pass down t’yuh.” I say, “You know, Momma, Katie wit child now.” Then
Momma say, “Next time, oonah best t’brung me by lil Katie fo’ a visit.” And she look me down wit
that look that mean no back-talk.(Simon:) Momma, I's too old for that look. (Momma gives a
mothering “no back-talk” look.) Even once I full grown, Momma give the look: no back-talk.Now,
Momma leg gone bad a few years ’forehand and she mostly bent-down over when she walked.
Massuh complained to high heaven and back that he couldn't do nothin wit my mammy and if
she didn't tend to her work good, he'd send her sorry ass away. So the lastest thing I knew
possible was for Momma to get snucked out in the middle night to spy a visit on my
Katie.Momma keep starin at me: no back-talk. “Sho, Momma, I muse up a plan to carry you the
distance to Katie.”I scheme for a month a more, until I get the idea on how to steal some bottles
of milk and give one to each patroller us meet on the way. So, the day of the night us set to go,
Momma fallen ill wit a mighty cough and Massuh Davenport come by and say tomorrow she to
be sold.My Momma to be sold?(Davenport is oblivious and unconcerned with the effect his
words will have on Simon.)“That right, Simon—Ruby being sent to auction. A man like me's
better off gaining two dirty nickels sellin her now, than payin five dollars down the line to make a
grave.”So that my Momma's last night.That night, Momma quiet. Then she smile.(Momma:)
“Take dishyuh bucketa blue paint, honey-boy, paint up dis do’.”(Simon:) Now ain't no time to be
paintin doors, Momma. Tomorrow you be sent to auction.(Momma:) “Paint dis do'way blue. Keep
d’good spirits in. Keep d’ghost out.”(Simon:) Momma—(Momma:) “Eh! Eh! Paint dis do’ blue. Da
dey keep yuh soul-family watch over yuh.”(Simon:) Momma—this a door, Momma—(Momma
gives the look: no back-talk.)I take the bucket of indigo and start on paintin the door.(Momma:)
“She carryin high or low, son?”(Simon:) Katie carryin low.(Momma:) “So what you g’wine name
yuh boy, son?”(Simon:) Us didn't choose no name yet, Momma. Waitin for you to fix the child wit
your blessin.Momma think for a spell. I keep on paintin the door.(Momma:) “Jesse a fine
name.”(Simon:) That what we call him then, Momma, us to call him Jesse.Momma look at the



blue painted door. She smile.When the wagon come next day sunup, I holler up a mighty ruckus,
throwin punches and Momma shakin her head to hush me. Get dragged off and whipped down
good like I never lashed ’fore. Whipped so bad, can't ’member the end of it, jes wake up the next
morning. Momma gone.That day the worstest day in my born life, cuz that day word come that
my Katie done got sent to auction too. That day a devil growed up in me and I break all the things
in the room. I tear to shreds the corn-shuck mattress. I be standin, all covered wit dried up blood,
I standin in the room alone wit a heap of old corn-shucks strown every which a way.The day be
blazin full-sun wit shadows made purple from the heat. I walk down to the river and I keep walkin
and I walk like a man that got no name and I walk til the sun jes a cold cinder fallen in the sky. I
walk through the water and I walk and walk as night come over me and I walk past the light that
wake tomorrow and I walk and walk til I can't tell the day from darkness. I don't hear the dogs
barkin when they come. Don't hear the voice of dogs in the trees. Don't feel the dog teeth as they
pull me down nor when the pattyrollers break all the bones my left foot got in it. Don't even hear
myself cry the way a baby cries fo’ the Lord to take ’im.They brung me back to Massuh
Davenport plantation. I don't ’member nothin much more bout them days cept I wake up and a
shadow leanin over me and it Jonathan full-grown as a man.Ain't seen Young Master Jonathan
since he went up North, some years past. But before I can spit, I feel Jonathan put his kerchief
on me brow, and he don't touch me no more than that. He say, “Simon.”Then Jonathan, his eyes
bright like little stars, whisper,(contrite)(Jonathan:) “I've been to Boston and I heard Mr. Emerson
speak—and, Simon, I can assure you that your bondage will not be eternal. I've learned of
poetry and the theater and so many things. I've heard of a lovely Miss Dickinson. A lady poet,
imagine that!” Jonathan keep goin on in that manner, tellin everythin he seent up North and the
words be glimmerin like a storybook til I don't hear no more.“Simon? Simon—would you fancy I
recite Miss Dickinson's poem? I've committed it to memory.”Everythin in me fulla hate, so I don't
say nothin and Jonathan don't neither.After some time, he begin the poem.(Lewis reads from a
book of Emily Dickinson's poems. A feather moment. Each man remains in his own world but
they have a mutual longing.)LEWIS: Will there really be a morning?SIMON: Is there such a thing
as day?LEWIS: Could I see it from the mountainsIf I were as tall as they?SIMON: Has it feet like
water-lilies?Has it feathers like a bird?LEWIS: Is it brought from famous countriesSIMON: Of
which I have never heard?LEWIS: Oh, some scholar!SIMON: Oh, some sailor!LEWIS: Oh, some
wise man from the skies!SIMON: Pleased to tell a little pilgrimLEWIS: Where the place called
morning lies…SIMON: I fall from sleep into a bed of tears. Katie, my unbirthed child, and my
momma all gone! I tell Jonathan to put me back to work, let me work til I get worked to death.
(Jonathan:) “Simon, I cannot speak for the whereabouts of your mother, Ruby, but I have heard
about your Katie. Simon, Katie wasn't sold at auction. Mr. Brady never intended to sell Katie at
all. Mr. Brady took Katie to auction only to mind the children, not to sell her. Only to mind the
children that were slated for sale.”I can't barely hear the words he sayin. I look over at the blue
painted door. Katie here?(Jonathan:) “Katie gave birth, Simon. You and Katie have a baby
boy.”Katie and my boy both here?He nod.Momma gone?He nod again.(sings a spiritual)My



mudder build a house in Paradise,Ona build a house in Paradise…Build it witout the wood from
a tree,Build it set her soul to free.Free—(Lewis was, for an instant, touched. But then he
composes himself completely. He cuts off the song, banishing the Spirit of Simon. The sound of
classical music wafts in.)LEWIS: We're all enjoying ourselves, laughing and carrying on. The
dean's wife has just told what seems to be an unusually funny story. The dean's wife is hosting a
departmental tea party in my honor. The dean's wife is named Deane, which is confusing, and
she serves crumpets and cucumber sandwiches.I have just received a job at a university. My
wife and I are terribly in love. Married four years.As we drive to the party, my wife asks why I am
so quiet and I say I'm thinking about Tree Anxiety because we have to drive through a long
corridor of trees. She laughs and proceeds to tell me the names of the trees, and I nod as if I'm
listening. But, in actuality, I have a pit in my stomach; what if they don't know I'm black?However,
when we arrive it is instantly clear that they had been forewarned. They've been expecting me,
and they are delighted to meet a black mathematician. I am, in fact, a rarity (like gourmet food
that has been sent from abroad, ordered at an exorbitant price).My wife goes off and talks to
Deane, and I mingle throughout the party and find myself with a group of professors’ wives. They
are more than pleased by my presence. I feel like a movie star until I notice one of the women
staring at my hands like they are strange objects and she twitches with nervousness. And I
wonder, hasn't she ever seen black hands and seen the way our palms are lighter than the
backs of our hands and I wonder what she thinks about this. Is she scared of my hands? I drop
my hands into my lap (a non-threatening gesture that seems a little feminine). But maybe I've
imagined her fear and my whole body tightens, not knowing where to put my hands. A part of me
wants to take these strange objects and strike her—and then I become afraid for the woman and
guilty.The funny story continues. My laughter is now forced. Fight or flight. When will this terrible
party be over? I hear the sound of my laughter rushing in my ears. I watch myself laugh. I
observe myself observing myself trying to laugh. And the continual observation and self-
consciousness seems to last a lifetime, but in fact it is only a few minutes. The woman's gaze
darts off me as the circle of women's laughter hums in my ears—the chatter of the story
deafening—and one of the laughing ladies exclaims, “Racism? That's the problem of race
identity!”Suddenly all eyes are on me.“What do you think, Lewis?”Think?“About what he
said.”Said what?“My student.”He said?“He asked, ‘If you abolish the concept of race, will you
abolish racism?’ I said I didn't know. ‘Perhaps in a manner of thinking. But I don't think so.’ Is that
assimilation? I just don't know how Afro-Americans would feel about that. So, I told my student
that I would talk to you, Lewis, and get back to him. Because I'm not going to go bandying
around socio-cultural ideas based on erroneous assumptions.”I say nothing, but my fork clatters
onto my saucer. (I had been trying to sugar my tea with my fork.) Think about math. (Rex
appears.)REX: The Life and Strange and Surprising Adventures of a Black Man in the Theater of
His Mind. (Rex becomes the Woman at the Tea Party. She is innocent and sincere.)WOMAN AT
PARTY: Is race the primary determinant of capacity? I just don't know. You see, each culture
hands something down through generations. But what do they hand down? Poverty. Complaints.



Blaming everyone else for their problems. And I'm not saying a person is a bad person if they're
poor, but the thing is, often times there's a criminal element. So, when I'm on the street and I see
one of them, a man, I'm frightened—that's my first reaction, fear. I can't help it; I've had bad
experiences.He's black, Lewis is, and—he's successful, intelligent and doesn't make excuses
for himself, and I'm not afraid of him, I'm not. He's not like them at all, of course, but when he first
came to the party—I'd never admit it, but—I saw him from a distance, so tall, and at first I thought
it was one of them. Oh, that's an awful thing to say. I'm ashamed of that. That is such an awful
thing to say. But isn't it the brain categorizing information? Identification and classification. It
takes a moment. (returning to the earlier moment as the question is repeated) What do you
think, Lewis?LEWIS: Think?REX: When you, Brother Lewis, think about our people, you think:
“Why is everyone so ghetto, so poor? They ruin it for the rest of us.” Because you can't—no
matter how many polysyllabic words come out of your mouth—you can't never escape being one
of them. Being black hangs over you like a shroud; you're shackled by blackness. No matter how
many tweed suits you wear—you could've stole them, right?—you are just a black man like
every other black man, and they brace themselves when they see you, “I hope he's not one of
them that only knows monosyllabic words, one of them that harbors a criminal, violent
element.” (to the audience) Lewis tries not to look at the woman looking at his hands.(Rex
vanishes.)LEWIS: At the tea party, a series of broken numbers cascade down on me. Air sucks
itself out of my lungs. I must make myself indistinguishable, I think. I must distinguish myself. I
must become the pale, chalk-drawn shadow of success. I contemplate the square root of
negative one.I wish I could vomit. I wish I could vomit on all of these two-dimensional cackling
pointed-beak-people. But also I want to put them at ease so they won't be afraid of my black
hands. And the desire to protect them from their own fear overtakes me. I watch my hands bring
a cup of tea to my lips. I swallow the bile. (brightly) “Well, I'm here,” I manage to say, “so I
suppose we're moving beyond race. In a manner of thinking. Perhaps.”(Jesse, Simon's ebullient
and quick-witted son, appears. 1871.)YOUNG JESSE: Me here, my name Jesse. After slavery
was ended, my momma (she be Katie) and my daddy (he be Simon) and me here (Jesse), we
was rented a little parcel of Mr. Brady's land. My daddy the only slave learnt mathematics, and
Daddy always complain Mr. Brady be reading the wrong numbers out the ledger.Every month,
Brady come by our cabin to collect rent money. One night, Daddy bowin his head to Brady, but
then he say, “Mr. Brady, suh, I ’pologize but them numbers don't add right. Now I paid ya twenty-
three dollars and sixty-seven cent last month and I sold ya five barrels of cotton. I bought three
dollars fifty-nine cent wortha grocery, so how you figure I'm debted ya two and a half
dollar?” (With childlike animation, Jesse reenacts the conversation.) Brady look at Daddy real
steady-like.(Brady:) “What you drivin at, Simon?”(Simon:) “Suh, I learnt readin and arithmetic
and them numbers you got don't add right.”(Brady:) “Simon, you mean to say that you, a nigger,
know how to add up numbers better than me?”(Simon:) “Suh, I only sayin if you rethink them
numbers, you gonna see a error.”(Brady:) “You make a good wage by me, Simon.”(Simon:) “Truth
be told, suh, I ain't makin nothin. All I doin is watchin your right hand give your left hand all my



money.”I pipe up. “Daddy, votin day comin tomorrow. Yankees talkin bout elections. Say Freeman
Bureau gonna protect sharecrop rights.”(Katie:) “Jesse, hush, chile—”(Jesse:) But, Momma—
(Katie:) “Jesse, hush!”Brady spit. (Demonstrating, Jesse spits.)(Brady:) “Katie, you born on this
land, my plantation. You practically my own. Now ya don't think you gotta involve the Freeman's
Bureau in a little dispute between family, do ya?”Mr. Brady grunt, take one of Momma's biscuits,
then he leave. That night a knock come on the door.(Jesse stamps his foot, indicating the knock
on the door.)Daddy tell Momma and me to get back behind the stove cuz that knock didn't
sound like no knock he ’quainted with, and sho enough, he open the door and staring at us was
six ghosts.One ghost say,(Ghost:) “Nigger, go get me some water.”Daddy get the ghost a cup of
water, and the ghost slurp it down.(Ghost:) “I just climbed up from hell and my throat's dry. Get
me another cup of water.”Daddy bring another one and the ghost gulp it down.(Ghost:) “Get me
another one.”Daddy bring more water.(Ghost:) “You scared?”(Simon:) “No, suh.”(Ghost:) “As
long as you uppity niggers don't fill out a tally sheet at the poll tomorrow, you and your family ain't
got nothing to be scared of.”(Simon:) “Ain't scared, suh.”(Ghost:) “Ain't scared, Simon? Bring me
another cup.”Daddy bring another cup of water. The ghost don't drink this cup. He pour the water
out on Daddy's shoes. Daddy say,(Simon:) “Ain't scared, suh.”The ghost stand perfect still.
(Ghost:) “Well, then, if you ain't scared, Simon, I bet after you go vote tomorrow—then tomorrow
night, your woman and boy will be. Mighty scared, Simon. Awful scared.”Then he grunt, take one
of Momma's biscuits and all the ghosts climb onto they horses and ride off. Daddy shut the door
and Momma say, “Simon, you ain't going to vote tomorrow.”Daddy say, “That all right, Katie.”
Then Daddy grab his axe, go outside and start splittin wood.All night long, Daddy just splittin
wood. Every hour he sharpen his blade, then he split some more wood. Momma toss and turn in
the bed and Daddy outside just splittin wood.Next morning, Daddy say, “Jesse, go get ya
momma a bucket of indigo. Paint that door up blue. Keep the night terrors out. Keep ya soul-
family in.”“Daddy, once'n I get bigger, I gon’ vote. I don't care if six hundred and sixty-six goblins,
ghouls, and gargoyles show up at my door. I gonna vote!”LEWIS: Mathematical structures and
the repudiation of time. (With the word “repudiation,” Jesse moves away.) When I first met my
wife, back when I worked as a tutorial assistant, I told her, “I'm going to write a book, you know.
Someday, I'm going to write a great book.”My twentieth year at the university, I write
Mathematical Structures and the Repudiation of Time. My wife is ecstatic. She throws a huge
party in my honor. The entire department comes. So do my parents. My parents have nothing to
say to the department. And the department has nothing to say to my parents. My Dad leaves
early.A few weeks later, I go to dinner at my parents’. (Lewis sits.)My father is stone cold sober
(an event I'd rather not repeat). My mother displays my book on the coffee table. “We're all so
proud of you…aren't we, Charles?”My father is not so proud. He reads the newspaper. The book
reviews have not been kind.(Father/Charles:) “My son, the mathematician! That party your wife
threw. Your fellow co-workers didn't even dare speak to your family. Your mother sat in the corner
the whole night.”I try to explain. “That's just the way it is in academe. It's a very insular
world.”(Father:) Your mother said I oughtta rent a tux, for your party. Which I did, a tuxedo, for my



son. And at that party, I was there in my tux, and a coupla of them professor types asked me to
pour their drinks—(Lewis:) Dad, it was a mistake.(Father:) Oh sure, ’course it was, son. All the
other tuxedos at the party that wore black skin were serving drinks.(Lewis:) What did you think of
my book?My father ignores the question and turns to the review. He's studied it relentlessly. He
reads with practiced precision.(Father:) “Harlem-born professor examines the Big Logical
Questions. One should, perhaps, applaud this new player in a field reserved for the intellectual
elite.”He pauses for emphasis and then reads that section again.(Father:) “—in a field reserved
for the intellectual elite”—reserved for who?—the intellectual elite.“Harlem-born
professor-”(Lewis:) I get it, Dad.(Father:) “Unfortunately, the author does little to advance time-
reality questions.” My son, the PhD! His book does little.(Lewis:) Did you even read the book,
Dad? I wrote a book. And, by the way, not all the reviews are bad. A black publication called me
a “scintillating mind.” Dad doesn't care. All he cares about are the high-profile—the white—
reviews.Dinner! Mom serves roast pork and collard greens. It's a formal dinner, in my honor;
silverware scraping the good china. “Why not have a drink, Dad. Because you're much better
drunk than you are sober. I worked my entire life to better myself. I did it for you. Success. Have
you ever, even once, supported me?”(Father:) “Supported you? Worked myself into the ground
to put food on this table, didn't I. Supported you! Better a son take a beatin from his own father
than take a beatin from the world. What's my son do? He goes out and embarrasses my ass.
Goes out and writes some book that don't even sell. Seems to me if you can't write a book that
people are gonna want t’buy—that people are gonna respect—then you shouldn't write a
goddamn book at all!”I am silent. I will divorce myself from my father. It's the last dinner we share.
At home, my wife asks how was the evening. I go to the bathroom and vomit.(Jesse, now a
young man and a bit of a trickster. 1890.)JESSE: Once I grown, I work in town. Day-time ringing
till at the colored barber shop. Night-time sweeping floors at the white barber shop. Barely make
ends meet. Weekends, Momma gets me in the field doing mule-work and telling me to quit my
cussin.Hardly got three quarters to my name, but I my own man. Sho’ got tired of meeting up
with ghosts, so I go out hoboing. And one day I stumble cross a church right longside a road wit
nothin to the north and nothin to the south for miles and miles on end. Just a prayer house, really,
and I figure it so small and runned to the ground it might e’en be a black folks church.I creep up
on closer and hear the preacher callin out,(Preacher:) Come all ye down-trodden, heavy laden!
Come one, come all! God calls all wearied with toil and blighted by misfortune into His Kingdom!
God calls everyone into his sanctuary! In God's house, every sinner finds his home!Been down
on my luck since I started travellin and mighty pleased to hear that preacher's voice. I fling open
the door of the fallin-to-pieces little church and sit right on down in the amen corner.But once the
service end, the preacher stomp up to me, gripin,(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed in this
church, boy.(Jesse:) My name's Jesse, not boy, and I didn't see no sign fo’ whites only, sir. But I
heared ya callin all God's children to his Kingdom.(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed.(Jesse:) I
just heared ya now, “all us find home—”(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed!(Jesse:) And truth
be told, Mr. Preacher, I been carryin around a whole flour-sack of sins that I bout ready to get



unburdened from. See, I been on the road fo’ more than a month of Sundays and I keep collectin
things in this here bag, sins among them.(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed!!!(Jesse:) Ain't no
sign.(Preacher:) Ain't no sign cuz halfa these folks never met no nigger in they whole life. Case
you too stupid to see, there ain't nothin to the right and nothin to the left. None of em here
couldn't even read a sign if it offered up a re-ward.(Jesse:) Lemme tell ya, Mr. Preacher, sir,
pretty soon Mr. Pullman himself's gonna put some rails ’long this road, so if ya want your little
church to stay witout black folks, ya best fix up a sign.(Preacher:) How I spose t’do that?(Jesse,
with charm:) For a hot meal, I spose I could scrawl it out for ya.(Preacher:) You gonna write the
sign?(Jesse, indicating a huge sign) “Whites Only.”(Preacher:) That's right.The little preacher
calls after Delilah,(Preacher:) Get this nigger some grub and paper and pencil too.(Delilah:)
Paper and pencil, where I gonna get that?(Jesse:) Don't worry, I say. And I take both paper and
pencil outta my bag. I write the sign. Slowly. To make sure the meal still come.That's an awful
nice lookin sign, Preacher say.And you sho’ gave an awful nice soundin sermon, I say. Lookee
here, in some parts, I even heard whites and blacks be congregating in the church together.
(Preacher:) Whites and blacks?(Jesse:) That's right.(Preacher:) To-gether?(Jesse:) They sho’ is.
(Preacher:) Not my church.(Jesse:) Suh, I made your sign kindly—(Preacher:) Not my church!
(Jesse:) We broke bread ’mongst each other—(Preacher:) Not my church!!!The two of us stand
outside that fallin-to-pieces little church til nighttime. Each step of darkness come, that little
preacher get more and more contrary. Finally I say, “Mr. Preacher, maybe it time both us consult
wit God and see what He recommend.” The preacher like that idea and he storm off.Now, God
never in my whole life showed up for any sort of consultation or visitation. So I put it out my mind,
creeped inside the church, laid my head down on a pew and felled asleep. No sooner than that
am I yanked to my senses and the little preacher wavin the “Whites Only” sign and yellin
“Trespasser, he a trespasser!” A crowd behind him drag me outta the church and throw me in a
hog-pen, back of a wagon. I get carried like that fo’ two days, no food, no water, and then I get
dumped on the dust-footed steps of a courthouse.(Judge:) Thirteen years hard labor! The
prisoner will be rented to the stockyard at the premium rate of a dollar twenty-five per day.And
after alla that befall me, you know what? God did make his appearance. He say, “Don't worry that
they wouldn't let ya inta the church, son. I've been trying to get inta that church for over fifty-five
years, and I ain't been invited in yet!”(sings, a blues song)Got sent to the prison-yardWhen the
Lord forgot my name.I got sent to the prison-yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.Workin in the
coal-mine,Stomping that turp'tine field,Just a poor black boyI'm prayin I get killed.(Hearing
“killed,” Lewis begins to write advanced equations in the air.)JESSE:Got sent to the prison-
yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.Gon’ hide my tears from eyesight,So the world don't see my
pain.I'm gon’ hide my tears from eyesight,So the world don't see my pain.So tired of livin, don't
wannaLive this life no mo.’Time I spend on this earthAin't nothin but a lonely war.(Lewis
continues to write the equations, attempting to dispel the Spirit of Jesse.)JESSE:Got sent to the
prison-yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.(Lewis relives teaching a class, the philosophy of
mathematics, at the university. It is two months before this evening. Although disturbed by



Jesse's song, Lewis is in his element, a great lecturer. The class, blackboard, and students are
not to be actually represented. The Spirit of Jesse watches Lewis. Lewis does not see Jesse, but
the unconscious awareness of Jesse's presence is unnerving.)LEWIS: Thomas Aquinas called
the number pi, 1.618033—(Lewis has embarrassingly recited the number phi, not pi.) Excuse
me. (With “excuse me,” Jesse is no longer visible.)The number pi—3.14159265—a perfect,
transcendental number. (looking for raised hands)What else did he call this number? Yes! “The
eternal number of God.” Now, reflect on Newtonian absolute time and absolute space. Is time
mutable? (Beat.) Questions? Thoughts? Any—any questions at all? Are you there? Okay, a
class of geniuses! Moving on…(Lewis sees a new student enter the room.)Oh, welcome to
class. You are? Leroy. Leroy, you're late. But have a seat.(gesturing to the equation) Examine the
mathematical structure. Is there a causal relationship between past and present? Can we define
the present moment independent of the past?Yes? Question, Leroy…Leroy, did you read my
book? I wrote a book. A black publication called—it was assigned. I suggest you glance over it
before our next session. Very well, moving on.(Lewis quickly adds to the equation.)Now, then.
Examine the equation. Set aside your perception of temporal reality. Mathematically, is our
psychological understanding of time (referring to the present moment as the arrival of a
sequential series of past moments) a valid or artificial concept?Excuse me? Leroy. May I
proceed? May I? (repeating what the student has just said)Master class—Yes, this is advanced
—“House nigger?”Leroy, this is math. Not basketball practice. And by the way, you might make
some of those hoops if you understood word one of parabolic arcs. (returning to the lesson)
Temporal sophisms—(Lewis hears it said again.)“House Nigger.”Leroy, who is calling whom a
nigger?(pointing to the equation)Very well. When Kurt Gödel added rotation to the stress tensor,
here, he found a—“Nigger.”Leroy! Open the book, open my book. Do you think—if you were to
open one goddamn book in your entire life—that you would be acting white? Maybe you should
act white because you're pathetic, stupid, nothing—an ignorant nigger! What? No, Leroy, you're
dismissed. Get out of my class right now. I said, get out!(Later, the dean's office.)(Dean:) He
never said that, Lewis. He did not engage in name-calling. You say he said “House” and then
used the “N” word?(Lewis:) House Nigger, that's right.(Dean:) Your student said
“Heidegger.”(Lewis:) He said—(Dean:) Heidegger.(Lewis:) I heard him. He did not say
Heidegger. Heidegger isn't even on my syllabus. This kid has the audacity to say I've Uncle
Tommed my way to the top.(Dean:) It's a yes or no question, Lewis. Did you or did you not call
your student the “N” word?(Lewis, bordering on the irrational:) The question should be: is time
quantized (unconnected uncontinous units—as matter is to atoms, light to photons)? And black
people have to ask themselves precisely this question!(Dean:) Lewis? I think you need some
time off.(Lewis:) I don't need time off!(Dean:) This makes no sense, Lewis. Your father passing,
the book, whatever else's bothering you—How about a vacation? A leave.(Lewis:) I've done
everything, everything I've done is to succeed because when you're black, you have to be better
than better, the best. Why should I take a leave? I've spent my entire life striving to rise above the
drudgery of existence, apprehend the eternal verities—and I'm not going to let some stupid



nigger—(Dean:) Lewis, I'm putting you on leave.(Lewis:) I don't need—(Dean:) You don't have a
choice. Mandatory leave.I don't tell my wife about the leave. In fact, I never tell her. I dress for
work every day. I leave the house. I come home at the specific hour one is to come home. I
retreat into my study.She asks, but I say nothing. One day, she enters (cheerful the way you are
cheerful when you want to cheer someone up).“I think you should go to the Million Man March.
In Washington.”(Lewis becomes fragmented as the voice of his wife gradually merges with his
own.)I say nothing.“I was thinking, Lewis, it would be—”Say nothing.“fun—empowering—”Fun?
Look at the prison.“Prison? What are you talking about?”Say nothing—“Lewis, what are you
talking about?”Nothing, nothing, nothing.“All I was saying was the Million Man March could be
empower—”All I'm saying—I said—did you hear what I said?“I can't continue, Lewis—you deny
your self.”I said never nothing never mind.“It's not a relationship; I want a whole person—
dimensionality—a relationship is about total honesty—”Why! Why would I possibly want to
march around on Washington? Because I'm black. You don't know—“I know living with you can
be very lonely, Lewis.”Weeks pass, the march comes, and she waits. She waits for me to march. I
don't.(Beat.)My wife leaves.(Lewis gazes into the shadow-darkness of Jesse, speaking to Jesse
as if he is himself.)You've got demons, Lewis. You've got a whole lot of demons.(1890–1903.
Jesse is on the chain gang.)JESSE: (sings, a work song)Devil came visitin me nightimes,Came
when my head hung low,Devil came visitin me nightimes,Came when my head hung low,Devil
said he'd free me,If I kill that so-and-so.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.I'm going
home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Some men die of malary,Some men die of stroke,Some
men die of scurvy,Some men slit they own throat.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go
home.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.After bout three year pass, new boy in our
cage. He in for rape. Fact is, half the mens from five counties in for raping white ladies. I ask, how
many white ladies is livin in these counties anyhow? He say quite a few. “Once you out,” New
Boy tell me, “if ya see a white lady walking down the street, ya best to cross to the other side.” I
say that near impossible on market day, can't every black man walkin criss-cross the road. Alla
those mens be thrown in jail for stopping traffic!One day, year later, New Boy got a glint in his
eye. He say to me,(New Boy:) Jesse, I got one for ya: Two black mens in a automobile drivin
down the road. A chicken is crossin the road. The driver slam on the brakes and both he and the
passenger is thrown thirty-seven feet outta the car. Now, how come botha them gets put in
prison with three charges ’gainst them?I say I don't know.(New Boy:) See, the first charge is fo’
murderin a baby chick. Second one is fo’ defacin the road with skid marks. Third charge is fo’
fleein thirty-seven feet from the scene of the crime!After that, New Boy and me tell each other a
story every mornin.Then there be Joe Denver, biggest man in our cage. He really is in for rape.
And murder, too. Alla sudden outta no where, Big Joe turns to New Boy.(Big Joe:) Gimme yo’
breakfast.New Boy moves to the side and Big Joe eats it up. Two weeks of this I tell New Boy he
gotta learn to stand up for hisself. Next day, New Boy don't give his breakfast. Big Joe slam New
Boy by his head against the bars of the cage and New Boy don't get up. Big Joe turn to me.(Big
Joe:) I be hungry tomorrow. So, now on, you got t’give me yo’ breakfast. I sleep next to New



Boy's body til it start to smell and get covered over in vermin.(sings)Been livin here thirteen
years,I've been livin the Devil's plan.Been livin here thirteen years,I've been livin the Devil's
plan.Been livin without no future,Oh, brother—won't ya give me a hand?I'm going home,
Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Time I got freed
from prison yard, I practically old. Marry a young gal named Selma. Selma born me a son, little
Charley. All day long that boy whistling and rhyming, keep me in stitches.One night, me and Little
Charley in town at the General Store. Hear a white fella up in arms.(White Fellow:) “The
carpetbaggers nothin but trouble! Yankees come down here and rip up all our land. Votin day
tomorrow! Now they want me to vote for ’em? Talk about Reconstruction! Freeman's Bureau. All
they wanna do is protect nigger rights.”That night I say to Charley, “Votin day comin
tomorrow!”(to Lewis) My little Charley, he be your father.I say, “You know what, son. Your daddy
gonna vote. And I don't care if a whole crew of goblins, ghouls, and gargoyles show up at the
door.”LEWIS: Not this…JESSE: So, the next day, I march right on into town. But you know what?
The closer and closer I get to that voting booth, the more and more white folks think I lookin like
a rapist.LEWIS: Not this memory…JESSE:Some men die in a cage,Some men die on the
rail.LEWIS: Stop, time.JESSE:Some men die real quiet,Some men die with a wail.Oh,
brotherOh, brotherOh, brotherJESSE:Oh, brother—JESSE, LEWIS:—won't ya give me a hand?
(In a quicksilver instant Jesse becomes Rex. Lewis is now completely disoriented, overwhelmed
by the attrition of the night.)REX: You just sang with your brother.LEWIS: I—what?REX: My
brother—LEWIS: We do not exist simultaneously.REX: My brother—LEWIS: Jesse?REX: Just
sang with his brother.LEWIS: Rex? Rex—REX: Oh, brother—LEWIS: Stop it!REX: Oh,
brotherOh, brotherLEWIS: Stop time,…REX: Engage with me, brother.LEWIS: Leave me, be
gone…REX: (overlapping) Oh, brother—LEWIS: Oh, please.REX: Won't ya give me a hand?
LEWIS: (overlapping) Let me out of this night.REX: You ain't getting outta this night, Lewis. This
my memory, too. And I ain't gonna let you kill my memory.LEWIS: This isn't your insomnia—REX:
Fine. Watch me do the damn story. Where Dad?LEWIS: Dad's gone, and I want nothing to do
with Dad.REX: You stopped time on Jesse—now you cutting out a few chapters of Dad. This
night ain't this night without Dad. I'm gonna play Dad. You can chill out over there. Time we had
some fun up in this joint.(to the booth)Yeah, can I get a little more light? This crew, man, won't do
nothing to help a brother out.LEWIS: (trying to reclaim his ground) Who's your audience?REX:
My what?LEWIS: Your audience?REX: You. You my audience.LEWIS: This is my night. I'm in
it.REX: Well, you ain't in this night with me, so you ain't in it. If and when you decide to get in it,
then the kind people sitting in the pews out there, then they gonna be the audience. But right
now, I'm doing this baby all for you.The Abbreviated Life of Dad.(sings)Ofay ofay ofay—LEWIS:
(unimpressed) Okay, fine.REX:boss-man say okay!Ofay ofay ofay—boss-man say okay!(to the
audience)Here the back story. When Jesse's son, Little Charley, Dad, was twelve, he quit school
and went to working in the fields. Then after a while, Great-granddaddy Simon, Great Katie, and
Little Dad move up north. Dad grow up and marry Mom. Everyone live in a teensy-tiny
apartment. You and me ain't born yet, so—so far, it ain't that teensy.Dad fancied himself a



musician, and Dad used to SING!(Rex begins the song Charles used to sing, upbeat and jump
blues. Rex's rendition is completely silly; he uses his hands as puppets.)Two little lovebirds is
sitting in a treeBlackbird say, won't you marry meBluebird say, you best get to workBlackbird say
—I'm so tired of that boss-man jerk-ingme ’round all dayLEWIS: This isn't how you tell a
story.REX: How's it go?LEWIS: How's what go?REX: Two little lovebirds…The song?LEWIS: I
have no idea what you're talking about.REX:—is kissing in a bushLEWIS: That's a rhyme, that's
not—REX: Blackbird say something, something, something—What's next?LEWIS: When was
Dad supposedly singing this?REX: When he tucked us in bed.LEWIS: Tucked us into bed?REX:
When he came home. When he was mad at Mom. When he was pounding the pavement. When
he was sweeping streets, when he was cleaning toilets, when he was throwing rent parties,
when he used be standing in the soup line, when he was wooing mom. Sang that song when
everyone moved up north, when he and Great Simon and Katie was cheering the 369th march
up Fifth Ave. Back when he snuck into speakeasies wanting to sit down at Fast Jack's piano, all
part of everyday he was fumbling over melodies—that's when Dad sang that song.LEWIS:
You're right. Dad sang?REX: Before he stopped singing he was singing that song.LEWIS:
Blackbird say…REX: What's next?LEWIS: Blackbird say…LEWIS, REX: Blackbird say, oh I wish,
I wishREX:Blue take Black's ringAnd fling it in the air.Well, Blackbird cry,baby don't you
care.Bluebird squeak,buster don't you dare.REX: Sing with me, brother!I'm so tired of that boss-
manjerk-ing me ’round all day.LEWIS: (speaking, simultaneous with song) Jerk-ing me ’round all
day.REX:Ofay ofay ofay,boss-man say okay!LEWIS: (speaking, simultaneous with song) Ofay
ofay ofay, boss-man say okay.(As the bond between the brothers strengthens, from now until the
end of the play, Rex will gradually begin to relinquish his self-constructed militant identity. He will
become the brother that Lewis shared a bedroom with as a boy.)REX: ’Member when Dad was
workin that janitor job downtown?LEWIS: Was that that one boss?REX: That ofay-boss-man?
One day he say he want to open a janitorial service up in Harlem.So Dad started working on
125th. We was all happy.LEWIS: When was that?REX: Couple times, Great Simon took me and
you down to Central Park. Gave us little sailboats, sail around on the pond. You just sat on the
bench, recite your times-tables.LEWIS: I did?REX: Then one day, you tell Dad,(Young Lewis:)
“Daddy, why you don't go downtown and say to that boss-man, ‘Mr. Boss-Man, that janner
service up in Harlem nothing but grief. If ya wanna sell it to me, I take it off your hands.’”LEWIS: I
said that?REX: And Dad did it, just like you said. Boss man say okay. Great Simon go, “You got a
smart boy, Charley.”LEWIS: Bright idea. Didn't work out, though. Dad was in way over his
head.REX: He tried.LEWIS: (bitter) Tried?REX: You go after school, help him count up the
money.(The brothers piece together their shared past.)LEWIS: Second-grade arithmetic wasn't
help.REX: Then one day, the man from the city come and shut him down. And just like that, Dad
was jobless.LEWIS: That's when he started drinking.REX: Wasn't long after that, Great Simon
died.LEWIS: That was a terrible day.REX: You were the one that found his body?LEWIS:
Wouldn't wake up.REX: That was the day before you and me brought home bad grades in
school, wasn't it?LEWIS: Was it?REX: Simon died and the next night Dad beat you silly.LEWIS:



Didn't care about a thing but the grades. Was I hiding under the bed?REX: You was under the
bed, and Mom was going, “You got a demon in you, Charles.”LEWIS: He hit her, too.REX:
What'd you say?LEWIS: I didn't say anything.REX: You say, “Stop it—”LEWIS: Daddy drags me
out from under the bed.REX: (as Young Lewis) You cry, “Daddy—”LEWIS: (as Charles) Dad
says, “Shut up, Lewis!”REX: (as Young Lewis) You say, “Please, Daddy, please—”LEWIS/
CHARLES: “What did I say! Shut up, Lewis! I'll whip you good—Don't think I won't—I'll whip the
hide right off ya. I'll beat you like a slave! Shame me! Don't you ever shame me!”REX/YOUNG
LEWIS: “I didn't shame you, Daddy, I didn't shame—”LEWIS/CHARLES: “Shame yourself,
shame your whole goddamn family! Your great-grandfather Simon's idea! You know how hard I
been working for you to get into that private school!”REX/YOUNG LEWIS: “I know, Daddy—I
tried, Daddy—I tried.”LEWIS/CHARLES: “You tried? You tried? White people try, Lewis, black
people fail. So you best not try. You best do more than try.”REX/LEWIS: “You ain't understand,
Daddy—”LEWIS/CHARLES: “Don't you talk back to me! I gave you everything I never had! You
throw it in my face! I'll kill you, boy. Don't think I won't kill my own son, Lewis. I will kill you.”(Both
brothers collapse, shaken by the reenactment of the beating.)LEWIS: How come he only beat
me?REX: You brought home bad grades.LEWIS: You brought home bad grades.REX: But you
were his favorite, the smart one.LEWIS: He beat me ’til my blood drained out.REX: ’Til you were
white as a ghost.LEWIS: Said he was gonna beat the black outta me.REX: And he did.LEWIS:
Mom takes me to the hospital the next morning. Dad doesn't look at me, doesn't say a thing.
Broke two of my ribs and snapped my collar bone.REX: That afternoon, great-grandaddy's
funeral.LEWIS: I don't go. I put on my pajamas, crawl back to bed.REX: You ever thought of askin
after Great Simon?LEWIS: I barely remember Simon.REX: Late that night, after the funeral, Dad
comes to apologize.LEWIS: His breath stinks and he goes on and on, saying he's sorry.REX:
Then he tells us bout watching his own dad, Jesse, die.LEWIS: After that night, we never speak
of it again.REX: But he tells us every detail.LEWIS: Slurring his words. Then he just goes out of
the room and shuts the door.(Beat.)REX: Lewis, tell the story Dad told us.(Lewis won't tell
it.)REX: Grandpa Jesse went out hoboing…stumbled cross a Whites Only church…got put on
the chain-gang.LEWIS: I know how he died—REX: After Jesse outta prison and Dad was little—
One day, it was time to vote. So Jesse march right into town—LEWIS: I remember, Rex—(Rex
gazes out at the audience. He speaks clinically, without affect.)REX: He was stripped naked and
chained to a tree. White families drove for miles and miles to watch. Photographers came,
too.LEWIS: There's no point in telling it again.REX: They castrated Jesse. They lit a fire. The
audience was fit for an amphitheater. Cameras clicked the whole time. Jesse was consumed by
fire. Afterwards, charred organs and bits of bones were sold as souvenirs. Twenty-five cents
apiece. Photographs cost ten cents apiece. He was hung and burnt for trying to vote. For trying
to vote. But what'd they say? Lewis? Lewis?LEWIS: What does it matter what they said?REX: I
can't remember.LEWIS: So what does it matter?REX: Be in this night, Lewis.LEWIS: They said:
Dad's dad, Jesse, was lynched for raping a white woman and killing her husband. Everyone
called him guilty.REX: Then what happened?LEWIS: A reporter from many, many towns away



came.REX: He interviewed the “raped woman.”LEWIS: She said she saw Jesse march into town
to vote.REX: Her husband blocked his path.LEWIS: They quarreled—REX:—right outside the
voting booth. What'd the reporter say?LEWIS: (as reporter) “That nigger kill your husband?”REX:
(as woman) “Kill my husband? Oh, Heavens no! My husband was killed by Adam Stapleton.
Those two been at each other for years.”(Lewis continues to recite the reporter's lines, but he is
unable to completely assume the role.)LEWIS: Do you feel any regret for the mistake?REX: (as
woman) “Kill a mule, buy another—”LEWIS: Kill a nigger, hire his brother.(Beat.)REX: What
d’you think it did to little boy Dad?LEWIS: Little boy Dad.REX: What do you think that did?
LEWIS: I don't know…REX: Every once and awhile, Dad's grandma Katie sent Dad into town, to
the General Store. And at the store, postcards hung in the window. Postcards of a man's burning
body.LEWIS: Ten-cent photos of Dad's lynched father for sale.(Beat.)REX: Time you free
yourself, Lewis.LEWIS: What about you, Rex, are you free? Did a drug overdose make you free?
REX:…No.LEWIS: Both of us, then. (A glimmer of Jesse can be seen in Rex as he begins to
leave.)REX:I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Don't clip your own wings, brother.I'm
going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.(Rex completely exits the stage, leaving Lewis alone.
All of the ancestors are now gone. Lewis “sees” his aloneness. One insomnia-filled night has
passed. It is the pitch darkness before dawn.)LEWIS: Dad's gone; my brother's gone; my wife is
gone. I am my own audience watching myself grieve.Tonight, this ten-year-old night, Dad beats
me; tonight he tells me the story of Jesse; tonight my great-grandfather dies. I am assaulted by
the claustrophobia of trees tonight, trapped in a windowless box without walls, a silent prison;
tonight my wife leaves me. This solitary insomniatic night of many nights—please, great grand-
dad, please, Great Simon, please, great wise man from the skies, please take me out of this
night, tonight.(For the first time in his life, Lewis has willingly summoned his ancestor. Lewis has
called on the one that is most able to heal. In the separate space, Simon appears from the air in
the seraphic glow of dawn. Simon tells this last story simply, without reenacting or completely
assuming the role of the Union soldier.)SIMON: Thursday sun-up, I learnt it was, I hear someone
blowing the bugle at the big house.T’aint meal-serving time, but they blowing three long blows
and that mean it time for us slaves to hurry on up to the house.When I come inside, I see four
white men sittin there with big brass buttons on they blue uniform. One of them white mens with
a sun-creased forehead and turned-down lips look me straight in the eye and say,“Do you know
what day it is today, boy?”I dunno so I say, No, suh.“How are you coloreds going to take care of
yourselves, if you can't even tell time?”The man look at me and laugh.I know how to tell time just
fine, suh. I can tell it by the clock and tell it by the sun.“And yet you don't know what day it is
today?”No, suh, I don't know the day of the week, cuz everyday but Sunday is the same day
t’me, a working day. And I know today ain't no Sunday. What make this a special day, I say.“Today
is the day you're free.”Free?I walk outta the house like a man that don't know he got two feet. I
walk on over to Mr. Brady plantation. All sorts of chilrens spinnin in circles. Everyone throwin up
they hats in the air. I walk down to the field and Katie seent me comin—and she flies out her
arms like they's bird wings. Katie come runnin cross the field towards me—and I ain't never



gonna forget how she runned that day—each foot slammin the earth, and wit each of them
steps, she also glidin trew the air.(Lewis and Simon now occupy the same space. After an
unsteady moment, Lewis decides not to question whether Simon is an illusion or reality. Simon is
still a bright young man, the age of freedom.)LEWIS:…Great Simon?SIMON: Lewis. (Beat.)
What you doin all by your lonesome, Lewis?LEWIS: I don't know. I…I have to get my house in
order. Feng Shui.(Simon looks at the door. The door is not represented on stage, but it
figuratively exists.)SIMON: You know, son, maybe us oughta do some work on this door. Fix the
hinges.LEWIS: Great Simon. I don't know where—who—why I am. All these years, I don't know
why I am.(Simon understands what Lewis means. But he also knows that no words can answer
this question.)SIMON: Great Son. How bout us paint up this door? Paint it blue.(Simon begins
painting the door.)SIMON: Lewis, I ever tell you, back in slavery times, I learnt reading and
arithmetic. Now, I wasn't keen on how it happened. But I awful glad to know books and numbers.
Mighty proud of that.(sings)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo soke(Simon teaches Lewis the song.)Idiran mi
wa sileAngeli wa sileEniyan fo soke…(Hesitant at first, Lewis joins his great-grandfather.)LEWIS:
(overlapping)Eniyan fo sokeSIMON:Eye fo sokeLEWIS: (overlapping)Eye fo sokeSIMON:Idiran
mi…SIMON, LEWIS:…wa sileAngeli wa sile(They continue to paint the door and sing together
as the lights fade.)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo sokeIdiran mi wa sileAngeli wa sile.(There is a flutter of
bird's wings.)ANCESTOR:Baba agba,Iya agba,Mo dupeMo dupe.(Mo dupe: “Thank you”)END
OF PLAY.S. M. SHEPHARD-MASSATA dancer turned playwright, Sherry M. Shephard-Massat
speaks with the rich Georgia accent she skillfully captures in writing for the southern-bred
characters who inhabit her plays. Shephard-Massat was born in New York but raised in Atlanta.
Her plays are inspired by her memories of her family and reflect her strong connection to her
Georgia roots. She creates courageous characters, some of whom decide not to join the great
migration north. They are determined to stand their ground in a place that represents the hard
work, dedication, and sacrifices of their parents and grandparents. Their dreams of owning or
holding onto the land they love keeps them connected to their roots and to each other in their
small rural Georgia communities. Other plays by Shephard-Massat are Waiting to Be Invited and
Starving.Levee James received its world premiere on February 13, 2004, at the Bay Area Stage
in San Francisco, California.Director:Israel HicksLily:Rosalyn ColemanWesley Slaton:Steven
Anthony JonesFitzhugh Martin:George WallaceSet:Loy ArcenasCostumes:Michael J.
CesairoLighting:Nancy SchertlerSound:Garth HemphillDialect coach:Deborah SusselLEVEE
JAMESCHARACTERSWesley Slaton—“Wes,” early-to-mid-fortiesLily Grace Hoterfield—“Lil,”
mid-to-late thirtiesFitzhugh Marvin—mid-to-late thirtiesDESCRIPTION OF INTERIORFurnished
with the feeling of turn-of-the-century progress: a gramophone, jazz records, a radio, electricity.
Indicates that a successful but modest rural family lives here. The kitchen is big enough for a
good-sized family, with a large wooden table, matching chairs, and modern appliances of the
period. It has an up-to-date cookstove and running water from the sink.TIME1923, Friday
morning. Spring.PLACESenoia, GeorgiaAct 1Scene 1Lil Hoterfield and Wesley Slaton cross the
stage arm in arm. Wesley is carrying a huge carpet bag. They stop in front of a prosperous



farmhouse. Lil freezes; gazes at the house.LIL: Wait a minute. Ooh, goodness calamity. How my
sistah Clareesa woulda bragged up somethin’ on this ’ere.WES: Awh, Clareesa wouldn’ ta nevah
dun’ no braggin’ on this ole place. (walks toward porch)LIL: Nawh, she wouldn’ ta had to do tha’
much. Anybody wit eyes can see fo’ theyselves. Turned this lil’ shotgun shack into a sacred sight
to behold. (Wes ascends the two or three porch steps.)WES: Ain't no church house nor nothin’
near tha’ important, Lily.LIL: Jus’ yo’ home. Cain't git no moe sacred, can ya?WES: Wann't nevah
no shotgun shack neitha. (laughs)LIL: Look like you dun’ turned one house into three-foe’ from
the outside show, Wes. He dun’ tacked on half-a-castle, honey. Wha’ is you all ’bout these days,
Wesley Slaton? Wha’ is you tryin’ to do?WES: Jus’ livin’ prosperous as I can, Lily gal.LIL: As you
can.WES: Jus’ livin’ prosperous.LIL: Keepin’ holt to it while you can.WES: Sho’ nuff. (sets carpet
bag on porch)LIL: (laughs) To thank I knew you when you wuz livin’ off luv, nibblin’ on my big
sistah.WES: How ’bout a cool drink, Miss Lil?LIL: Why, thank you, Mistah Wes. (moves toward
porch; examines the landscape) Much as I enjoyed tha’ lil’ stroll from the station, I am ’bout
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the novelists.—Darwin T. TurnerIn the introduction to the 1994 expanded and revised edition of
Black Drama in America, the literary scholar Darwin Turner lamented the fact that although
African American women novelists had finally begun to receive the recognition they deserve
from the literary mainstream, their playwriting counterparts were barely visible in the world of
professional theater. As Turner showed in his historical overview of black drama, with the
exception of Alice Childress, whose play Trouble in Mind was produced Off-Broadway in 1955,
and Lorraine Hansberry and Ntozake Shange, who had Broadway successes with A Raisin in
the Sun in 1959 and for colored girls who have considered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf in
1976, most African American women playwrights by the early 1990s had yet to break through
the racial and gender barriers that kept their work off the stages of professional regional theater
companies. Tracing the development of African American theater from the early 1900s through
the beginning of the last decade of the twentieth century, Turner noted that by 1990 only three
black playwrights had won the coveted Pulitzer Prize for drama.1 He also mentioned that since
1950, when Gwendolyn Brooks became the first African American to win a Pulitzer Prize in any
genre, “several African American writers have earned Pulitzer Prizes for poetry and fiction. But
no African American woman has ever won a Pulitzer Prize for drama.”2Turner didn't live long
enough to see the publication of his revised anthology or witness the accomplishments of
African American women playwrights in the first two decades of the twenty-first century. He died
in 1991. By that time, a few were beginning to attract some of the attention their sister novelists
and poets have been enjoying since the black feminist movement of the 1970s helped launch
them onto the stages of national and world literature. In 2002, Suzan-Lori Parks won a Pulitzer
Prize for drama for her play Topdog/Underdog, making her the first African American woman to
be so honored. Lynn Nottage received the award in 2009 for her play Ruined, making her the



fifth African American playwright and the second African American woman to receive a Pulitzer
for drama.An even more stunning achievement was the 2011–2012 theater season, when the
works of three African American women playwrights were produced on Broadway: Lydia R.
Diamond's Stick Fly, Katori Hall's The Mountaintop, and Suzan-Lori Parks's adaptation of Porgy
and Bess. In the December 2011 issue of Black Enterprise magazine, whose cover hailed the
season as “The New Look of Broadway,” senior editor Carolyn M. Brown attributed this “new
look” to the people behind the scenes—an elite group of African American investors, producers,
and directors, including the singer-songwriter Alicia Keys, who are helping “pav[e] the way for a
greater diversity of faces, voices, and stories onstage.”3 A year later, during the 2012–2013
Broadway season, the faces, voices, and stories of black women playwrights had all but faded
away. Not one of the dramas produced that season was by an African American. During the
2013–2014 season only one African American playwright made it to Broadway—Lorraine
Hansberry in a revival of A Raisin in the Sun, with Denzel Washington playing the role of Walter
Lee Younger and LaTonya Richardson Jackson as Lena (Mama) Younger.4 There were no works
by blacks on Broadway during the 2014–15 season. The 2011–2012 Broadway season might
have helped raise the visibility of a few African American women playwrights, but for the most
part they continue to struggle to have their work produced on any of the country's stages.A
major obstacle to recognition of black women playwrights as participants in the construction of a
truly American theater is that, with the exception of the few women who've won awards, most of
them have yet to see their work published. Unlike black women novelists who benefited greatly
from the institutionalizing of African American literature, black studies, and gender and women's
studies in colleges and universities across the country, black women playwrights have yet to find
a comparable and consistent audience of readers among college students. Their work also has
not generated the kind of critiques and scholarly studies that developed along with black
women's literature as an academic discipline. As much as writers, painters, and others who
make their living making art are leery of scholars and critics, their work cannot survive without
them. Critics, even those who write negative reviews, help create theater history. The same is
true for scholars. The work of theater scholars and critics ensures that the archive, the historical
record, is preserved and that the artists’ legacies are passed on to future generations.This
anthology is a step toward creating the archive for the twenty-first century. It also is my effort as a
literary scholar to make new plays by African American women available to artistic directors,
educators, and students who have little or no knowledge about this group of writers for the
theater. I feel strongly that those of us who are in a position to help steer their work to an
interested public—that is, those of us who are scholars and critics—are in some ways
perpetuating what is happening with artistic directors in regional theater. We keep writing about
the same small group of playwrights—those who have won prestigious drama awards—while
the work of equally gifted black women playwrights languishes on their computer hard drives or
sits unread on the desks of busy artistic directors. As Harry Elam remarks in the introduction to
The Fire This Time, an anthology of plays he edited with Robert Alexander, “Too often the



production of a single work by a playwright of color represents a regional theater's one and only
excursion that season into the realm of diversity. Whiteness stays at the center of aesthetic
standards and artistic control as artists of color can only fight amongst themselves for the limited
‘diversity’ slots that are open to them.”5 They also must fight or, rather, compete with white
playwrights writing plays about black people for the coveted “diversity” slot. As Darwin Turner
showed in the introduction to Black Drama in America, African American playwrights have been
trying to overcome this obstacle since 1917, when Ridgely Torrence tried (unsuccessfully) to
create meaningful characters in his folk plays for black actors that did not perpetuate popular
negative stereotypes.6One way to bring their plays to a broader audience, especially in colleges
and universities, is to publish them in anthologies. The first anthology of plays by African
American women, 9 Plays by Black Women,7 was published in 1986 by Margaret B. Wilkerson.
In addition to scenes from Lorraine Hansberry's unfinished play Toussaint and Ntozake
Shange's Spell #7, Wilkerson included plays by those who might not otherwise have been
recognized as playwrights, including the writer Alexis DeVeaux, Kathleen Collins, who was more
widely recognized as a filmmaker, and the late legendary actress Beah Richards.The 1990s saw
the publication of two important anthologies of plays by African American women: Elizabeth
Brown-Guillory's Wines in the Wilderness8 and Sydné Mahone's Moon Marked and Touched by
Sun.9 Another important anthology from this period is Kathy A. Perkins and Roberta Uno's
Contemporary Plays for Women of Color.10 Perkins and Uno broke new ground with this
collaborative project, which includes plays by five African American women, by showing the
diversity of theater-making women who define themselves as women of color. Together these
collections establish a tradition of playwriting by black women and the basis for critical
examinations of the contributions they've made to American theater throughout the twentieth
and the early twenty-first centuries. These anthologies, and the 2013 collection compiled and
edited by E. Patrick Johnson and Ramón H. Rivera-Servera in solo/black/woman,11 are the
building blocks for a body of work that can be codified under the rubrics African American
Women's Dramatic Literature and Black Women's theater history.Contemporary Plays by African
American Women is another block in the building of this history. This collection of ten complete
plays is but a sampling of the ways in which African American women playwrights in the twenty-
first century are engaging with history, delving into and shaking up issues of gender and class,
creating compelling stories of African American existence in urban and rural landscapes, and
disrupting traditional modes of theatrical representation. Thanks to the ground-breaking work of
their predecessors, these playwrights represent a new generation of black women whose
experiments with form, style, and language engage with the present while still paying homage to
the past.In Tanya Barfield's two-actor play Blue Door, Lewis spends his nights haunted by the
ghost of his brother, who reminds him of their family's history. Barfield brings to American theater
something unique: a play about a black man who inhabits the rarefied world of theoretical
mathematics. But somewhere along his way to success Lewis lost his sense of self. He has
become un-rooted, no longer connected to his cultural heritage. He questions his identity as a



black man. The voices that speak to him through his brother Rex's recounting of their family's
genealogy and history during a long and sleepless night summon Lewis back to a true and more
authentic sense of his self. Although he struggles against that history—there are things he
doesn't want to remember but that are too hard to forget—Lewis finally accepts that what his
brother shares with him is what makes him black.Memory in S. M. Shephard-Massat's Levee
James has as much to do with language as it does the legacy of a family whose hard work and
loving care built the family farm that Wesley Slaton is determined to keep at all costs. Shephard-
Massat writes in dialect in an effort to re-create, in writing, not only her own voice but also the
way she remembers her mother and other members of her family speaking. Set in 1923 in
Senoia, Georgia, a small farming community just south of Atlanta, this three-character play looks
at the lives, struggles, and hopes of people who did not join the Great Migration north. Lily Grace
Hoterfield got as far north as Atlanta. She's been gone for four years and has returned to Senoia
to convince her widowed brother-in-law, Wesley Slaton, to marry Mamie Jane Brown, a
successful businesswoman, so that her two nieces will have the benefit of a woman helping to
raise them. Lily also tries to talk Wesley and their friend Fitzhugh into leaving Senoia. She knows
that a group of racist white men think that both Fitzhugh and Wesley have grown too prosperous
for their own good. Wesley refuses to be run off the land his father-in-law helped him turn into a
farm after he married Lily's sister Clareesa. Since her death Wesley has turned the couple's
“shotgun shack into a sacred sight to behold,” as Lily remarks to Wesley. Another sacred sight to
behold is an old kitchen table Wesley kept that has inscribed into its wood the names of all the
family members who have passed on. Memories of the deceased permeate the house, but
Wesley assures Lily that there are no haints in the family house. The voices Lily claims to hear
are memories that reaffirm Wesley's determination to keep his farm and to claim his identity as a
man.Katori Hall's Hoodoo Love is also set in the South, in a neighborhood near the famed Beale
Street in Memphis. The characters in Hoodoo Love are blues people, believers in haints and
hoodoo and the power of one's mojo to keep a lover from leaving and a brother from staying way
too long. Each of the characters, Toulou, Candylady, Ace of Spades, and Jib, sings the blues.
Ace makes his living singing the blues. Toulou sings to keep Ace from wandering too far from her
shack. The conjure woman Candylady's blues are connected to her conjuring rituals. Jib sings
the blues when he drinks too much liquor and forgets that he's been saved and sanctified.
Candylady is the repository for memory. She keeps her memories in her mojo bag. She
communicates with the spirits of the ancestors by listening to the river, and she practices rituals
intended to “fix” a wandering man but which sometimes go badly awry.Like the other playwrights
with works in this collection, Katori Hall delves deep into the lives of her characters and their
relationships with each other. What she reveals is bound to make audiences uncomfortable.
There is much humor and joy in Hoodoo Love as Hall's characters sing to each other and to the
audience. But this play with music also deals with abuse. Both Candylady and Toulou have
endured abusive relationships for most of their lives. Yet they are determined to survive, each in
her own way: Candylady by working her roots and Toulou by setting out on her own, guitar in



hand, to make a name for herself singing the blues.While the blues resounds throughout
Hoodoo Love, it's the rhythms and beats of rap and hip hop that provide the soundscape for
Nikkole Salter's Carnaval. Salter shares with Suzan-Lori Parks an uncanny ability to explore the
psyches of young black men who are caught up in dangerous activities that ultimately lead to
disaster. This gritty play about three young black men who decide to take a vacation to Brazil is
written in a language and style that will take many of us out of our comfort zones. But the issues
that Salter raises—for example, the exploitation of Brazilian women and girls—are intended to
make us think about how we explain away all kinds of industries that exploit poor people in the
interest of the free market and capitalism. Carnaval is set in New York and Brazil. The time shifts
from 1996, when the three friends go to Brazil, to 2010, when one of them, Raheem, who made
his fortune arranging Brazilian sex tours for young black men, celebrates the opening of his new
night club, which he named Club Carnaval. It has been more than a decade since the former
best friends have been together, and the meeting is not a happy one. One of them, Demetrius,
lost too much during the trip to Brazil. Now, in 2010, there is no possibility for celebration or
reconciliation, but there is still love. The videotaped message that Demetrius leaves for Raheem
during Club Carnaval's opening celebration is all about loss and love and the consequences of
making very bad choices in one's life.Lisa B. Thompson's Single Black Female looks into the
lives of two unnamed “thirty-something” black women as they reflect on the possibilities of
finding true love. Single Black Female One (SBF 1) is a literature professor; Single Black Female
2 (SBF 2) is an attorney. Both are financially independent and have the material goods to prove
it: nice homes, fine wardrobes, and money to support an active social life. In this dialogue-driven
play, the women invite us into their space as they discuss, among other things, the “crisis” within
the black community of women who are unable to find that special someone who will love
them.In the play's prologue SBF 2 asks, “What happens to the black family if we don't find love?
What will happen to the African American legacy?” Before they launch into discussions about
everything from images of black womanhood, Oprah, the absence of black women on popular
television shows such as The Bachelorette, shopping, and, of course, men, SBF 1 informs us,
“This ain't sex in the inner city! That's another show. Let's be more specific, welcome to the lives
of single middle-class black women.” What they reveal through their dialogues and vignettes are
the real lives of black women living in the twenty-first century who ultimately accept that in terms
of marriage, the game has changed. Unlike the loving couple SBF 2 recalls meeting in a local
Starbucks who told her they had been married for fifty-five years, SBF 1 and SBF 2 accept that,
at this point in their lives, marriage is a steadily fleeting possibility. They share a great deal of
laughter but also moments of sadness as they talk about their loneliness and their desire for
someone to come along and make them feel like “chocolate magic sunshine.” But they are
resourceful and resilient. In the end, they agree that although they each want to find that ideal
mate, in the new millennium they are changing the rules of the game. They are making their own
history just by being themselves.In Lynn Nottage's comedy Fabulation, Or the Re-Education of
Undine, the life of another middle-class black woman, Undine, comes apart as she tries to do



business in her plush New York office. Undine is busy lining up talent for a high-profile
fundraising event when her accountant arrives to inform her that her young and handsome
Argentinian husband, Hervé, has taken all of the money from their joint bank accounts and is
nowhere to be found. An agent from the FBI also arrives in the office bearing bad news: she's
being investigated for possible identity fraud. To make matters worse, her pregnancy test comes
back positive.After losing everything, Undine has nowhere to go except back to where she was
raised, to Brooklyn and the Walt Whitman projects. It's there, amid her tight-knit and
unconventional family that her re-education begins. Undine must relearn how to survive in an
urban environment she wanted so desperately to escape that she denied that she even had a
family. Nottage is at her comic best as she portrays Undine's family as hard-working security
officers who get by as best they know how. She also acknowledges the influence of hip hop on
urban culture through Undine's brother Flow, who at one point recites part of his unfinished hip
hop epic poem about Brer Rabbit. Although they don't believe her lies about why she has
returned after fourteen years, Undine's relatives forgive her for rejecting them and join together
to help coax her into breathing new life into the world.Christina Anderson's BlackTop Sky is also
set in public housing. The setting is simple: a blacktop courtyard, street lamps, a couple of
benches, and a soundscape that suggests the bustling activity of an overcrowded and
dangerous space that two of the play's three characters, Ida and Klass, call home. It is through
sound that the David L. Hynn Housing Project is revealed as a place of containment where the
inhabitants see everything that's going on in the courtyard while seeing nothing at all. The action
revolves around a confrontation over a lost set of keys that brings Ida and her boyfriend Wynn
together with Klass, who lives with the crates of junk that he has accumulated on a bench in the
center of the blacktop courtyard. Klass spends most of his time sitting on the bench he has
claimed as his own, polishing one piece of junk after another and trying to forget about the
events that brought him there. They know that Klass has Ida's keys but do not want to confront
him. They think he's crazy. Wynn wants to call the police, but Ida reminds him about what
happened to another homeless man when the police came to take him away.One night, as Klass
struggles with the invisible demons that plague his sleep, someone calls the police to complain
about the disturbance. They come and try to coax Klass into going to a shelter for the homeless.
They use a taser on him when he resists. In the closing scene, the benches are gone and so is
Klass. After having cleared away someone whom he perceived as a rival, Wynn enters and
crosses the now-empty courtyard to gather up Ida and her things.The plays by Lydia Diamond, J.
Nicole Brooks, and Keli Garrett depart from the realism of the other plays. In Voyeurs de Venus,
Sara is a successful academic, a cultural anthropologist who is haunted by the subject of her
latest book project, a South African woman named Saartjie Baartman, who in the nineteenth
and early part of the twentieth century was popularly known as the Hottentot Venus. The action
of the play moves from the present to the past and back, from Sara's bedroom in Chicago to
London, England, where in 1810 Saartjie was introduced to the public as one of several displays
of human abnormality. Sara's dilemma is discovering how to represent Saartjie, who died in



1815, in a book about her without further exploiting her. Lydia Diamond grounds her play in the
historical facts concerning Saartjie, who even after her death was an object of public display. But
Voyeurs de Venus is not a history lesson. As Sara struggles with her conscience, the action of
the play shifts from Sara and the men in her life to Saartjie and the men who profited from her
black body.The real and the imaginary are intertwined as Saartjie appears to Sara, haunting her
space and challenging her to think hard about how much she's willing to compromise, and also
what she's willing to lose in order to gain fame. The dream sequences, the ghoulish scenes of
George Cuvier at work in his examination room and the ever-increasing African music that
threatens to drown out Sara's voice at the end of the play as she acknowledges the people who
supported her and her work suggest that Saartjie Baartman is speaking from her grave. Perhaps
the African music is Saartjie's way of conveying her dissatisfaction with having been disturbed
once again and put on display.Fedra by J. Nicole Brooks is adapted from Jean Racine's Phedre
and is set Haiti. But this is not the earthquake-ravaged and impoverished Haiti of the first half of
the twenty-first century. The futuristic Haiti over which Fedra presides as queen is the most
powerful country on the planet. Familiar characters from the Greek tale are present in this newly
envisioned Haiti. The play simmers with intrigue as the Queen struggles to contain her lust for
her stepson Hippolytus and her addictions. Fedra drinks too much, takes too many pills, and has
a nasty habit of cutting herself.The play opens with Fedra standing in her boudoir wearing a
hospital gown. Her wrists are bandaged owing to her most recent suicide attempt. She is
listening to a radio report about the plane crash in which, it is believed, her husband, King
Theseus, has died. Much of the intrigue revolves around the question of succession. Who will
now rule the most powerful country on earth? Clearly Fedra is not capable. She is in great need
of help to deal with her addictions and her lust for Hippolytus, the king's successor. Hippolytus is
in love with Aricia Toussaint, the imprisoned daughter of the overthrown King Pallas Toussaint.
The goddess Afrodite saw to that. When Fedra finds out, she has her revenge, only to have it
turn on her. But she is unable to reverse the treachery she unleashed on Hippolytus. In the final
scene Theseus, who survived the plane crash, must deal with the aftermath.There's quite a bit
of drinking in Keli Garrett's comedy Uppa Creek: A Modern Anachronistic Parody in the Minstrel
Tradition, especially at tea time. Garrett draws her inspiration for this play, which takes place on
the Friendly Confines Plantation, from the visual artist Kara Walker's silhouette etching titled The
Means to an End: A Shadow Drama in Five Acts. Like Walker's silhouette cutouts, Garrett's play
parodies the master-slave relationship and the sexual dynamics of plantation life. Familiar
stereotypes inhabit this plantation, but the structures of power are subverted and chaos erupts
when the Young Negress, Hepthesput, serves mid-day tea to Ms. Anne and her daughter Li'l
Annie in keeping with the illusion that the ladies are high society. The play shares with novelist
Ishmael Reed's Flight to Canada a demand that we suspend our disbelief. The world of the
Friendly Confines Plantation is absurd, with both master and slave sending and receiving
messages via cell phones and fax machines, the Young Negress using a microwave to prepare
her poisonous concoctions over the objections of her mentor, Ol’ Negress, and Li'l Annie



bursting out in a lively rap after the afternoon cup of poisoned tea she drank with her mother
drives them both crazy.This play is written in dialect, but Garrett makes it clear that language in
this play is at the service of parody. For example, when Ol’ Negress complains about Young
Negress's not performing her “conjugal duties” with Li'l Massa, she responds, “What is you? An
interloper? A spook crouching by the do’ without thought to revolution and advancement of the
cause? You got no regard for the plight of yo’ fellow sistern and brethren?” The revolution might
not be televised in this parody of life on the plantation, but Young Negress wins by turning the big
house into a madhouse before fleeing to a high hill where a helicopter hovers overhead ready to
bring the southern aristocracy to a bullet-riddled end.The playwrights whose work is included in
this book represent barely a fraction of the African American women who are writing plays that
speak to our past, present, and future. It is my hope that this anthology will help inspire even
more women playwrights to continue the work of putting their voices, their stories, and their
people on the stage.Notes1. They are Charles Gordone, who won for No Place to Be Somebody
(1970), Charles Fuller, who won for A Soldier's Play (1982), and August Wilson, who won for
Fences (1987) and The Piano Lesson (1990).2. Darwin T. Turner, ed., Black Drama in America:
An Anthology [1971] 2d ed. (Washington, D.C.: Howard University Press, 1994), xxxiii.3. Black
Enterprise, “The New Look of Broadway” by Carolyn M. Brown (December 2011), 14.4. Directed
by Kenny Leon, who also directed Stick Fly and The Mountaintop, it won for Leon the 2014 Tony
Award for best direction. Sophie Okonedo, who played Ruth Younger, received a Tony for best
performance by an actress in a featured role.5. Harry J. Elam Jr. and Robert Alexander, eds.,
The Fire This Time: African American Plays for the 21st Century (New York: Theatre
Communications Group, 2004), xiv.6. Turner, Black Drama in America, xviii–xix.7. Margaret B.
Wilkerson, ed., 9 Plays by Black Women (New York: New American Library, 1986).8. Elizabeth
Brown-Guillory, ed., Wines in the Wilderness: Plays by African American Women from the
Harlem Renaissance to the Present (New York: Praeger, 1990).9. Sydné Mahone, ed., Moon
Marked and Touched by Sun (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 1993).10. Kathy A.
Perkins and Roberta Uno, eds., Contemporary Plays for Women of Color (London: Routledge,
1996).11. E. Patrick Johnson and Ramón H. Rivera-Servera, eds., solo/black/woman: scripts,
interviews, and essays (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 2013).IntroductionOne
hopes that the decades that are focused on the literatureof African American women will provide
successfor the playwrights as it has for the novelists.—Darwin T. TurnerIn the introduction to the
1994 expanded and revised edition of Black Drama in America, the literary scholar Darwin
Turner lamented the fact that although African American women novelists had finally begun to
receive the recognition they deserve from the literary mainstream, their playwriting counterparts
were barely visible in the world of professional theater. As Turner showed in his historical
overview of black drama, with the exception of Alice Childress, whose play Trouble in Mind was
produced Off-Broadway in 1955, and Lorraine Hansberry and Ntozake Shange, who had
Broadway successes with A Raisin in the Sun in 1959 and for colored girls who have considered
suicide/when the rainbow is enuf in 1976, most African American women playwrights by the



early 1990s had yet to break through the racial and gender barriers that kept their work off the
stages of professional regional theater companies. Tracing the development of African American
theater from the early 1900s through the beginning of the last decade of the twentieth century,
Turner noted that by 1990 only three black playwrights had won the coveted Pulitzer Prize for
drama.1 He also mentioned that since 1950, when Gwendolyn Brooks became the first African
American to win a Pulitzer Prize in any genre, “several African American writers have earned
Pulitzer Prizes for poetry and fiction. But no African American woman has ever won a Pulitzer
Prize for drama.”2Turner didn't live long enough to see the publication of his revised anthology or
witness the accomplishments of African American women playwrights in the first two decades of
the twenty-first century. He died in 1991. By that time, a few were beginning to attract some of
the attention their sister novelists and poets have been enjoying since the black feminist
movement of the 1970s helped launch them onto the stages of national and world literature. In
2002, Suzan-Lori Parks won a Pulitzer Prize for drama for her play Topdog/Underdog, making
her the first African American woman to be so honored. Lynn Nottage received the award in
2009 for her play Ruined, making her the fifth African American playwright and the second
African American woman to receive a Pulitzer for drama.An even more stunning achievement
was the 2011–2012 theater season, when the works of three African American women
playwrights were produced on Broadway: Lydia R. Diamond's Stick Fly, Katori Hall's The
Mountaintop, and Suzan-Lori Parks's adaptation of Porgy and Bess. In the December 2011 issue
of Black Enterprise magazine, whose cover hailed the season as “The New Look of Broadway,”
senior editor Carolyn M. Brown attributed this “new look” to the people behind the scenes—an
elite group of African American investors, producers, and directors, including the singer-
songwriter Alicia Keys, who are helping “pav[e] the way for a greater diversity of faces, voices,
and stories onstage.”3 A year later, during the 2012–2013 Broadway season, the faces, voices,
and stories of black women playwrights had all but faded away. Not one of the dramas produced
that season was by an African American. During the 2013–2014 season only one African
American playwright made it to Broadway—Lorraine Hansberry in a revival of A Raisin in the
Sun, with Denzel Washington playing the role of Walter Lee Younger and LaTonya Richardson
Jackson as Lena (Mama) Younger.4 There were no works by blacks on Broadway during the
2014–15 season. The 2011–2012 Broadway season might have helped raise the visibility of a
few African American women playwrights, but for the most part they continue to struggle to have
their work produced on any of the country's stages.A major obstacle to recognition of black
women playwrights as participants in the construction of a truly American theater is that, with the
exception of the few women who've won awards, most of them have yet to see their work
published. Unlike black women novelists who benefited greatly from the institutionalizing of
African American literature, black studies, and gender and women's studies in colleges and
universities across the country, black women playwrights have yet to find a comparable and
consistent audience of readers among college students. Their work also has not generated the
kind of critiques and scholarly studies that developed along with black women's literature as an



academic discipline. As much as writers, painters, and others who make their living making art
are leery of scholars and critics, their work cannot survive without them. Critics, even those who
write negative reviews, help create theater history. The same is true for scholars. The work of
theater scholars and critics ensures that the archive, the historical record, is preserved and that
the artists’ legacies are passed on to future generations.This anthology is a step toward creating
the archive for the twenty-first century. It also is my effort as a literary scholar to make new plays
by African American women available to artistic directors, educators, and students who have
little or no knowledge about this group of writers for the theater. I feel strongly that those of us
who are in a position to help steer their work to an interested public—that is, those of us who are
scholars and critics—are in some ways perpetuating what is happening with artistic directors in
regional theater. We keep writing about the same small group of playwrights—those who have
won prestigious drama awards—while the work of equally gifted black women playwrights
languishes on their computer hard drives or sits unread on the desks of busy artistic directors.
As Harry Elam remarks in the introduction to The Fire This Time, an anthology of plays he edited
with Robert Alexander, “Too often the production of a single work by a playwright of color
represents a regional theater's one and only excursion that season into the realm of diversity.
Whiteness stays at the center of aesthetic standards and artistic control as artists of color can
only fight amongst themselves for the limited ‘diversity’ slots that are open to them.”5 They also
must fight or, rather, compete with white playwrights writing plays about black people for the
coveted “diversity” slot. As Darwin Turner showed in the introduction to Black Drama in America,
African American playwrights have been trying to overcome this obstacle since 1917, when
Ridgely Torrence tried (unsuccessfully) to create meaningful characters in his folk plays for black
actors that did not perpetuate popular negative stereotypes.6One way to bring their plays to a
broader audience, especially in colleges and universities, is to publish them in anthologies. The
first anthology of plays by African American women, 9 Plays by Black Women,7 was published in
1986 by Margaret B. Wilkerson. In addition to scenes from Lorraine Hansberry's unfinished play
Toussaint and Ntozake Shange's Spell #7, Wilkerson included plays by those who might not
otherwise have been recognized as playwrights, including the writer Alexis DeVeaux, Kathleen
Collins, who was more widely recognized as a filmmaker, and the late legendary actress Beah
Richards.The 1990s saw the publication of two important anthologies of plays by African
American women: Elizabeth Brown-Guillory's Wines in the Wilderness8 and Sydné Mahone's
Moon Marked and Touched by Sun.9 Another important anthology from this period is Kathy A.
Perkins and Roberta Uno's Contemporary Plays for Women of Color.10 Perkins and Uno broke
new ground with this collaborative project, which includes plays by five African American
women, by showing the diversity of theater-making women who define themselves as women of
color. Together these collections establish a tradition of playwriting by black women and the
basis for critical examinations of the contributions they've made to American theater throughout
the twentieth and the early twenty-first centuries. These anthologies, and the 2013 collection
compiled and edited by E. Patrick Johnson and Ramón H. Rivera-Servera in solo/black/



woman,11 are the building blocks for a body of work that can be codified under the rubrics
African American Women's Dramatic Literature and Black Women's theater
history.Contemporary Plays by African American Women is another block in the building of this
history. This collection of ten complete plays is but a sampling of the ways in which African
American women playwrights in the twenty-first century are engaging with history, delving into
and shaking up issues of gender and class, creating compelling stories of African American
existence in urban and rural landscapes, and disrupting traditional modes of theatrical
representation. Thanks to the ground-breaking work of their predecessors, these playwrights
represent a new generation of black women whose experiments with form, style, and language
engage with the present while still paying homage to the past.In Tanya Barfield's two-actor play
Blue Door, Lewis spends his nights haunted by the ghost of his brother, who reminds him of their
family's history. Barfield brings to American theater something unique: a play about a black man
who inhabits the rarefied world of theoretical mathematics. But somewhere along his way to
success Lewis lost his sense of self. He has become un-rooted, no longer connected to his
cultural heritage. He questions his identity as a black man. The voices that speak to him through
his brother Rex's recounting of their family's genealogy and history during a long and sleepless
night summon Lewis back to a true and more authentic sense of his self. Although he struggles
against that history—there are things he doesn't want to remember but that are too hard to forget
—Lewis finally accepts that what his brother shares with him is what makes him black.Memory
in S. M. Shephard-Massat's Levee James has as much to do with language as it does the legacy
of a family whose hard work and loving care built the family farm that Wesley Slaton is
determined to keep at all costs. Shephard-Massat writes in dialect in an effort to re-create, in
writing, not only her own voice but also the way she remembers her mother and other members
of her family speaking. Set in 1923 in Senoia, Georgia, a small farming community just south of
Atlanta, this three-character play looks at the lives, struggles, and hopes of people who did not
join the Great Migration north. Lily Grace Hoterfield got as far north as Atlanta. She's been gone
for four years and has returned to Senoia to convince her widowed brother-in-law, Wesley
Slaton, to marry Mamie Jane Brown, a successful businesswoman, so that her two nieces will
have the benefit of a woman helping to raise them. Lily also tries to talk Wesley and their friend
Fitzhugh into leaving Senoia. She knows that a group of racist white men think that both
Fitzhugh and Wesley have grown too prosperous for their own good. Wesley refuses to be run
off the land his father-in-law helped him turn into a farm after he married Lily's sister Clareesa.
Since her death Wesley has turned the couple's “shotgun shack into a sacred sight to behold,”
as Lily remarks to Wesley. Another sacred sight to behold is an old kitchen table Wesley kept
that has inscribed into its wood the names of all the family members who have passed on.
Memories of the deceased permeate the house, but Wesley assures Lily that there are no haints
in the family house. The voices Lily claims to hear are memories that reaffirm Wesley's
determination to keep his farm and to claim his identity as a man.Katori Hall's Hoodoo Love is
also set in the South, in a neighborhood near the famed Beale Street in Memphis. The



characters in Hoodoo Love are blues people, believers in haints and hoodoo and the power of
one's mojo to keep a lover from leaving and a brother from staying way too long. Each of the
characters, Toulou, Candylady, Ace of Spades, and Jib, sings the blues. Ace makes his living
singing the blues. Toulou sings to keep Ace from wandering too far from her shack. The conjure
woman Candylady's blues are connected to her conjuring rituals. Jib sings the blues when he
drinks too much liquor and forgets that he's been saved and sanctified. Candylady is the
repository for memory. She keeps her memories in her mojo bag. She communicates with the
spirits of the ancestors by listening to the river, and she practices rituals intended to “fix” a
wandering man but which sometimes go badly awry.Like the other playwrights with works in this
collection, Katori Hall delves deep into the lives of her characters and their relationships with
each other. What she reveals is bound to make audiences uncomfortable. There is much humor
and joy in Hoodoo Love as Hall's characters sing to each other and to the audience. But this play
with music also deals with abuse. Both Candylady and Toulou have endured abusive
relationships for most of their lives. Yet they are determined to survive, each in her own way:
Candylady by working her roots and Toulou by setting out on her own, guitar in hand, to make a
name for herself singing the blues.While the blues resounds throughout Hoodoo Love, it's the
rhythms and beats of rap and hip hop that provide the soundscape for Nikkole Salter's Carnaval.
Salter shares with Suzan-Lori Parks an uncanny ability to explore the psyches of young black
men who are caught up in dangerous activities that ultimately lead to disaster. This gritty play
about three young black men who decide to take a vacation to Brazil is written in a language and
style that will take many of us out of our comfort zones. But the issues that Salter raises—for
example, the exploitation of Brazilian women and girls—are intended to make us think about
how we explain away all kinds of industries that exploit poor people in the interest of the free
market and capitalism. Carnaval is set in New York and Brazil. The time shifts from 1996, when
the three friends go to Brazil, to 2010, when one of them, Raheem, who made his fortune
arranging Brazilian sex tours for young black men, celebrates the opening of his new night club,
which he named Club Carnaval. It has been more than a decade since the former best friends
have been together, and the meeting is not a happy one. One of them, Demetrius, lost too much
during the trip to Brazil. Now, in 2010, there is no possibility for celebration or reconciliation, but
there is still love. The videotaped message that Demetrius leaves for Raheem during Club
Carnaval's opening celebration is all about loss and love and the consequences of making very
bad choices in one's life.Lisa B. Thompson's Single Black Female looks into the lives of two
unnamed “thirty-something” black women as they reflect on the possibilities of finding true love.
Single Black Female One (SBF 1) is a literature professor; Single Black Female 2 (SBF 2) is an
attorney. Both are financially independent and have the material goods to prove it: nice homes,
fine wardrobes, and money to support an active social life. In this dialogue-driven play, the
women invite us into their space as they discuss, among other things, the “crisis” within the black
community of women who are unable to find that special someone who will love them.In the
play's prologue SBF 2 asks, “What happens to the black family if we don't find love? What will



happen to the African American legacy?” Before they launch into discussions about everything
from images of black womanhood, Oprah, the absence of black women on popular television
shows such as The Bachelorette, shopping, and, of course, men, SBF 1 informs us, “This ain't
sex in the inner city! That's another show. Let's be more specific, welcome to the lives of single
middle-class black women.” What they reveal through their dialogues and vignettes are the real
lives of black women living in the twenty-first century who ultimately accept that in terms of
marriage, the game has changed. Unlike the loving couple SBF 2 recalls meeting in a local
Starbucks who told her they had been married for fifty-five years, SBF 1 and SBF 2 accept that,
at this point in their lives, marriage is a steadily fleeting possibility. They share a great deal of
laughter but also moments of sadness as they talk about their loneliness and their desire for
someone to come along and make them feel like “chocolate magic sunshine.” But they are
resourceful and resilient. In the end, they agree that although they each want to find that ideal
mate, in the new millennium they are changing the rules of the game. They are making their own
history just by being themselves.In Lynn Nottage's comedy Fabulation, Or the Re-Education of
Undine, the life of another middle-class black woman, Undine, comes apart as she tries to do
business in her plush New York office. Undine is busy lining up talent for a high-profile
fundraising event when her accountant arrives to inform her that her young and handsome
Argentinian husband, Hervé, has taken all of the money from their joint bank accounts and is
nowhere to be found. An agent from the FBI also arrives in the office bearing bad news: she's
being investigated for possible identity fraud. To make matters worse, her pregnancy test comes
back positive.After losing everything, Undine has nowhere to go except back to where she was
raised, to Brooklyn and the Walt Whitman projects. It's there, amid her tight-knit and
unconventional family that her re-education begins. Undine must relearn how to survive in an
urban environment she wanted so desperately to escape that she denied that she even had a
family. Nottage is at her comic best as she portrays Undine's family as hard-working security
officers who get by as best they know how. She also acknowledges the influence of hip hop on
urban culture through Undine's brother Flow, who at one point recites part of his unfinished hip
hop epic poem about Brer Rabbit. Although they don't believe her lies about why she has
returned after fourteen years, Undine's relatives forgive her for rejecting them and join together
to help coax her into breathing new life into the world.Christina Anderson's BlackTop Sky is also
set in public housing. The setting is simple: a blacktop courtyard, street lamps, a couple of
benches, and a soundscape that suggests the bustling activity of an overcrowded and
dangerous space that two of the play's three characters, Ida and Klass, call home. It is through
sound that the David L. Hynn Housing Project is revealed as a place of containment where the
inhabitants see everything that's going on in the courtyard while seeing nothing at all. The action
revolves around a confrontation over a lost set of keys that brings Ida and her boyfriend Wynn
together with Klass, who lives with the crates of junk that he has accumulated on a bench in the
center of the blacktop courtyard. Klass spends most of his time sitting on the bench he has
claimed as his own, polishing one piece of junk after another and trying to forget about the



events that brought him there. They know that Klass has Ida's keys but do not want to confront
him. They think he's crazy. Wynn wants to call the police, but Ida reminds him about what
happened to another homeless man when the police came to take him away.One night, as Klass
struggles with the invisible demons that plague his sleep, someone calls the police to complain
about the disturbance. They come and try to coax Klass into going to a shelter for the homeless.
They use a taser on him when he resists. In the closing scene, the benches are gone and so is
Klass. After having cleared away someone whom he perceived as a rival, Wynn enters and
crosses the now-empty courtyard to gather up Ida and her things.The plays by Lydia Diamond, J.
Nicole Brooks, and Keli Garrett depart from the realism of the other plays. In Voyeurs de Venus,
Sara is a successful academic, a cultural anthropologist who is haunted by the subject of her
latest book project, a South African woman named Saartjie Baartman, who in the nineteenth
and early part of the twentieth century was popularly known as the Hottentot Venus. The action
of the play moves from the present to the past and back, from Sara's bedroom in Chicago to
London, England, where in 1810 Saartjie was introduced to the public as one of several displays
of human abnormality. Sara's dilemma is discovering how to represent Saartjie, who died in
1815, in a book about her without further exploiting her. Lydia Diamond grounds her play in the
historical facts concerning Saartjie, who even after her death was an object of public display. But
Voyeurs de Venus is not a history lesson. As Sara struggles with her conscience, the action of
the play shifts from Sara and the men in her life to Saartjie and the men who profited from her
black body.The real and the imaginary are intertwined as Saartjie appears to Sara, haunting her
space and challenging her to think hard about how much she's willing to compromise, and also
what she's willing to lose in order to gain fame. The dream sequences, the ghoulish scenes of
George Cuvier at work in his examination room and the ever-increasing African music that
threatens to drown out Sara's voice at the end of the play as she acknowledges the people who
supported her and her work suggest that Saartjie Baartman is speaking from her grave. Perhaps
the African music is Saartjie's way of conveying her dissatisfaction with having been disturbed
once again and put on display.Fedra by J. Nicole Brooks is adapted from Jean Racine's Phedre
and is set Haiti. But this is not the earthquake-ravaged and impoverished Haiti of the first half of
the twenty-first century. The futuristic Haiti over which Fedra presides as queen is the most
powerful country on the planet. Familiar characters from the Greek tale are present in this newly
envisioned Haiti. The play simmers with intrigue as the Queen struggles to contain her lust for
her stepson Hippolytus and her addictions. Fedra drinks too much, takes too many pills, and has
a nasty habit of cutting herself.The play opens with Fedra standing in her boudoir wearing a
hospital gown. Her wrists are bandaged owing to her most recent suicide attempt. She is
listening to a radio report about the plane crash in which, it is believed, her husband, King
Theseus, has died. Much of the intrigue revolves around the question of succession. Who will
now rule the most powerful country on earth? Clearly Fedra is not capable. She is in great need
of help to deal with her addictions and her lust for Hippolytus, the king's successor. Hippolytus is
in love with Aricia Toussaint, the imprisoned daughter of the overthrown King Pallas Toussaint.



The goddess Afrodite saw to that. When Fedra finds out, she has her revenge, only to have it
turn on her. But she is unable to reverse the treachery she unleashed on Hippolytus. In the final
scene Theseus, who survived the plane crash, must deal with the aftermath.There's quite a bit
of drinking in Keli Garrett's comedy Uppa Creek: A Modern Anachronistic Parody in the Minstrel
Tradition, especially at tea time. Garrett draws her inspiration for this play, which takes place on
the Friendly Confines Plantation, from the visual artist Kara Walker's silhouette etching titled The
Means to an End: A Shadow Drama in Five Acts. Like Walker's silhouette cutouts, Garrett's play
parodies the master-slave relationship and the sexual dynamics of plantation life. Familiar
stereotypes inhabit this plantation, but the structures of power are subverted and chaos erupts
when the Young Negress, Hepthesput, serves mid-day tea to Ms. Anne and her daughter Li'l
Annie in keeping with the illusion that the ladies are high society. The play shares with novelist
Ishmael Reed's Flight to Canada a demand that we suspend our disbelief. The world of the
Friendly Confines Plantation is absurd, with both master and slave sending and receiving
messages via cell phones and fax machines, the Young Negress using a microwave to prepare
her poisonous concoctions over the objections of her mentor, Ol’ Negress, and Li'l Annie
bursting out in a lively rap after the afternoon cup of poisoned tea she drank with her mother
drives them both crazy.This play is written in dialect, but Garrett makes it clear that language in
this play is at the service of parody. For example, when Ol’ Negress complains about Young
Negress's not performing her “conjugal duties” with Li'l Massa, she responds, “What is you? An
interloper? A spook crouching by the do’ without thought to revolution and advancement of the
cause? You got no regard for the plight of yo’ fellow sistern and brethren?” The revolution might
not be televised in this parody of life on the plantation, but Young Negress wins by turning the big
house into a madhouse before fleeing to a high hill where a helicopter hovers overhead ready to
bring the southern aristocracy to a bullet-riddled end.The playwrights whose work is included in
this book represent barely a fraction of the African American women who are writing plays that
speak to our past, present, and future. It is my hope that this anthology will help inspire even
more women playwrights to continue the work of putting their voices, their stories, and their
people on the stage.Notes1. They are Charles Gordone, who won for No Place to Be Somebody
(1970), Charles Fuller, who won for A Soldier's Play (1982), and August Wilson, who won for
Fences (1987) and The Piano Lesson (1990).2. Darwin T. Turner, ed., Black Drama in America:
An Anthology [1971] 2d ed. (Washington, D.C.: Howard University Press, 1994), xxxiii.3. Black
Enterprise, “The New Look of Broadway” by Carolyn M. Brown (December 2011), 14.4. Directed
by Kenny Leon, who also directed Stick Fly and The Mountaintop, it won for Leon the 2014 Tony
Award for best direction. Sophie Okonedo, who played Ruth Younger, received a Tony for best
performance by an actress in a featured role.5. Harry J. Elam Jr. and Robert Alexander, eds.,
The Fire This Time: African American Plays for the 21st Century (New York: Theatre
Communications Group, 2004), xiv.6. Turner, Black Drama in America, xviii–xix.7. Margaret B.
Wilkerson, ed., 9 Plays by Black Women (New York: New American Library, 1986).8. Elizabeth
Brown-Guillory, ed., Wines in the Wilderness: Plays by African American Women from the



Harlem Renaissance to the Present (New York: Praeger, 1990).9. Sydné Mahone, ed., Moon
Marked and Touched by Sun (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 1993).10. Kathy A.
Perkins and Roberta Uno, eds., Contemporary Plays for Women of Color (London: Routledge,
1996).11. E. Patrick Johnson and Ramón H. Rivera-Servera, eds., solo/black/woman: scripts,
interviews, and essays (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 2013).IntroductionOne
hopes that the decades that are focused on the literatureof African American women will provide
successfor the playwrights as it has for the novelists.—Darwin T. TurnerIn the introduction to the
1994 expanded and revised edition of Black Drama in America, the literary scholar Darwin
Turner lamented the fact that although African American women novelists had finally begun to
receive the recognition they deserve from the literary mainstream, their playwriting counterparts
were barely visible in the world of professional theater. As Turner showed in his historical
overview of black drama, with the exception of Alice Childress, whose play Trouble in Mind was
produced Off-Broadway in 1955, and Lorraine Hansberry and Ntozake Shange, who had
Broadway successes with A Raisin in the Sun in 1959 and for colored girls who have considered
suicide/when the rainbow is enuf in 1976, most African American women playwrights by the
early 1990s had yet to break through the racial and gender barriers that kept their work off the
stages of professional regional theater companies. Tracing the development of African American
theater from the early 1900s through the beginning of the last decade of the twentieth century,
Turner noted that by 1990 only three black playwrights had won the coveted Pulitzer Prize for
drama.1 He also mentioned that since 1950, when Gwendolyn Brooks became the first African
American to win a Pulitzer Prize in any genre, “several African American writers have earned
Pulitzer Prizes for poetry and fiction. But no African American woman has ever won a Pulitzer
Prize for drama.”2Turner didn't live long enough to see the publication of his revised anthology or
witness the accomplishments of African American women playwrights in the first two decades of
the twenty-first century. He died in 1991. By that time, a few were beginning to attract some of
the attention their sister novelists and poets have been enjoying since the black feminist
movement of the 1970s helped launch them onto the stages of national and world literature. In
2002, Suzan-Lori Parks won a Pulitzer Prize for drama for her play Topdog/Underdog, making
her the first African American woman to be so honored. Lynn Nottage received the award in
2009 for her play Ruined, making her the fifth African American playwright and the second
African American woman to receive a Pulitzer for drama.An even more stunning achievement
was the 2011–2012 theater season, when the works of three African American women
playwrights were produced on Broadway: Lydia R. Diamond's Stick Fly, Katori Hall's The
Mountaintop, and Suzan-Lori Parks's adaptation of Porgy and Bess. In the December 2011 issue
of Black Enterprise magazine, whose cover hailed the season as “The New Look of Broadway,”
senior editor Carolyn M. Brown attributed this “new look” to the people behind the scenes—an
elite group of African American investors, producers, and directors, including the singer-
songwriter Alicia Keys, who are helping “pav[e] the way for a greater diversity of faces, voices,
and stories onstage.”3 A year later, during the 2012–2013 Broadway season, the faces, voices,



and stories of black women playwrights had all but faded away. Not one of the dramas produced
that season was by an African American. During the 2013–2014 season only one African
American playwright made it to Broadway—Lorraine Hansberry in a revival of A Raisin in the
Sun, with Denzel Washington playing the role of Walter Lee Younger and LaTonya Richardson
Jackson as Lena (Mama) Younger.4 There were no works by blacks on Broadway during the
2014–15 season. The 2011–2012 Broadway season might have helped raise the visibility of a
few African American women playwrights, but for the most part they continue to struggle to have
their work produced on any of the country's stages.A major obstacle to recognition of black
women playwrights as participants in the construction of a truly American theater is that, with the
exception of the few women who've won awards, most of them have yet to see their work
published. Unlike black women novelists who benefited greatly from the institutionalizing of
African American literature, black studies, and gender and women's studies in colleges and
universities across the country, black women playwrights have yet to find a comparable and
consistent audience of readers among college students. Their work also has not generated the
kind of critiques and scholarly studies that developed along with black women's literature as an
academic discipline. As much as writers, painters, and others who make their living making art
are leery of scholars and critics, their work cannot survive without them. Critics, even those who
write negative reviews, help create theater history. The same is true for scholars. The work of
theater scholars and critics ensures that the archive, the historical record, is preserved and that
the artists’ legacies are passed on to future generations.This anthology is a step toward creating
the archive for the twenty-first century. It also is my effort as a literary scholar to make new plays
by African American women available to artistic directors, educators, and students who have
little or no knowledge about this group of writers for the theater. I feel strongly that those of us
who are in a position to help steer their work to an interested public—that is, those of us who are
scholars and critics—are in some ways perpetuating what is happening with artistic directors in
regional theater. We keep writing about the same small group of playwrights—those who have
won prestigious drama awards—while the work of equally gifted black women playwrights
languishes on their computer hard drives or sits unread on the desks of busy artistic directors.
As Harry Elam remarks in the introduction to The Fire This Time, an anthology of plays he edited
with Robert Alexander, “Too often the production of a single work by a playwright of color
represents a regional theater's one and only excursion that season into the realm of diversity.
Whiteness stays at the center of aesthetic standards and artistic control as artists of color can
only fight amongst themselves for the limited ‘diversity’ slots that are open to them.”5 They also
must fight or, rather, compete with white playwrights writing plays about black people for the
coveted “diversity” slot. As Darwin Turner showed in the introduction to Black Drama in America,
African American playwrights have been trying to overcome this obstacle since 1917, when
Ridgely Torrence tried (unsuccessfully) to create meaningful characters in his folk plays for black
actors that did not perpetuate popular negative stereotypes.6One way to bring their plays to a
broader audience, especially in colleges and universities, is to publish them in anthologies. The



first anthology of plays by African American women, 9 Plays by Black Women,7 was published in
1986 by Margaret B. Wilkerson. In addition to scenes from Lorraine Hansberry's unfinished play
Toussaint and Ntozake Shange's Spell #7, Wilkerson included plays by those who might not
otherwise have been recognized as playwrights, including the writer Alexis DeVeaux, Kathleen
Collins, who was more widely recognized as a filmmaker, and the late legendary actress Beah
Richards.The 1990s saw the publication of two important anthologies of plays by African
American women: Elizabeth Brown-Guillory's Wines in the Wilderness8 and Sydné Mahone's
Moon Marked and Touched by Sun.9 Another important anthology from this period is Kathy A.
Perkins and Roberta Uno's Contemporary Plays for Women of Color.10 Perkins and Uno broke
new ground with this collaborative project, which includes plays by five African American
women, by showing the diversity of theater-making women who define themselves as women of
color. Together these collections establish a tradition of playwriting by black women and the
basis for critical examinations of the contributions they've made to American theater throughout
the twentieth and the early twenty-first centuries. These anthologies, and the 2013 collection
compiled and edited by E. Patrick Johnson and Ramón H. Rivera-Servera in solo/black/
woman,11 are the building blocks for a body of work that can be codified under the rubrics
African American Women's Dramatic Literature and Black Women's theater
history.Contemporary Plays by African American Women is another block in the building of this
history. This collection of ten complete plays is but a sampling of the ways in which African
American women playwrights in the twenty-first century are engaging with history, delving into
and shaking up issues of gender and class, creating compelling stories of African American
existence in urban and rural landscapes, and disrupting traditional modes of theatrical
representation. Thanks to the ground-breaking work of their predecessors, these playwrights
represent a new generation of black women whose experiments with form, style, and language
engage with the present while still paying homage to the past.In Tanya Barfield's two-actor play
Blue Door, Lewis spends his nights haunted by the ghost of his brother, who reminds him of their
family's history. Barfield brings to American theater something unique: a play about a black man
who inhabits the rarefied world of theoretical mathematics. But somewhere along his way to
success Lewis lost his sense of self. He has become un-rooted, no longer connected to his
cultural heritage. He questions his identity as a black man. The voices that speak to him through
his brother Rex's recounting of their family's genealogy and history during a long and sleepless
night summon Lewis back to a true and more authentic sense of his self. Although he struggles
against that history—there are things he doesn't want to remember but that are too hard to forget
—Lewis finally accepts that what his brother shares with him is what makes him black.Memory
in S. M. Shephard-Massat's Levee James has as much to do with language as it does the legacy
of a family whose hard work and loving care built the family farm that Wesley Slaton is
determined to keep at all costs. Shephard-Massat writes in dialect in an effort to re-create, in
writing, not only her own voice but also the way she remembers her mother and other members
of her family speaking. Set in 1923 in Senoia, Georgia, a small farming community just south of



Atlanta, this three-character play looks at the lives, struggles, and hopes of people who did not
join the Great Migration north. Lily Grace Hoterfield got as far north as Atlanta. She's been gone
for four years and has returned to Senoia to convince her widowed brother-in-law, Wesley
Slaton, to marry Mamie Jane Brown, a successful businesswoman, so that her two nieces will
have the benefit of a woman helping to raise them. Lily also tries to talk Wesley and their friend
Fitzhugh into leaving Senoia. She knows that a group of racist white men think that both
Fitzhugh and Wesley have grown too prosperous for their own good. Wesley refuses to be run
off the land his father-in-law helped him turn into a farm after he married Lily's sister Clareesa.
Since her death Wesley has turned the couple's “shotgun shack into a sacred sight to behold,”
as Lily remarks to Wesley. Another sacred sight to behold is an old kitchen table Wesley kept
that has inscribed into its wood the names of all the family members who have passed on.
Memories of the deceased permeate the house, but Wesley assures Lily that there are no haints
in the family house. The voices Lily claims to hear are memories that reaffirm Wesley's
determination to keep his farm and to claim his identity as a man.Katori Hall's Hoodoo Love is
also set in the South, in a neighborhood near the famed Beale Street in Memphis. The
characters in Hoodoo Love are blues people, believers in haints and hoodoo and the power of
one's mojo to keep a lover from leaving and a brother from staying way too long. Each of the
characters, Toulou, Candylady, Ace of Spades, and Jib, sings the blues. Ace makes his living
singing the blues. Toulou sings to keep Ace from wandering too far from her shack. The conjure
woman Candylady's blues are connected to her conjuring rituals. Jib sings the blues when he
drinks too much liquor and forgets that he's been saved and sanctified. Candylady is the
repository for memory. She keeps her memories in her mojo bag. She communicates with the
spirits of the ancestors by listening to the river, and she practices rituals intended to “fix” a
wandering man but which sometimes go badly awry.Like the other playwrights with works in this
collection, Katori Hall delves deep into the lives of her characters and their relationships with
each other. What she reveals is bound to make audiences uncomfortable. There is much humor
and joy in Hoodoo Love as Hall's characters sing to each other and to the audience. But this play
with music also deals with abuse. Both Candylady and Toulou have endured abusive
relationships for most of their lives. Yet they are determined to survive, each in her own way:
Candylady by working her roots and Toulou by setting out on her own, guitar in hand, to make a
name for herself singing the blues.While the blues resounds throughout Hoodoo Love, it's the
rhythms and beats of rap and hip hop that provide the soundscape for Nikkole Salter's Carnaval.
Salter shares with Suzan-Lori Parks an uncanny ability to explore the psyches of young black
men who are caught up in dangerous activities that ultimately lead to disaster. This gritty play
about three young black men who decide to take a vacation to Brazil is written in a language and
style that will take many of us out of our comfort zones. But the issues that Salter raises—for
example, the exploitation of Brazilian women and girls—are intended to make us think about
how we explain away all kinds of industries that exploit poor people in the interest of the free
market and capitalism. Carnaval is set in New York and Brazil. The time shifts from 1996, when



the three friends go to Brazil, to 2010, when one of them, Raheem, who made his fortune
arranging Brazilian sex tours for young black men, celebrates the opening of his new night club,
which he named Club Carnaval. It has been more than a decade since the former best friends
have been together, and the meeting is not a happy one. One of them, Demetrius, lost too much
during the trip to Brazil. Now, in 2010, there is no possibility for celebration or reconciliation, but
there is still love. The videotaped message that Demetrius leaves for Raheem during Club
Carnaval's opening celebration is all about loss and love and the consequences of making very
bad choices in one's life.Lisa B. Thompson's Single Black Female looks into the lives of two
unnamed “thirty-something” black women as they reflect on the possibilities of finding true love.
Single Black Female One (SBF 1) is a literature professor; Single Black Female 2 (SBF 2) is an
attorney. Both are financially independent and have the material goods to prove it: nice homes,
fine wardrobes, and money to support an active social life. In this dialogue-driven play, the
women invite us into their space as they discuss, among other things, the “crisis” within the black
community of women who are unable to find that special someone who will love them.In the
play's prologue SBF 2 asks, “What happens to the black family if we don't find love? What will
happen to the African American legacy?” Before they launch into discussions about everything
from images of black womanhood, Oprah, the absence of black women on popular television
shows such as The Bachelorette, shopping, and, of course, men, SBF 1 informs us, “This ain't
sex in the inner city! That's another show. Let's be more specific, welcome to the lives of single
middle-class black women.” What they reveal through their dialogues and vignettes are the real
lives of black women living in the twenty-first century who ultimately accept that in terms of
marriage, the game has changed. Unlike the loving couple SBF 2 recalls meeting in a local
Starbucks who told her they had been married for fifty-five years, SBF 1 and SBF 2 accept that,
at this point in their lives, marriage is a steadily fleeting possibility. They share a great deal of
laughter but also moments of sadness as they talk about their loneliness and their desire for
someone to come along and make them feel like “chocolate magic sunshine.” But they are
resourceful and resilient. In the end, they agree that although they each want to find that ideal
mate, in the new millennium they are changing the rules of the game. They are making their own
history just by being themselves.In Lynn Nottage's comedy Fabulation, Or the Re-Education of
Undine, the life of another middle-class black woman, Undine, comes apart as she tries to do
business in her plush New York office. Undine is busy lining up talent for a high-profile
fundraising event when her accountant arrives to inform her that her young and handsome
Argentinian husband, Hervé, has taken all of the money from their joint bank accounts and is
nowhere to be found. An agent from the FBI also arrives in the office bearing bad news: she's
being investigated for possible identity fraud. To make matters worse, her pregnancy test comes
back positive.After losing everything, Undine has nowhere to go except back to where she was
raised, to Brooklyn and the Walt Whitman projects. It's there, amid her tight-knit and
unconventional family that her re-education begins. Undine must relearn how to survive in an
urban environment she wanted so desperately to escape that she denied that she even had a



family. Nottage is at her comic best as she portrays Undine's family as hard-working security
officers who get by as best they know how. She also acknowledges the influence of hip hop on
urban culture through Undine's brother Flow, who at one point recites part of his unfinished hip
hop epic poem about Brer Rabbit. Although they don't believe her lies about why she has
returned after fourteen years, Undine's relatives forgive her for rejecting them and join together
to help coax her into breathing new life into the world.Christina Anderson's BlackTop Sky is also
set in public housing. The setting is simple: a blacktop courtyard, street lamps, a couple of
benches, and a soundscape that suggests the bustling activity of an overcrowded and
dangerous space that two of the play's three characters, Ida and Klass, call home. It is through
sound that the David L. Hynn Housing Project is revealed as a place of containment where the
inhabitants see everything that's going on in the courtyard while seeing nothing at all. The action
revolves around a confrontation over a lost set of keys that brings Ida and her boyfriend Wynn
together with Klass, who lives with the crates of junk that he has accumulated on a bench in the
center of the blacktop courtyard. Klass spends most of his time sitting on the bench he has
claimed as his own, polishing one piece of junk after another and trying to forget about the
events that brought him there. They know that Klass has Ida's keys but do not want to confront
him. They think he's crazy. Wynn wants to call the police, but Ida reminds him about what
happened to another homeless man when the police came to take him away.One night, as Klass
struggles with the invisible demons that plague his sleep, someone calls the police to complain
about the disturbance. They come and try to coax Klass into going to a shelter for the homeless.
They use a taser on him when he resists. In the closing scene, the benches are gone and so is
Klass. After having cleared away someone whom he perceived as a rival, Wynn enters and
crosses the now-empty courtyard to gather up Ida and her things.The plays by Lydia Diamond, J.
Nicole Brooks, and Keli Garrett depart from the realism of the other plays. In Voyeurs de Venus,
Sara is a successful academic, a cultural anthropologist who is haunted by the subject of her
latest book project, a South African woman named Saartjie Baartman, who in the nineteenth
and early part of the twentieth century was popularly known as the Hottentot Venus. The action
of the play moves from the present to the past and back, from Sara's bedroom in Chicago to
London, England, where in 1810 Saartjie was introduced to the public as one of several displays
of human abnormality. Sara's dilemma is discovering how to represent Saartjie, who died in
1815, in a book about her without further exploiting her. Lydia Diamond grounds her play in the
historical facts concerning Saartjie, who even after her death was an object of public display. But
Voyeurs de Venus is not a history lesson. As Sara struggles with her conscience, the action of
the play shifts from Sara and the men in her life to Saartjie and the men who profited from her
black body.The real and the imaginary are intertwined as Saartjie appears to Sara, haunting her
space and challenging her to think hard about how much she's willing to compromise, and also
what she's willing to lose in order to gain fame. The dream sequences, the ghoulish scenes of
George Cuvier at work in his examination room and the ever-increasing African music that
threatens to drown out Sara's voice at the end of the play as she acknowledges the people who



supported her and her work suggest that Saartjie Baartman is speaking from her grave. Perhaps
the African music is Saartjie's way of conveying her dissatisfaction with having been disturbed
once again and put on display.Fedra by J. Nicole Brooks is adapted from Jean Racine's Phedre
and is set Haiti. But this is not the earthquake-ravaged and impoverished Haiti of the first half of
the twenty-first century. The futuristic Haiti over which Fedra presides as queen is the most
powerful country on the planet. Familiar characters from the Greek tale are present in this newly
envisioned Haiti. The play simmers with intrigue as the Queen struggles to contain her lust for
her stepson Hippolytus and her addictions. Fedra drinks too much, takes too many pills, and has
a nasty habit of cutting herself.The play opens with Fedra standing in her boudoir wearing a
hospital gown. Her wrists are bandaged owing to her most recent suicide attempt. She is
listening to a radio report about the plane crash in which, it is believed, her husband, King
Theseus, has died. Much of the intrigue revolves around the question of succession. Who will
now rule the most powerful country on earth? Clearly Fedra is not capable. She is in great need
of help to deal with her addictions and her lust for Hippolytus, the king's successor. Hippolytus is
in love with Aricia Toussaint, the imprisoned daughter of the overthrown King Pallas Toussaint.
The goddess Afrodite saw to that. When Fedra finds out, she has her revenge, only to have it
turn on her. But she is unable to reverse the treachery she unleashed on Hippolytus. In the final
scene Theseus, who survived the plane crash, must deal with the aftermath.There's quite a bit
of drinking in Keli Garrett's comedy Uppa Creek: A Modern Anachronistic Parody in the Minstrel
Tradition, especially at tea time. Garrett draws her inspiration for this play, which takes place on
the Friendly Confines Plantation, from the visual artist Kara Walker's silhouette etching titled The
Means to an End: A Shadow Drama in Five Acts. Like Walker's silhouette cutouts, Garrett's play
parodies the master-slave relationship and the sexual dynamics of plantation life. Familiar
stereotypes inhabit this plantation, but the structures of power are subverted and chaos erupts
when the Young Negress, Hepthesput, serves mid-day tea to Ms. Anne and her daughter Li'l
Annie in keeping with the illusion that the ladies are high society. The play shares with novelist
Ishmael Reed's Flight to Canada a demand that we suspend our disbelief. The world of the
Friendly Confines Plantation is absurd, with both master and slave sending and receiving
messages via cell phones and fax machines, the Young Negress using a microwave to prepare
her poisonous concoctions over the objections of her mentor, Ol’ Negress, and Li'l Annie
bursting out in a lively rap after the afternoon cup of poisoned tea she drank with her mother
drives them both crazy.This play is written in dialect, but Garrett makes it clear that language in
this play is at the service of parody. For example, when Ol’ Negress complains about Young
Negress's not performing her “conjugal duties” with Li'l Massa, she responds, “What is you? An
interloper? A spook crouching by the do’ without thought to revolution and advancement of the
cause? You got no regard for the plight of yo’ fellow sistern and brethren?” The revolution might
not be televised in this parody of life on the plantation, but Young Negress wins by turning the big
house into a madhouse before fleeing to a high hill where a helicopter hovers overhead ready to
bring the southern aristocracy to a bullet-riddled end.The playwrights whose work is included in



this book represent barely a fraction of the African American women who are writing plays that
speak to our past, present, and future. It is my hope that this anthology will help inspire even
more women playwrights to continue the work of putting their voices, their stories, and their
people on the stage.Notes1. They are Charles Gordone, who won for No Place to Be Somebody
(1970), Charles Fuller, who won for A Soldier's Play (1982), and August Wilson, who won for
Fences (1987) and The Piano Lesson (1990).2. Darwin T. Turner, ed., Black Drama in America:
An Anthology [1971] 2d ed. (Washington, D.C.: Howard University Press, 1994), xxxiii.3. Black
Enterprise, “The New Look of Broadway” by Carolyn M. Brown (December 2011), 14.4. Directed
by Kenny Leon, who also directed Stick Fly and The Mountaintop, it won for Leon the 2014 Tony
Award for best direction. Sophie Okonedo, who played Ruth Younger, received a Tony for best
performance by an actress in a featured role.5. Harry J. Elam Jr. and Robert Alexander, eds.,
The Fire This Time: African American Plays for the 21st Century (New York: Theatre
Communications Group, 2004), xiv.6. Turner, Black Drama in America, xviii–xix.7. Margaret B.
Wilkerson, ed., 9 Plays by Black Women (New York: New American Library, 1986).8. Elizabeth
Brown-Guillory, ed., Wines in the Wilderness: Plays by African American Women from the
Harlem Renaissance to the Present (New York: Praeger, 1990).9. Sydné Mahone, ed., Moon
Marked and Touched by Sun (New York: Theatre Communications Group, 1993).10. Kathy A.
Perkins and Roberta Uno, eds., Contemporary Plays for Women of Color (London: Routledge,
1996).11. E. Patrick Johnson and Ramón H. Rivera-Servera, eds., solo/black/woman: scripts,
interviews, and essays (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 2013).TANYA
BARFIELDBorn in San Francisco and raised in Portland, Oregon, Tanya Barfield began her
career in theater as an actor. After receiving her undergraduate degree in acting from New York
University, where she performed in many different plays, she soon realized that her opportunities
in professional theater were limited. She therefore began writing and performing her own work in
a solo show titled Without Skin, Or Breathlessness. She eventually grew tired of being herself on
stage, as she commented in an interview, and turned to writing plays. An invitation in 1998 by the
playwright Chiori Miyagawa to join a fellowship program she founded for emerging writers of
color at the New York Theatre Workshop helped Barfield make the transition from actor to
playwright. A workshop helmed by director Leigh Silverman followed and led to Barfield's being
accepted into the prestigious Juilliard Playwrights Program in New York. Barfield received an
Artist Diploma from Juilliard in 2002.Tanya Barfield is a recipient of several honors and awards,
including a Helen Merrill Playwrights Award (2003) as well as a Lilly Award and the inaugural
Stacey Mindich Prize (2014). In addition to Blue Door, which has been produced in regional
theater companies throughout the country, Barfield has written Of Equal Measure, The Call,
Bright Half Life, and several solo and short plays.TANYA BARFIELDBorn in San Francisco and
raised in Portland, Oregon, Tanya Barfield began her career in theater as an actor. After
receiving her undergraduate degree in acting from New York University, where she performed in
many different plays, she soon realized that her opportunities in professional theater were
limited. She therefore began writing and performing her own work in a solo show titled Without



Skin, Or Breathlessness. She eventually grew tired of being herself on stage, as she commented
in an interview, and turned to writing plays. An invitation in 1998 by the playwright Chiori
Miyagawa to join a fellowship program she founded for emerging writers of color at the New York
Theatre Workshop helped Barfield make the transition from actor to playwright. A workshop
helmed by director Leigh Silverman followed and led to Barfield's being accepted into the
prestigious Juilliard Playwrights Program in New York. Barfield received an Artist Diploma from
Juilliard in 2002.Tanya Barfield is a recipient of several honors and awards, including a Helen
Merrill Playwrights Award (2003) as well as a Lilly Award and the inaugural Stacey Mindich Prize
(2014). In addition to Blue Door, which has been produced in regional theater companies
throughout the country, Barfield has written Of Equal Measure, The Call, Bright Half Life, and
several solo and short plays.TANYA BARFIELDBorn in San Francisco and raised in Portland,
Oregon, Tanya Barfield began her career in theater as an actor. After receiving her
undergraduate degree in acting from New York University, where she performed in many
different plays, she soon realized that her opportunities in professional theater were limited. She
therefore began writing and performing her own work in a solo show titled Without Skin, Or
Breathlessness. She eventually grew tired of being herself on stage, as she commented in an
interview, and turned to writing plays. An invitation in 1998 by the playwright Chiori Miyagawa to
join a fellowship program she founded for emerging writers of color at the New York Theatre
Workshop helped Barfield make the transition from actor to playwright. A workshop helmed by
director Leigh Silverman followed and led to Barfield's being accepted into the prestigious
Juilliard Playwrights Program in New York. Barfield received an Artist Diploma from Juilliard in
2002.Tanya Barfield is a recipient of several honors and awards, including a Helen Merrill
Playwrights Award (2003) as well as a Lilly Award and the inaugural Stacey Mindich Prize
(2014). In addition to Blue Door, which has been produced in regional theater companies
throughout the country, Barfield has written Of Equal Measure, The Call, Bright Half Life, and
several solo and short plays.Blue Door was commissioned by Playwrights Horizons with funds
provided by the Harold and Mimi Steinberg Commissioning Program. It received its world
premiere on August 23, 2006, at South Coast Repertory Theatre.Director:Leah G.
GardinerLewis:Reg E. CatheySimon/Rex/Jesse:Larry Gilliard Jr.Set:Dustin
O’NeillCostumes:Naila Aladdin SandersLighting:Lonnie Rafael AlcarezSound:Jill BC Du
BoffStage manager:Randall K. LumDialect coach:Philip D. ThompsonDramaturg:John
GloreProduction manager:David LevenworthOriginal lyrics by Tanya Barfield. Original music by
Larry Gilliard Jr. and Leah Gardiner.Blue Door was commissioned by Playwrights Horizons with
funds provided by the Harold and Mimi Steinberg Commissioning Program. It received its world
premiere on August 23, 2006, at South Coast Repertory Theatre.Director:Leah G.
GardinerLewis:Reg E. CatheySimon/Rex/Jesse:Larry Gilliard Jr.Set:Dustin
O’NeillCostumes:Naila Aladdin SandersLighting:Lonnie Rafael AlcarezSound:Jill BC Du
BoffStage manager:Randall K. LumDialect coach:Philip D. ThompsonDramaturg:John
GloreProduction manager:David LevenworthOriginal lyrics by Tanya Barfield. Original music by



Larry Gilliard Jr. and Leah Gardiner.Blue Door was commissioned by Playwrights Horizons with
funds provided by the Harold and Mimi Steinberg Commissioning Program. It received its world
premiere on August 23, 2006, at South Coast Repertory Theatre.Director:Leah G.
GardinerLewis:Reg E. CatheySimon/Rex/Jesse:Larry Gilliard Jr.Set:Dustin
O’NeillCostumes:Naila Aladdin SandersLighting:Lonnie Rafael AlcarezSound:Jill BC Du
BoffStage manager:Randall K. LumDialect coach:Philip D. ThompsonDramaturg:John
GloreProduction manager:David LevenworthOriginal lyrics by Tanya Barfield. Original music by
Larry Gilliard Jr. and Leah Gardiner.Director:Leah G. GardinerLewis:Reg E. CatheySimon/Rex/
Jesse:Larry Gilliard Jr.Set:Dustin O’NeillCostumes:Naila Aladdin SandersLighting:Lonnie Rafael
AlcarezSound:Jill BC Du BoffStage manager:Randall K. LumDialect coach:Philip D.
ThompsonDramaturg:John GloreProduction manager:David LevenworthOriginal lyrics by Tanya
Barfield. Original music by Larry Gilliard Jr. and Leah Gardiner.Director:Leah G.
GardinerLewis:Lewis:Reg E. CatheyReg E. CatheySimon/Rex/Jesse:Larry Gilliard
Jr.Set:Set:Dustin O’NeillDustin O’NeillCostumes:Naila Aladdin SandersLighting:Lonnie Rafael
AlcarezSound:Jill BC Du BoffStage manager:Randall K. LumDialect coach:Philip D.
ThompsonDramaturg:John GloreProduction manager:David LevenworthOriginal lyrics by Tanya
Barfield. Original music by Larry Gilliard Jr. and Leah Gardiner.Original lyrics by Tanya Barfield.
Original music by Larry Gilliard Jr. and Leah Gardiner.BLUE DOORGenerations of Black MenA
play for two actors.CHARACTERSLewis (mid-life)Simon, Rex, Jesse (young)(There should be
approximately a twenty-five-year age difference between the two actors. The actor playing
Simon, Jesse, and Rex must be able to sing.)SETTINGThere are two spaces: the one Lewis
occupies and a separate place. There is a door. The door is not to be actually represented, but it
figuratively exists. There are no blackouts. Each man will remain on stage for almost the entire
play. At only one point in the evening will one of the men exit. The play occurs between 1851 and
1995.SONGSThe songs are to be sung a cappella. The melody of each song should be written
in the musical style specific to the character, situation, and period.A NOTE ABOUT THE
MONOLOGUES AND CHARACTERSThe play involves storytelling, and in many cases one
character will assume the identity of another during his story. As a general rule, if a new
character name does not appear before the internal dialogue, then a total personification of the
character may detract from rather than add to the story.When Lewis speaks in the voice of his
wife, he does not completely assume a feminine identity. Lewis's wife may have an airy façade,
but she's also a smart and caring woman. As with all the roles (but particularly with the slaves), it
is important not to play stereotypes. Simon is highly intelligent and he does not speak slowly.
During even the most trying of circumstances, Simon is heartfelt but never sentimental,
indulgent, or self-pitying. When Simon embodies the character of Jonathan, he plays Jonathan
as a complicated young man whose actions are hurtful but without intentional malice. Simon's
mother's accent is Gullah: a Creole blend of Elizabethan English and the language of her African
ancestry. Simon does not share his mother's accent.Although Lewis and Rex often debate
issues, the strife between them is not a social or political critique. Their opposing views are



personal and familial, about both identity and sibling rivalry. There is a deep need between these
brothers, and their relationship is one of great conflict but also great love. Jesse is performative
and entertaining and he imbues his stories with humor. It is only through song that Jesse
expresses the depth of his feelings.It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this
sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the
tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness,—an
American, a Negro; two warring souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring
ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.—W. E.
B. Du Bois1995. It is night. Lewis, a refined, well-educated man in his fifties, is in the throes of
insomnia. Hovering on the edge of Lewis's awareness, a young boy can be heard singing an
invocation in Yoruba.ANCESTOR:Baba agbaGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI call on
youEniyan fo sokeFly, peopleEye fo sokeFly, birdIdiran mi wa sileCome down, my
ancestorAngeli wa sileCome down, angelBaba agbaGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI
call on youLEWIS: A divorce. (Lewis quickly pushes the reality of the thought away. He speaks to
the audience, upbeat with a wry sense of humor.) I won't go to the Million Man March and my
wife says she wants a divorce. She doesn't want to offend me completely, so she hedges for a
moment, then: “Lewis,” she says, “Lewis, I was thinking…I think I'd like a divorce.”A divorce?“Yes,
a divorce.”A divorce?“A divorce.”A divorce. Why?“Well,” she says, “you—I—”Well? I say.“Well, it's
just because of that.”My wife and I have been married for twenty-five years. She says she's
thought about it for quite some time now, about nine or ten years, and it seems that there's this
resistance I have, to looking at myself.“You won't go to the Million Man March,” she says.The
Million Man March? Apparently, it's interfering with our relationship. I ask if there's someone else.
She says it would be easier if there were someone else, less existential. But no, no there's not.
She says there's a story to a person's life, a dimensionality, because each person has a greater
“personhood” within them. But if a person compartmentalizes their life like I do, she says, they
deny the dimensionality of themselves and that's difficult because you never feel like you're
getting the whole person. A relationship is about total honesty and—“You know, Lewis…you're
black.”Yes?“It's all about your father,” she says.I didn't go to his funeral. It's been a year, I haven't
even visited his grave—“What kind of a man wouldn't—”I wasn't close to my father.“What about
your great-grandfather, Simon?”He died when I was ten.“You said you were very close.”When I
was ten!“You won't go to the Million Man March. A million black men are gathering in public and
you won't go. And maybe it's because you're married to a white woman, but I don't think that you
should use the fact that I'm white as an excuse to erase your history.”You want a divorce
because I don't want to march on Washington, not as any form of protest but just to announce to
the world that I'm black?“It's also because of housework.”Housework? I never commit. I say I'm
going to do the dishes or vacuum or fix the hinges on the door, and I just don't do it.Feng Shui,
that Feng Shui book her sister gave her, that's what this is about. That book is Chinese and she's
white—Do you think, maybe, she's “denying her culture”?“I've learned a lot from Feng Shui. Your
house has to be in order. The fact that it came from the Orient is not the point!” (Beat.)She



leaves. The house is empty. Emptier than I can imagine.I have the sensation of being watched. I
watch my wife leave, and as she leaves, I divorce myself from myself. I become two selves—my
self and the self that watches my self.(An apparitional Spirit watching Lewis appears.)SPIRIT:
(sings)Run, boy, run, pattyroller come'n get yaLEWIS: The sleepless specter, insomnia,
descends.SPIRIT:Run, boy, run, you best run t’ get awayLEWIS: Stop.(A complete shift. With
indiscernible ease, the Spirit transforms into Simon. It is 1863. Simon is a bright young man—
good-humored—intelligent, and with the touch of a poet. Simon is 19 years old, although he
refers to himself as 103. Upbeat, he speaks to the audience and occasionally to Lewis, who
does not acknowledge him.)SIMON: Katie Maddox!Before I tell you bout Katie, I best tell you
bout me. My name Simon. I had a son, Jesse. Jesse got Charles and Charles begot Rex and
Lewis. Lewis the one jes been talkin. Now, I already lived 103 years and got buried in the grave.
But I come to be in this story. I don't know a word of play-actin. But I say, when I here, I jes tellin
stories, jes handin down time-old stories. So you jes sit back and listen, real comfortable-
like.Here we go! Katie Maddox! Now. I'm nineteen years old.Today the day I meet my wife, Katie
Maddox, who be Lewis great-grandmammy, and she make my heart jump. Katie lived over yon
Tom Brady place, and I had heared before that “she jes the purtiest slave gal in walkin distance.”
I jes bout that age a young buck wanna see these things for meself, so I figure I make my way
over t’Brady place, and I ain't gonna tell no-how bout my where-bouts neither.Now I don't got no
pass and no slave ’llowed to walkabout witout no pass, but that was no matter t’me, cuz I figure if
I be catched by the collar, I plan on sayin to the patroller, “Mr. Pattyroller, suh, I jes out huntin up
the root medicine” (as Mistis Betsy had fallen ill with a terrible fever and she'd jes begged us
slaves to make a cure on her)—which was plain true. So in that case, Aunt Sally did sent me out
to hunt up the primrose flower.But then, if the patroller warnt in belief of this story, I planned on
rollin my eyes and sayin “Please, suh, I jes a triflin boy.” And I'd hold up the primrose and (for fear
of lil Mistis Betsy's illness and her sad countenance) that pattyroller'd send me back home witout
no lash. Now if he did that, I'd wait til he outta seein-distance, and then lickedy-split I'd turn off
the other way.So, wit the primrose flower in hand, I walk myself all the way over to Mr. Brady
place to spy a look at Katie Maddox. And as luck would have it, I don't stumble cross no
patrollers.There a mighty bit of frolickin as everyone gather'd round a fire. The womenfolk
shuckin corn and the younguns dancin round in a ring. Mr. Brady always grin and say, “My
niggers just like family.” And he paid no mind to Saturday night parties, long as the corn ears be
ready sun-up. So everyone jes gather round tellin stories and singin and makin up a pot of
hamhocks, full merriment.(sings)Come and shuck that corn tonightCome and shuck with all your
might—I spy Katie Maddox stirrin up a pot, my heart jump a beat like dancin. And ’fore I know
myself what I doin, I march right on up to her and say, “Sweet Katie, you the finest gal I ever laid
eyes on, and iffen you ’llow yourself t’get to know me then you gonna see I ain't so bad myself
neither and I swear every Saturday night I come ’round this place and give you a primrose flower
for your admiration; I'll be comin for however many Saturdays it take for you to figure me for a
decent fellow and on that last Saturday, we to make up a fine party and jump over the



broom.”Now I always been a man of my word, even back in m’boyhood, so now each Saturday I
got to pick two flowers. One for Katie and one for a chance meetin wit a patroller. Well, it take a
month and a half of Saturdays for Katie to make up her mind on me. A whole month to decide
and another two Saturdays to keep me waitin. And on that last Saturday she say she be my wife
and that's how us come t’be married.(Beat.)But you know what? The moment us was married, I
knew right then and there that I didn't never want to live a day on earth witout Katie. Thinkin that
took a lil joy out the celebration. Spose to be happy to be wedded. But I keep to thinkin that one
thought, “What happen if the day ever come I lose my Katie?” (Simon glances at Lewis, who
doesn't see him.)LEWIS: It all started when we lived in Greenwich Village, married two years,
and my wife says she wants to take a vacation in the country.Vacation in the country. Why?We
could go on hikes, we could read old books, she says, we could tell stories, analyze our dreams.
She says my life is all about success, achievement, and it's great to strive, “But, Lewis, we need
to be in nature.”Now, let's be clear: there are no delis in the country. She says that you don't need
delis. Because you have the trees instead and that's all you need, the trees.People lurk behind
trees.“No they don't.”Yes they do.“They do not.”Yes, as a matter of fact, they do.“Who?”Crazy
people. Mass murderers. Red-necks.She doesn't miss a beat. “I think you're experiencing ‘Tree
Anxiety.’”Tree anxiety?“Yes,” she continues, “I think you may be suffering from Tree Anxiety.”I ask
her to elaborate on that, so I understand it properly. She says she's noticed that a lot of people
here on the East Coast suffer from an irrational fear of trees.Come on, I say, I'm not afraid of
trees, I'm afraid of people lurking behind the trees, and I'm not afraid of them, I'm just
cautious.“That's a form of Tree Anxiety.”No it's not.“Yes it is.”Look, I worry, a realistic worry, that
there are people in the woods that wish to do harm to others. And, may I clarify, the country is
filled with a bunch of racists and I believe the concern I have for racists is a realistic concern
—“Okay, so we won't go.”We can go.“You're saying you don't want to go.”What am I saying?I am
suddenly aware of the difference between my wife and me. Not that this hasn't occurred to me
before. But I am suddenly aware, in a very new and unsettling way. We live very different lives,
and it isn't only because I grew up in a large metropolitan area, not because of Tree Anxiety but
because I can't fade into the country. I can't take a weekend trip without a strained obviousness
that I am there. There's no choice attached to my difference, I can't suppress it in order to grant
my wife a weekend in the country. Even if I dress differently, cut my hair differently, speak
differently. I can't slip into the expanse.I want to say: I can't go, I can't take a trip to the country, I
can't be a part of the trees—I say nothing.I can't not be black.(Simon quickly and effortlessly
transforms into Rex, Lewis's charismatic, militant brother. Rex's presence completely dispels
Lewis's awareness of the audience. At no point during this scene does Lewis acknowledge the
audience.)REX: Why is this news to you?LEWIS: (thrown off-guard) What—REX: Why is this
news to you?LEWIS: Rex?REX: Why is your blackness suddenly news to you? Why do you think
that you are saying something new?LEWIS: What are you doing here?REX: Where the people?
LEWIS: What?REX: Where all the people? The characters?LEWIS: What characters?REX: In
yo’ story.LEWIS: What story?REX: The story you in.LEWIS: I'm in my house.REX: In yo’ house



imagining your story.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah y'are.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah
y'are.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah y'are. Brother Lewis, ya can't shake the doppelganger—
LEWIS: What—Rex—REX: You got to break this night down to the nitty-gritty, bro.LEWIS: Rex,
you're dead. (Beat.) What are you doing here?REX: (to the audience) My brother watches the
story of a black man.LEWIS: I am in my own story—my life, and you have nothing to do with that
life. Besides, you're not even here. You're in my mind. Insomnia.REX: Lewis, you a black
man.LEWIS: A waking dream—REX: Not a person that happens to be black.LEWIS: A nightmare
—REX: It's not an elective state of being.LEWIS: Sleep deprivation—REX: Who's the audience?
LEWIS: What?REX: Who is your audience?LEWIS: I don't have an audience.REX: Who is your
intended audience?LEWIS: I'm not in a—there is no audience!REX: White people.LEWIS: What?
REX: White people, that's your audience.LEWIS: I don't have an audience.REX: You got a
buncha white people sittin up in your head being your audience. You livin under a White Gaze.
And, to be clear, if you think black folks gonna wanna haul their asses into this theater—I'm
talking bout this theater—watch you deny life, where they suppose to sit down and not talk back,
then, brother, you are sorely mistaken. And it's time to take a look at that.LEWIS: This isn't an
interactive experience—REX: Don't want nobody signifying yo’ testimonial. Don't want yo’ story
too black—LEWIS: Black?REX: My brother afraid to be black.LEWIS: Is being black not liking
Shakespeare, opera, quantum physics—REX: You've been running away—LEWIS: This attitude
has always been your problem, Rex—REX: Turning your back on everything that make you black
—LEWIS: I'm right here. And if I'm turning my back, I'm turning it on the excuse of failure,
oppression—REX: Centuries of oppression—LEWIS: Oppression is not an excuse—REX: Can't
look at the future unless you look—LEWIS: Unless you look at the misguided belief in past and
present? “Causality” is a crutch—REX: It time you take a look—LEWIS: I've looked, we've all
looked, we know all about slavery and the past and—REX: What do you know?LEWIS: I know
enough to know that it's time to move on.REX: Once again, my brother running away.LEWIS:
From the Black Mafia? The are-you-black-enough? blacker-than-thou—REX: Your people—
LEWIS: While you were hanging out in the Mission cultivating your failed “authenticity,” I was in
college. Unlike some, I didn't want to go to jail, so I went to school. The first, the only person in
this family that didn't want to spend his life in ignorance—REX: Oh, you the only one?LEWIS: I
went to school—REX: To learn how to assimilate wit The Man.LEWIS: No. To become a
professor. Philosophy of mathematics. To teach at a prestigious university. To become a man of
social entitlement. To excel. I'm not ashamed to say that I've learned things that white people
know all about. Even things they know nothing about. For example, it is impossible to count the
complete decimal expansion of the number pi backwards. Wittgenstein.REX: King of Your
Kingdom and still a Slave.LEWIS: Your mentality, illiterate victim mentality, you call Being Black.
You want me to talk the talk, walk the walk, hang with the homies, gangsta-rap my way to the
American Dream by bitch-slapping our people outta intellectual parity.REX: Keep it real, Lewy-
Sambo. He a White Devil in black skin, my bro. Go on, brother, defame my image, imagine your
solitary, ariettic show. Tell Whitey bout your drunk of a daddy, how you reinvented yourself in yo’



own image, pulled yourself up from your bootstraps, you American Dreamer. Tell em all bout
after Malcolm and Martin shot, when I (your blacker bro) spiraled down outta The Movement.
Ended up homeless and on crack. Why don't you tell Whitey how both our mama's boys (you the
good son and me the bad) suffer the same sickness: self-loathing, the silent affliction, a plague
of the skin. Both our daddy's sons suffer the phantom illness called self-hate.LEWIS: Rex, you're
not here.REX: I'm here in spirit.LEWIS: What do you want from me?REX: This is a
summoning.LEWIS: This is insomnia!REX: A Descendant of Ham. Like Ham, Lewis watched his
own father backslide from faith, spiral into drunkenness. Dad watched his father consumed by
fire. This is the mantle worn.LEWIS: No, this is your manipulative—REX: Noah begat Shem,
Japheth, and Ham—Ham begat Cush, Mizraim, Phut, and Canaan. Great-grandfather begat
Jesse, who begat Charles.LEWIS: This isn't about—REX: Charles begat Rex and Lewis. A
servant of servants shall Lewis be! What did Lewis begat? Lineage extinct. You the last one alive
from this family. So you gotta look back to the legacy—the last one remembered, born first under
the curse of this continent. He was called Simon.LEWIS: Stop it—REX: The dead needs the livin
just as the livin need the dead.LEWIS: Go away, stop it! Just, just—(Rex instantly transforms into
seven-year-old Young Simon. It is 1851. There is an almost apparitional quality to Young Simon—
insomniatic, delusional, and unnerving.)SIMON: (to Lewis) Every night ’fore sleep, I ax Momma,
“Why us slaves?”LEWIS: Just go away!SIMON: Momma, why I don't got no daddy? Daddy shot
down. Why my daddy shot? Shot for tryin run. Why my daddy run?MOMMA, LEWIS: Shh!!!
SIMON: Momma, Momma, Momma—Momma, Momma—LEWIS: (to Simon, overlapping) In my
mind? All in my mind—(Lewis moves away. The haunting aspect of Young Simon now fades as
he speaks to the audience.)SIMON: Momma, why my daddy run? Why my daddy shot?
Momma, Momma—(Momma:) Oonah hush mout’, chile—(Simon:) But, Momma—(Momma:) No
one got no daddy, son. Buckrah Massuh own all we slave.LEWIS: Think about math.SIMON:
One plus one is two.LEWIS: An infinite sequence of numbers exist before zero.SIMON: Momma
say, before I born, me got four brothers and three sisters but them all been sold away. I ax why
them been sold and Momma jes cry. Momma cry then I cry then Momma tell me not to
cry.Momma sing a song in the old language, bout once us people got us wings tore offa us.
(Momma sings, gently, as a lullaby.)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo sokeWhen I lil bigger than knee-high
and Momma out pickin cotton, I back in the Big House pickin up chips, sweepin the yard, swattin
flies offa the table, toten dishes from the kitchen, bowin m’head to Missy, drivin the cows to the
pasture, toten dried up meat from the smokehouse, swattin at flies, toten the dishes back to the
kitchen, not droppin any dishes, not spillin soup, not stealin sugar lumps out the kitchen, not
makin any ruckus.LEWIS: Success, achievement…SIMON: (as Momma)Idiran mi wa si—(In an
attempt to master his insomnia, Lewis picks up an old book, Robinson Crusoe. He
reads:)LEWIS: The Life and Strange and Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe.SIMON:
Book-learnin. Once'n I tall enough to Momma's elbow, she send me to fifteen-year-old Young
Master Jonathan's a fair number of nights for book-learnin and arithmetic. It warn't legal to learn
no slave to read and write, so Momma be powerful thankful on Young Master Jonathan's



kindness, and I be sent every eve Sunday.(to Lewis)(Jonathan:) “Shall we try the next book,
boy?”LEWIS: (picks up a different book) Moby Dick.SIMON: (Jonathan, kindly) “Boy, are you
listening?”LEWIS: (reading Moby Dick) “Chapter One. Loomings…”SIMON: (matter-of-fact)
Sometimes, be called useless boy, good-for-nothin pickininny, darkie, lil nigger, dumb nigger and
“get-over-here-boy!” I start to think, don't I got no right name a’tall? Out from the big house, I say,
(calling to Momma) “Momma, what my name be?” Momma draw her mouth like a smile, she say,
“Honey-boy, yuh name be Simon, chile.” Simon m’name? “Dat right, lil shug.” Simon.LEWIS:
“Some years ago—”SIMON: (Jonathan) Boy, are you listening! Huh? Oh.SIMON, LEWIS:
“Chapter One.”SIMON: “Call me Ishmael.”LEWIS: “Some years ago, never mind how long
precisely…”SIMON: I hold the book, stumble out the words. For weeks and weeks. Jonathan sit
closer than breathin distance. Then, one night, his leg be press up ’gainst mine. Then his hand
crawl across my stomach and down into my britches. He put his other hand in his own britches. I
jes stare at the page, while Jonathan's hands fumblin in both us britches. Then Young Master
Jonathan start to twitchin and shakin.LEWIS: (continuing to read) “The thought of
whiteness…”SIMON: (overlapping) Should I keep to the readin?LEWIS: (overlapping)
“heightens that terror to the furthest bounds…”SIMON: (Jonathan overlapping) “Get outta here,
boy! We will continue the lesson next week.”Should I keep to the—(Jonathan:) “Please, please,
boy, get out!”LEWIS: “The thought of whiteness…”SIMON: One week I beg Momma don't send
me. But Jonathan still request me so I have to go. Sometimes my eyes well up with a flood of
tears and Jonathan got his hand in my britches and I think what if he sell me ’way from Momma?
One night, I go out the door of the Big House and wonder how long it take til Jonathan be grown
and sent way to university. How long til I be grown? One night, I don't got no spirit in me to carry
m’self back to slave quarters. Jes wanna trow m’self on the ground like a lil bumble-bee dyin.
Wanna walk to the river and put m’self like dead leafs on the water. One night, I lose my way and
can't find home.Dark night, one night, night-soul night.I look up, and there be a hundred blazin
candles shinin down on Simon.“How long,” I ax them stars, “how long til ya paste my wings back
on me?”LEWIS: A constellation of moments. A Euclidean universe? Think about math.(Simon
glances in Lewis's direction.)The past forever vying for the present. Near and near and nearer
still…SIMON: (Young Simon) Years later on, Jonathan sent way to university. (Simon is now
twenty years old.) I get grown. And Katie get wit child. Katie still by way of Mr. Brady plantation
and I still way of Massuh Davenport.One night, I sneakin my way over to Katie plantation but first
I stop by Momma for a spot of grub, and Momma say to me, “Why ya don’ come by no mo? Me
got some story fix t’pass down t’yuh.” I say, “You know, Momma, Katie wit child now.” Then
Momma say, “Next time, oonah best t’brung me by lil Katie fo’ a visit.” And she look me down wit
that look that mean no back-talk.(Simon:) Momma, I's too old for that look. (Momma gives a
mothering “no back-talk” look.) Even once I full grown, Momma give the look: no back-talk.Now,
Momma leg gone bad a few years ’forehand and she mostly bent-down over when she walked.
Massuh complained to high heaven and back that he couldn't do nothin wit my mammy and if
she didn't tend to her work good, he'd send her sorry ass away. So the lastest thing I knew



possible was for Momma to get snucked out in the middle night to spy a visit on my
Katie.Momma keep starin at me: no back-talk. “Sho, Momma, I muse up a plan to carry you the
distance to Katie.”I scheme for a month a more, until I get the idea on how to steal some bottles
of milk and give one to each patroller us meet on the way. So, the day of the night us set to go,
Momma fallen ill wit a mighty cough and Massuh Davenport come by and say tomorrow she to
be sold.My Momma to be sold?(Davenport is oblivious and unconcerned with the effect his
words will have on Simon.)“That right, Simon—Ruby being sent to auction. A man like me's
better off gaining two dirty nickels sellin her now, than payin five dollars down the line to make a
grave.”So that my Momma's last night.That night, Momma quiet. Then she smile.(Momma:)
“Take dishyuh bucketa blue paint, honey-boy, paint up dis do’.”(Simon:) Now ain't no time to be
paintin doors, Momma. Tomorrow you be sent to auction.(Momma:) “Paint dis do'way blue. Keep
d’good spirits in. Keep d’ghost out.”(Simon:) Momma—(Momma:) “Eh! Eh! Paint dis do’ blue. Da
dey keep yuh soul-family watch over yuh.”(Simon:) Momma—this a door, Momma—(Momma
gives the look: no back-talk.)I take the bucket of indigo and start on paintin the door.(Momma:)
“She carryin high or low, son?”(Simon:) Katie carryin low.(Momma:) “So what you g’wine name
yuh boy, son?”(Simon:) Us didn't choose no name yet, Momma. Waitin for you to fix the child wit
your blessin.Momma think for a spell. I keep on paintin the door.(Momma:) “Jesse a fine
name.”(Simon:) That what we call him then, Momma, us to call him Jesse.Momma look at the
blue painted door. She smile.When the wagon come next day sunup, I holler up a mighty ruckus,
throwin punches and Momma shakin her head to hush me. Get dragged off and whipped down
good like I never lashed ’fore. Whipped so bad, can't ’member the end of it, jes wake up the next
morning. Momma gone.That day the worstest day in my born life, cuz that day word come that
my Katie done got sent to auction too. That day a devil growed up in me and I break all the things
in the room. I tear to shreds the corn-shuck mattress. I be standin, all covered wit dried up blood,
I standin in the room alone wit a heap of old corn-shucks strown every which a way.The day be
blazin full-sun wit shadows made purple from the heat. I walk down to the river and I keep walkin
and I walk like a man that got no name and I walk til the sun jes a cold cinder fallen in the sky. I
walk through the water and I walk and walk as night come over me and I walk past the light that
wake tomorrow and I walk and walk til I can't tell the day from darkness. I don't hear the dogs
barkin when they come. Don't hear the voice of dogs in the trees. Don't feel the dog teeth as they
pull me down nor when the pattyrollers break all the bones my left foot got in it. Don't even hear
myself cry the way a baby cries fo’ the Lord to take ’im.They brung me back to Massuh
Davenport plantation. I don't ’member nothin much more bout them days cept I wake up and a
shadow leanin over me and it Jonathan full-grown as a man.Ain't seen Young Master Jonathan
since he went up North, some years past. But before I can spit, I feel Jonathan put his kerchief
on me brow, and he don't touch me no more than that. He say, “Simon.”Then Jonathan, his eyes
bright like little stars, whisper,(contrite)(Jonathan:) “I've been to Boston and I heard Mr. Emerson
speak—and, Simon, I can assure you that your bondage will not be eternal. I've learned of
poetry and the theater and so many things. I've heard of a lovely Miss Dickinson. A lady poet,



imagine that!” Jonathan keep goin on in that manner, tellin everythin he seent up North and the
words be glimmerin like a storybook til I don't hear no more.“Simon? Simon—would you fancy I
recite Miss Dickinson's poem? I've committed it to memory.”Everythin in me fulla hate, so I don't
say nothin and Jonathan don't neither.After some time, he begin the poem.(Lewis reads from a
book of Emily Dickinson's poems. A feather moment. Each man remains in his own world but
they have a mutual longing.)LEWIS: Will there really be a morning?SIMON: Is there such a thing
as day?LEWIS: Could I see it from the mountainsIf I were as tall as they?SIMON: Has it feet like
water-lilies?Has it feathers like a bird?LEWIS: Is it brought from famous countriesSIMON: Of
which I have never heard?LEWIS: Oh, some scholar!SIMON: Oh, some sailor!LEWIS: Oh, some
wise man from the skies!SIMON: Pleased to tell a little pilgrimLEWIS: Where the place called
morning lies…SIMON: I fall from sleep into a bed of tears. Katie, my unbirthed child, and my
momma all gone! I tell Jonathan to put me back to work, let me work til I get worked to death.
(Jonathan:) “Simon, I cannot speak for the whereabouts of your mother, Ruby, but I have heard
about your Katie. Simon, Katie wasn't sold at auction. Mr. Brady never intended to sell Katie at
all. Mr. Brady took Katie to auction only to mind the children, not to sell her. Only to mind the
children that were slated for sale.”I can't barely hear the words he sayin. I look over at the blue
painted door. Katie here?(Jonathan:) “Katie gave birth, Simon. You and Katie have a baby
boy.”Katie and my boy both here?He nod.Momma gone?He nod again.(sings a spiritual)My
mudder build a house in Paradise,Ona build a house in Paradise…Build it witout the wood from
a tree,Build it set her soul to free.Free—(Lewis was, for an instant, touched. But then he
composes himself completely. He cuts off the song, banishing the Spirit of Simon. The sound of
classical music wafts in.)LEWIS: We're all enjoying ourselves, laughing and carrying on. The
dean's wife has just told what seems to be an unusually funny story. The dean's wife is hosting a
departmental tea party in my honor. The dean's wife is named Deane, which is confusing, and
she serves crumpets and cucumber sandwiches.I have just received a job at a university. My
wife and I are terribly in love. Married four years.As we drive to the party, my wife asks why I am
so quiet and I say I'm thinking about Tree Anxiety because we have to drive through a long
corridor of trees. She laughs and proceeds to tell me the names of the trees, and I nod as if I'm
listening. But, in actuality, I have a pit in my stomach; what if they don't know I'm black?However,
when we arrive it is instantly clear that they had been forewarned. They've been expecting me,
and they are delighted to meet a black mathematician. I am, in fact, a rarity (like gourmet food
that has been sent from abroad, ordered at an exorbitant price).My wife goes off and talks to
Deane, and I mingle throughout the party and find myself with a group of professors’ wives. They
are more than pleased by my presence. I feel like a movie star until I notice one of the women
staring at my hands like they are strange objects and she twitches with nervousness. And I
wonder, hasn't she ever seen black hands and seen the way our palms are lighter than the
backs of our hands and I wonder what she thinks about this. Is she scared of my hands? I drop
my hands into my lap (a non-threatening gesture that seems a little feminine). But maybe I've
imagined her fear and my whole body tightens, not knowing where to put my hands. A part of me



wants to take these strange objects and strike her—and then I become afraid for the woman and
guilty.The funny story continues. My laughter is now forced. Fight or flight. When will this terrible
party be over? I hear the sound of my laughter rushing in my ears. I watch myself laugh. I
observe myself observing myself trying to laugh. And the continual observation and self-
consciousness seems to last a lifetime, but in fact it is only a few minutes. The woman's gaze
darts off me as the circle of women's laughter hums in my ears—the chatter of the story
deafening—and one of the laughing ladies exclaims, “Racism? That's the problem of race
identity!”Suddenly all eyes are on me.“What do you think, Lewis?”Think?“About what he
said.”Said what?“My student.”He said?“He asked, ‘If you abolish the concept of race, will you
abolish racism?’ I said I didn't know. ‘Perhaps in a manner of thinking. But I don't think so.’ Is that
assimilation? I just don't know how Afro-Americans would feel about that. So, I told my student
that I would talk to you, Lewis, and get back to him. Because I'm not going to go bandying
around socio-cultural ideas based on erroneous assumptions.”I say nothing, but my fork clatters
onto my saucer. (I had been trying to sugar my tea with my fork.) Think about math. (Rex
appears.)REX: The Life and Strange and Surprising Adventures of a Black Man in the Theater of
His Mind. (Rex becomes the Woman at the Tea Party. She is innocent and sincere.)WOMAN AT
PARTY: Is race the primary determinant of capacity? I just don't know. You see, each culture
hands something down through generations. But what do they hand down? Poverty. Complaints.
Blaming everyone else for their problems. And I'm not saying a person is a bad person if they're
poor, but the thing is, often times there's a criminal element. So, when I'm on the street and I see
one of them, a man, I'm frightened—that's my first reaction, fear. I can't help it; I've had bad
experiences.He's black, Lewis is, and—he's successful, intelligent and doesn't make excuses
for himself, and I'm not afraid of him, I'm not. He's not like them at all, of course, but when he first
came to the party—I'd never admit it, but—I saw him from a distance, so tall, and at first I thought
it was one of them. Oh, that's an awful thing to say. I'm ashamed of that. That is such an awful
thing to say. But isn't it the brain categorizing information? Identification and classification. It
takes a moment. (returning to the earlier moment as the question is repeated) What do you
think, Lewis?LEWIS: Think?REX: When you, Brother Lewis, think about our people, you think:
“Why is everyone so ghetto, so poor? They ruin it for the rest of us.” Because you can't—no
matter how many polysyllabic words come out of your mouth—you can't never escape being one
of them. Being black hangs over you like a shroud; you're shackled by blackness. No matter how
many tweed suits you wear—you could've stole them, right?—you are just a black man like
every other black man, and they brace themselves when they see you, “I hope he's not one of
them that only knows monosyllabic words, one of them that harbors a criminal, violent
element.” (to the audience) Lewis tries not to look at the woman looking at his hands.(Rex
vanishes.)LEWIS: At the tea party, a series of broken numbers cascade down on me. Air sucks
itself out of my lungs. I must make myself indistinguishable, I think. I must distinguish myself. I
must become the pale, chalk-drawn shadow of success. I contemplate the square root of
negative one.I wish I could vomit. I wish I could vomit on all of these two-dimensional cackling



pointed-beak-people. But also I want to put them at ease so they won't be afraid of my black
hands. And the desire to protect them from their own fear overtakes me. I watch my hands bring
a cup of tea to my lips. I swallow the bile. (brightly) “Well, I'm here,” I manage to say, “so I
suppose we're moving beyond race. In a manner of thinking. Perhaps.”(Jesse, Simon's ebullient
and quick-witted son, appears. 1871.)YOUNG JESSE: Me here, my name Jesse. After slavery
was ended, my momma (she be Katie) and my daddy (he be Simon) and me here (Jesse), we
was rented a little parcel of Mr. Brady's land. My daddy the only slave learnt mathematics, and
Daddy always complain Mr. Brady be reading the wrong numbers out the ledger.Every month,
Brady come by our cabin to collect rent money. One night, Daddy bowin his head to Brady, but
then he say, “Mr. Brady, suh, I ’pologize but them numbers don't add right. Now I paid ya twenty-
three dollars and sixty-seven cent last month and I sold ya five barrels of cotton. I bought three
dollars fifty-nine cent wortha grocery, so how you figure I'm debted ya two and a half
dollar?” (With childlike animation, Jesse reenacts the conversation.) Brady look at Daddy real
steady-like.(Brady:) “What you drivin at, Simon?”(Simon:) “Suh, I learnt readin and arithmetic
and them numbers you got don't add right.”(Brady:) “Simon, you mean to say that you, a nigger,
know how to add up numbers better than me?”(Simon:) “Suh, I only sayin if you rethink them
numbers, you gonna see a error.”(Brady:) “You make a good wage by me, Simon.”(Simon:) “Truth
be told, suh, I ain't makin nothin. All I doin is watchin your right hand give your left hand all my
money.”I pipe up. “Daddy, votin day comin tomorrow. Yankees talkin bout elections. Say Freeman
Bureau gonna protect sharecrop rights.”(Katie:) “Jesse, hush, chile—”(Jesse:) But, Momma—
(Katie:) “Jesse, hush!”Brady spit. (Demonstrating, Jesse spits.)(Brady:) “Katie, you born on this
land, my plantation. You practically my own. Now ya don't think you gotta involve the Freeman's
Bureau in a little dispute between family, do ya?”Mr. Brady grunt, take one of Momma's biscuits,
then he leave. That night a knock come on the door.(Jesse stamps his foot, indicating the knock
on the door.)Daddy tell Momma and me to get back behind the stove cuz that knock didn't
sound like no knock he ’quainted with, and sho enough, he open the door and staring at us was
six ghosts.One ghost say,(Ghost:) “Nigger, go get me some water.”Daddy get the ghost a cup of
water, and the ghost slurp it down.(Ghost:) “I just climbed up from hell and my throat's dry. Get
me another cup of water.”Daddy bring another one and the ghost gulp it down.(Ghost:) “Get me
another one.”Daddy bring more water.(Ghost:) “You scared?”(Simon:) “No, suh.”(Ghost:) “As
long as you uppity niggers don't fill out a tally sheet at the poll tomorrow, you and your family ain't
got nothing to be scared of.”(Simon:) “Ain't scared, suh.”(Ghost:) “Ain't scared, Simon? Bring me
another cup.”Daddy bring another cup of water. The ghost don't drink this cup. He pour the water
out on Daddy's shoes. Daddy say,(Simon:) “Ain't scared, suh.”The ghost stand perfect still.
(Ghost:) “Well, then, if you ain't scared, Simon, I bet after you go vote tomorrow—then tomorrow
night, your woman and boy will be. Mighty scared, Simon. Awful scared.”Then he grunt, take one
of Momma's biscuits and all the ghosts climb onto they horses and ride off. Daddy shut the door
and Momma say, “Simon, you ain't going to vote tomorrow.”Daddy say, “That all right, Katie.”
Then Daddy grab his axe, go outside and start splittin wood.All night long, Daddy just splittin



wood. Every hour he sharpen his blade, then he split some more wood. Momma toss and turn in
the bed and Daddy outside just splittin wood.Next morning, Daddy say, “Jesse, go get ya
momma a bucket of indigo. Paint that door up blue. Keep the night terrors out. Keep ya soul-
family in.”“Daddy, once'n I get bigger, I gon’ vote. I don't care if six hundred and sixty-six goblins,
ghouls, and gargoyles show up at my door. I gonna vote!”LEWIS: Mathematical structures and
the repudiation of time. (With the word “repudiation,” Jesse moves away.) When I first met my
wife, back when I worked as a tutorial assistant, I told her, “I'm going to write a book, you know.
Someday, I'm going to write a great book.”My twentieth year at the university, I write
Mathematical Structures and the Repudiation of Time. My wife is ecstatic. She throws a huge
party in my honor. The entire department comes. So do my parents. My parents have nothing to
say to the department. And the department has nothing to say to my parents. My Dad leaves
early.A few weeks later, I go to dinner at my parents’. (Lewis sits.)My father is stone cold sober
(an event I'd rather not repeat). My mother displays my book on the coffee table. “We're all so
proud of you…aren't we, Charles?”My father is not so proud. He reads the newspaper. The book
reviews have not been kind.(Father/Charles:) “My son, the mathematician! That party your wife
threw. Your fellow co-workers didn't even dare speak to your family. Your mother sat in the corner
the whole night.”I try to explain. “That's just the way it is in academe. It's a very insular
world.”(Father:) Your mother said I oughtta rent a tux, for your party. Which I did, a tuxedo, for my
son. And at that party, I was there in my tux, and a coupla of them professor types asked me to
pour their drinks—(Lewis:) Dad, it was a mistake.(Father:) Oh sure, ’course it was, son. All the
other tuxedos at the party that wore black skin were serving drinks.(Lewis:) What did you think of
my book?My father ignores the question and turns to the review. He's studied it relentlessly. He
reads with practiced precision.(Father:) “Harlem-born professor examines the Big Logical
Questions. One should, perhaps, applaud this new player in a field reserved for the intellectual
elite.”He pauses for emphasis and then reads that section again.(Father:) “—in a field reserved
for the intellectual elite”—reserved for who?—the intellectual elite.“Harlem-born
professor-”(Lewis:) I get it, Dad.(Father:) “Unfortunately, the author does little to advance time-
reality questions.” My son, the PhD! His book does little.(Lewis:) Did you even read the book,
Dad? I wrote a book. And, by the way, not all the reviews are bad. A black publication called me
a “scintillating mind.” Dad doesn't care. All he cares about are the high-profile—the white—
reviews.Dinner! Mom serves roast pork and collard greens. It's a formal dinner, in my honor;
silverware scraping the good china. “Why not have a drink, Dad. Because you're much better
drunk than you are sober. I worked my entire life to better myself. I did it for you. Success. Have
you ever, even once, supported me?”(Father:) “Supported you? Worked myself into the ground
to put food on this table, didn't I. Supported you! Better a son take a beatin from his own father
than take a beatin from the world. What's my son do? He goes out and embarrasses my ass.
Goes out and writes some book that don't even sell. Seems to me if you can't write a book that
people are gonna want t’buy—that people are gonna respect—then you shouldn't write a
goddamn book at all!”I am silent. I will divorce myself from my father. It's the last dinner we share.



At home, my wife asks how was the evening. I go to the bathroom and vomit.(Jesse, now a
young man and a bit of a trickster. 1890.)JESSE: Once I grown, I work in town. Day-time ringing
till at the colored barber shop. Night-time sweeping floors at the white barber shop. Barely make
ends meet. Weekends, Momma gets me in the field doing mule-work and telling me to quit my
cussin.Hardly got three quarters to my name, but I my own man. Sho’ got tired of meeting up
with ghosts, so I go out hoboing. And one day I stumble cross a church right longside a road wit
nothin to the north and nothin to the south for miles and miles on end. Just a prayer house, really,
and I figure it so small and runned to the ground it might e’en be a black folks church.I creep up
on closer and hear the preacher callin out,(Preacher:) Come all ye down-trodden, heavy laden!
Come one, come all! God calls all wearied with toil and blighted by misfortune into His Kingdom!
God calls everyone into his sanctuary! In God's house, every sinner finds his home!Been down
on my luck since I started travellin and mighty pleased to hear that preacher's voice. I fling open
the door of the fallin-to-pieces little church and sit right on down in the amen corner.But once the
service end, the preacher stomp up to me, gripin,(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed in this
church, boy.(Jesse:) My name's Jesse, not boy, and I didn't see no sign fo’ whites only, sir. But I
heared ya callin all God's children to his Kingdom.(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed.(Jesse:) I
just heared ya now, “all us find home—”(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed!(Jesse:) And truth
be told, Mr. Preacher, I been carryin around a whole flour-sack of sins that I bout ready to get
unburdened from. See, I been on the road fo’ more than a month of Sundays and I keep collectin
things in this here bag, sins among them.(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed!!!(Jesse:) Ain't no
sign.(Preacher:) Ain't no sign cuz halfa these folks never met no nigger in they whole life. Case
you too stupid to see, there ain't nothin to the right and nothin to the left. None of em here
couldn't even read a sign if it offered up a re-ward.(Jesse:) Lemme tell ya, Mr. Preacher, sir,
pretty soon Mr. Pullman himself's gonna put some rails ’long this road, so if ya want your little
church to stay witout black folks, ya best fix up a sign.(Preacher:) How I spose t’do that?(Jesse,
with charm:) For a hot meal, I spose I could scrawl it out for ya.(Preacher:) You gonna write the
sign?(Jesse, indicating a huge sign) “Whites Only.”(Preacher:) That's right.The little preacher
calls after Delilah,(Preacher:) Get this nigger some grub and paper and pencil too.(Delilah:)
Paper and pencil, where I gonna get that?(Jesse:) Don't worry, I say. And I take both paper and
pencil outta my bag. I write the sign. Slowly. To make sure the meal still come.That's an awful
nice lookin sign, Preacher say.And you sho’ gave an awful nice soundin sermon, I say. Lookee
here, in some parts, I even heard whites and blacks be congregating in the church together.
(Preacher:) Whites and blacks?(Jesse:) That's right.(Preacher:) To-gether?(Jesse:) They sho’ is.
(Preacher:) Not my church.(Jesse:) Suh, I made your sign kindly—(Preacher:) Not my church!
(Jesse:) We broke bread ’mongst each other—(Preacher:) Not my church!!!The two of us stand
outside that fallin-to-pieces little church til nighttime. Each step of darkness come, that little
preacher get more and more contrary. Finally I say, “Mr. Preacher, maybe it time both us consult
wit God and see what He recommend.” The preacher like that idea and he storm off.Now, God
never in my whole life showed up for any sort of consultation or visitation. So I put it out my mind,



creeped inside the church, laid my head down on a pew and felled asleep. No sooner than that
am I yanked to my senses and the little preacher wavin the “Whites Only” sign and yellin
“Trespasser, he a trespasser!” A crowd behind him drag me outta the church and throw me in a
hog-pen, back of a wagon. I get carried like that fo’ two days, no food, no water, and then I get
dumped on the dust-footed steps of a courthouse.(Judge:) Thirteen years hard labor! The
prisoner will be rented to the stockyard at the premium rate of a dollar twenty-five per day.And
after alla that befall me, you know what? God did make his appearance. He say, “Don't worry that
they wouldn't let ya inta the church, son. I've been trying to get inta that church for over fifty-five
years, and I ain't been invited in yet!”(sings, a blues song)Got sent to the prison-yardWhen the
Lord forgot my name.I got sent to the prison-yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.Workin in the
coal-mine,Stomping that turp'tine field,Just a poor black boyI'm prayin I get killed.(Hearing
“killed,” Lewis begins to write advanced equations in the air.)JESSE:Got sent to the prison-
yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.Gon’ hide my tears from eyesight,So the world don't see my
pain.I'm gon’ hide my tears from eyesight,So the world don't see my pain.So tired of livin, don't
wannaLive this life no mo.’Time I spend on this earthAin't nothin but a lonely war.(Lewis
continues to write the equations, attempting to dispel the Spirit of Jesse.)JESSE:Got sent to the
prison-yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.(Lewis relives teaching a class, the philosophy of
mathematics, at the university. It is two months before this evening. Although disturbed by
Jesse's song, Lewis is in his element, a great lecturer. The class, blackboard, and students are
not to be actually represented. The Spirit of Jesse watches Lewis. Lewis does not see Jesse, but
the unconscious awareness of Jesse's presence is unnerving.)LEWIS: Thomas Aquinas called
the number pi, 1.618033—(Lewis has embarrassingly recited the number phi, not pi.) Excuse
me. (With “excuse me,” Jesse is no longer visible.)The number pi—3.14159265—a perfect,
transcendental number. (looking for raised hands)What else did he call this number? Yes! “The
eternal number of God.” Now, reflect on Newtonian absolute time and absolute space. Is time
mutable? (Beat.) Questions? Thoughts? Any—any questions at all? Are you there? Okay, a
class of geniuses! Moving on…(Lewis sees a new student enter the room.)Oh, welcome to
class. You are? Leroy. Leroy, you're late. But have a seat.(gesturing to the equation) Examine the
mathematical structure. Is there a causal relationship between past and present? Can we define
the present moment independent of the past?Yes? Question, Leroy…Leroy, did you read my
book? I wrote a book. A black publication called—it was assigned. I suggest you glance over it
before our next session. Very well, moving on.(Lewis quickly adds to the equation.)Now, then.
Examine the equation. Set aside your perception of temporal reality. Mathematically, is our
psychological understanding of time (referring to the present moment as the arrival of a
sequential series of past moments) a valid or artificial concept?Excuse me? Leroy. May I
proceed? May I? (repeating what the student has just said)Master class—Yes, this is advanced
—“House nigger?”Leroy, this is math. Not basketball practice. And by the way, you might make
some of those hoops if you understood word one of parabolic arcs. (returning to the lesson)
Temporal sophisms—(Lewis hears it said again.)“House Nigger.”Leroy, who is calling whom a



nigger?(pointing to the equation)Very well. When Kurt Gödel added rotation to the stress tensor,
here, he found a—“Nigger.”Leroy! Open the book, open my book. Do you think—if you were to
open one goddamn book in your entire life—that you would be acting white? Maybe you should
act white because you're pathetic, stupid, nothing—an ignorant nigger! What? No, Leroy, you're
dismissed. Get out of my class right now. I said, get out!(Later, the dean's office.)(Dean:) He
never said that, Lewis. He did not engage in name-calling. You say he said “House” and then
used the “N” word?(Lewis:) House Nigger, that's right.(Dean:) Your student said
“Heidegger.”(Lewis:) He said—(Dean:) Heidegger.(Lewis:) I heard him. He did not say
Heidegger. Heidegger isn't even on my syllabus. This kid has the audacity to say I've Uncle
Tommed my way to the top.(Dean:) It's a yes or no question, Lewis. Did you or did you not call
your student the “N” word?(Lewis, bordering on the irrational:) The question should be: is time
quantized (unconnected uncontinous units—as matter is to atoms, light to photons)? And black
people have to ask themselves precisely this question!(Dean:) Lewis? I think you need some
time off.(Lewis:) I don't need time off!(Dean:) This makes no sense, Lewis. Your father passing,
the book, whatever else's bothering you—How about a vacation? A leave.(Lewis:) I've done
everything, everything I've done is to succeed because when you're black, you have to be better
than better, the best. Why should I take a leave? I've spent my entire life striving to rise above the
drudgery of existence, apprehend the eternal verities—and I'm not going to let some stupid
nigger—(Dean:) Lewis, I'm putting you on leave.(Lewis:) I don't need—(Dean:) You don't have a
choice. Mandatory leave.I don't tell my wife about the leave. In fact, I never tell her. I dress for
work every day. I leave the house. I come home at the specific hour one is to come home. I
retreat into my study.She asks, but I say nothing. One day, she enters (cheerful the way you are
cheerful when you want to cheer someone up).“I think you should go to the Million Man March.
In Washington.”(Lewis becomes fragmented as the voice of his wife gradually merges with his
own.)I say nothing.“I was thinking, Lewis, it would be—”Say nothing.“fun—empowering—”Fun?
Look at the prison.“Prison? What are you talking about?”Say nothing—“Lewis, what are you
talking about?”Nothing, nothing, nothing.“All I was saying was the Million Man March could be
empower—”All I'm saying—I said—did you hear what I said?“I can't continue, Lewis—you deny
your self.”I said never nothing never mind.“It's not a relationship; I want a whole person—
dimensionality—a relationship is about total honesty—”Why! Why would I possibly want to
march around on Washington? Because I'm black. You don't know—“I know living with you can
be very lonely, Lewis.”Weeks pass, the march comes, and she waits. She waits for me to march. I
don't.(Beat.)My wife leaves.(Lewis gazes into the shadow-darkness of Jesse, speaking to Jesse
as if he is himself.)You've got demons, Lewis. You've got a whole lot of demons.(1890–1903.
Jesse is on the chain gang.)JESSE: (sings, a work song)Devil came visitin me nightimes,Came
when my head hung low,Devil came visitin me nightimes,Came when my head hung low,Devil
said he'd free me,If I kill that so-and-so.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.I'm going
home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Some men die of malary,Some men die of stroke,Some
men die of scurvy,Some men slit they own throat.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go



home.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.After bout three year pass, new boy in our
cage. He in for rape. Fact is, half the mens from five counties in for raping white ladies. I ask, how
many white ladies is livin in these counties anyhow? He say quite a few. “Once you out,” New
Boy tell me, “if ya see a white lady walking down the street, ya best to cross to the other side.” I
say that near impossible on market day, can't every black man walkin criss-cross the road. Alla
those mens be thrown in jail for stopping traffic!One day, year later, New Boy got a glint in his
eye. He say to me,(New Boy:) Jesse, I got one for ya: Two black mens in a automobile drivin
down the road. A chicken is crossin the road. The driver slam on the brakes and both he and the
passenger is thrown thirty-seven feet outta the car. Now, how come botha them gets put in
prison with three charges ’gainst them?I say I don't know.(New Boy:) See, the first charge is fo’
murderin a baby chick. Second one is fo’ defacin the road with skid marks. Third charge is fo’
fleein thirty-seven feet from the scene of the crime!After that, New Boy and me tell each other a
story every mornin.Then there be Joe Denver, biggest man in our cage. He really is in for rape.
And murder, too. Alla sudden outta no where, Big Joe turns to New Boy.(Big Joe:) Gimme yo’
breakfast.New Boy moves to the side and Big Joe eats it up. Two weeks of this I tell New Boy he
gotta learn to stand up for hisself. Next day, New Boy don't give his breakfast. Big Joe slam New
Boy by his head against the bars of the cage and New Boy don't get up. Big Joe turn to me.(Big
Joe:) I be hungry tomorrow. So, now on, you got t’give me yo’ breakfast. I sleep next to New
Boy's body til it start to smell and get covered over in vermin.(sings)Been livin here thirteen
years,I've been livin the Devil's plan.Been livin here thirteen years,I've been livin the Devil's
plan.Been livin without no future,Oh, brother—won't ya give me a hand?I'm going home,
Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Time I got freed
from prison yard, I practically old. Marry a young gal named Selma. Selma born me a son, little
Charley. All day long that boy whistling and rhyming, keep me in stitches.One night, me and Little
Charley in town at the General Store. Hear a white fella up in arms.(White Fellow:) “The
carpetbaggers nothin but trouble! Yankees come down here and rip up all our land. Votin day
tomorrow! Now they want me to vote for ’em? Talk about Reconstruction! Freeman's Bureau. All
they wanna do is protect nigger rights.”That night I say to Charley, “Votin day comin
tomorrow!”(to Lewis) My little Charley, he be your father.I say, “You know what, son. Your daddy
gonna vote. And I don't care if a whole crew of goblins, ghouls, and gargoyles show up at the
door.”LEWIS: Not this…JESSE: So, the next day, I march right on into town. But you know what?
The closer and closer I get to that voting booth, the more and more white folks think I lookin like
a rapist.LEWIS: Not this memory…JESSE:Some men die in a cage,Some men die on the
rail.LEWIS: Stop, time.JESSE:Some men die real quiet,Some men die with a wail.Oh,
brotherOh, brotherOh, brotherJESSE:Oh, brother—JESSE, LEWIS:—won't ya give me a hand?
(In a quicksilver instant Jesse becomes Rex. Lewis is now completely disoriented, overwhelmed
by the attrition of the night.)REX: You just sang with your brother.LEWIS: I—what?REX: My
brother—LEWIS: We do not exist simultaneously.REX: My brother—LEWIS: Jesse?REX: Just
sang with his brother.LEWIS: Rex? Rex—REX: Oh, brother—LEWIS: Stop it!REX: Oh,



brotherOh, brotherLEWIS: Stop time,…REX: Engage with me, brother.LEWIS: Leave me, be
gone…REX: (overlapping) Oh, brother—LEWIS: Oh, please.REX: Won't ya give me a hand?
LEWIS: (overlapping) Let me out of this night.REX: You ain't getting outta this night, Lewis. This
my memory, too. And I ain't gonna let you kill my memory.LEWIS: This isn't your insomnia—REX:
Fine. Watch me do the damn story. Where Dad?LEWIS: Dad's gone, and I want nothing to do
with Dad.REX: You stopped time on Jesse—now you cutting out a few chapters of Dad. This
night ain't this night without Dad. I'm gonna play Dad. You can chill out over there. Time we had
some fun up in this joint.(to the booth)Yeah, can I get a little more light? This crew, man, won't do
nothing to help a brother out.LEWIS: (trying to reclaim his ground) Who's your audience?REX:
My what?LEWIS: Your audience?REX: You. You my audience.LEWIS: This is my night. I'm in
it.REX: Well, you ain't in this night with me, so you ain't in it. If and when you decide to get in it,
then the kind people sitting in the pews out there, then they gonna be the audience. But right
now, I'm doing this baby all for you.The Abbreviated Life of Dad.(sings)Ofay ofay ofay—LEWIS:
(unimpressed) Okay, fine.REX:boss-man say okay!Ofay ofay ofay—boss-man say okay!(to the
audience)Here the back story. When Jesse's son, Little Charley, Dad, was twelve, he quit school
and went to working in the fields. Then after a while, Great-granddaddy Simon, Great Katie, and
Little Dad move up north. Dad grow up and marry Mom. Everyone live in a teensy-tiny
apartment. You and me ain't born yet, so—so far, it ain't that teensy.Dad fancied himself a
musician, and Dad used to SING!(Rex begins the song Charles used to sing, upbeat and jump
blues. Rex's rendition is completely silly; he uses his hands as puppets.)Two little lovebirds is
sitting in a treeBlackbird say, won't you marry meBluebird say, you best get to workBlackbird say
—I'm so tired of that boss-man jerk-ingme ’round all dayLEWIS: This isn't how you tell a
story.REX: How's it go?LEWIS: How's what go?REX: Two little lovebirds…The song?LEWIS: I
have no idea what you're talking about.REX:—is kissing in a bushLEWIS: That's a rhyme, that's
not—REX: Blackbird say something, something, something—What's next?LEWIS: When was
Dad supposedly singing this?REX: When he tucked us in bed.LEWIS: Tucked us into bed?REX:
When he came home. When he was mad at Mom. When he was pounding the pavement. When
he was sweeping streets, when he was cleaning toilets, when he was throwing rent parties,
when he used be standing in the soup line, when he was wooing mom. Sang that song when
everyone moved up north, when he and Great Simon and Katie was cheering the 369th march
up Fifth Ave. Back when he snuck into speakeasies wanting to sit down at Fast Jack's piano, all
part of everyday he was fumbling over melodies—that's when Dad sang that song.LEWIS:
You're right. Dad sang?REX: Before he stopped singing he was singing that song.LEWIS:
Blackbird say…REX: What's next?LEWIS: Blackbird say…LEWIS, REX: Blackbird say, oh I wish,
I wishREX:Blue take Black's ringAnd fling it in the air.Well, Blackbird cry,baby don't you
care.Bluebird squeak,buster don't you dare.REX: Sing with me, brother!I'm so tired of that boss-
manjerk-ing me ’round all day.LEWIS: (speaking, simultaneous with song) Jerk-ing me ’round all
day.REX:Ofay ofay ofay,boss-man say okay!LEWIS: (speaking, simultaneous with song) Ofay
ofay ofay, boss-man say okay.(As the bond between the brothers strengthens, from now until the



end of the play, Rex will gradually begin to relinquish his self-constructed militant identity. He will
become the brother that Lewis shared a bedroom with as a boy.)REX: ’Member when Dad was
workin that janitor job downtown?LEWIS: Was that that one boss?REX: That ofay-boss-man?
One day he say he want to open a janitorial service up in Harlem.So Dad started working on
125th. We was all happy.LEWIS: When was that?REX: Couple times, Great Simon took me and
you down to Central Park. Gave us little sailboats, sail around on the pond. You just sat on the
bench, recite your times-tables.LEWIS: I did?REX: Then one day, you tell Dad,(Young Lewis:)
“Daddy, why you don't go downtown and say to that boss-man, ‘Mr. Boss-Man, that janner
service up in Harlem nothing but grief. If ya wanna sell it to me, I take it off your hands.’”LEWIS: I
said that?REX: And Dad did it, just like you said. Boss man say okay. Great Simon go, “You got a
smart boy, Charley.”LEWIS: Bright idea. Didn't work out, though. Dad was in way over his
head.REX: He tried.LEWIS: (bitter) Tried?REX: You go after school, help him count up the
money.(The brothers piece together their shared past.)LEWIS: Second-grade arithmetic wasn't
help.REX: Then one day, the man from the city come and shut him down. And just like that, Dad
was jobless.LEWIS: That's when he started drinking.REX: Wasn't long after that, Great Simon
died.LEWIS: That was a terrible day.REX: You were the one that found his body?LEWIS:
Wouldn't wake up.REX: That was the day before you and me brought home bad grades in
school, wasn't it?LEWIS: Was it?REX: Simon died and the next night Dad beat you silly.LEWIS:
Didn't care about a thing but the grades. Was I hiding under the bed?REX: You was under the
bed, and Mom was going, “You got a demon in you, Charles.”LEWIS: He hit her, too.REX:
What'd you say?LEWIS: I didn't say anything.REX: You say, “Stop it—”LEWIS: Daddy drags me
out from under the bed.REX: (as Young Lewis) You cry, “Daddy—”LEWIS: (as Charles) Dad
says, “Shut up, Lewis!”REX: (as Young Lewis) You say, “Please, Daddy, please—”LEWIS/
CHARLES: “What did I say! Shut up, Lewis! I'll whip you good—Don't think I won't—I'll whip the
hide right off ya. I'll beat you like a slave! Shame me! Don't you ever shame me!”REX/YOUNG
LEWIS: “I didn't shame you, Daddy, I didn't shame—”LEWIS/CHARLES: “Shame yourself,
shame your whole goddamn family! Your great-grandfather Simon's idea! You know how hard I
been working for you to get into that private school!”REX/YOUNG LEWIS: “I know, Daddy—I
tried, Daddy—I tried.”LEWIS/CHARLES: “You tried? You tried? White people try, Lewis, black
people fail. So you best not try. You best do more than try.”REX/LEWIS: “You ain't understand,
Daddy—”LEWIS/CHARLES: “Don't you talk back to me! I gave you everything I never had! You
throw it in my face! I'll kill you, boy. Don't think I won't kill my own son, Lewis. I will kill you.”(Both
brothers collapse, shaken by the reenactment of the beating.)LEWIS: How come he only beat
me?REX: You brought home bad grades.LEWIS: You brought home bad grades.REX: But you
were his favorite, the smart one.LEWIS: He beat me ’til my blood drained out.REX: ’Til you were
white as a ghost.LEWIS: Said he was gonna beat the black outta me.REX: And he did.LEWIS:
Mom takes me to the hospital the next morning. Dad doesn't look at me, doesn't say a thing.
Broke two of my ribs and snapped my collar bone.REX: That afternoon, great-grandaddy's
funeral.LEWIS: I don't go. I put on my pajamas, crawl back to bed.REX: You ever thought of askin



after Great Simon?LEWIS: I barely remember Simon.REX: Late that night, after the funeral, Dad
comes to apologize.LEWIS: His breath stinks and he goes on and on, saying he's sorry.REX:
Then he tells us bout watching his own dad, Jesse, die.LEWIS: After that night, we never speak
of it again.REX: But he tells us every detail.LEWIS: Slurring his words. Then he just goes out of
the room and shuts the door.(Beat.)REX: Lewis, tell the story Dad told us.(Lewis won't tell
it.)REX: Grandpa Jesse went out hoboing…stumbled cross a Whites Only church…got put on
the chain-gang.LEWIS: I know how he died—REX: After Jesse outta prison and Dad was little—
One day, it was time to vote. So Jesse march right into town—LEWIS: I remember, Rex—(Rex
gazes out at the audience. He speaks clinically, without affect.)REX: He was stripped naked and
chained to a tree. White families drove for miles and miles to watch. Photographers came,
too.LEWIS: There's no point in telling it again.REX: They castrated Jesse. They lit a fire. The
audience was fit for an amphitheater. Cameras clicked the whole time. Jesse was consumed by
fire. Afterwards, charred organs and bits of bones were sold as souvenirs. Twenty-five cents
apiece. Photographs cost ten cents apiece. He was hung and burnt for trying to vote. For trying
to vote. But what'd they say? Lewis? Lewis?LEWIS: What does it matter what they said?REX: I
can't remember.LEWIS: So what does it matter?REX: Be in this night, Lewis.LEWIS: They said:
Dad's dad, Jesse, was lynched for raping a white woman and killing her husband. Everyone
called him guilty.REX: Then what happened?LEWIS: A reporter from many, many towns away
came.REX: He interviewed the “raped woman.”LEWIS: She said she saw Jesse march into town
to vote.REX: Her husband blocked his path.LEWIS: They quarreled—REX:—right outside the
voting booth. What'd the reporter say?LEWIS: (as reporter) “That nigger kill your husband?”REX:
(as woman) “Kill my husband? Oh, Heavens no! My husband was killed by Adam Stapleton.
Those two been at each other for years.”(Lewis continues to recite the reporter's lines, but he is
unable to completely assume the role.)LEWIS: Do you feel any regret for the mistake?REX: (as
woman) “Kill a mule, buy another—”LEWIS: Kill a nigger, hire his brother.(Beat.)REX: What
d’you think it did to little boy Dad?LEWIS: Little boy Dad.REX: What do you think that did?
LEWIS: I don't know…REX: Every once and awhile, Dad's grandma Katie sent Dad into town, to
the General Store. And at the store, postcards hung in the window. Postcards of a man's burning
body.LEWIS: Ten-cent photos of Dad's lynched father for sale.(Beat.)REX: Time you free
yourself, Lewis.LEWIS: What about you, Rex, are you free? Did a drug overdose make you free?
REX:…No.LEWIS: Both of us, then. (A glimmer of Jesse can be seen in Rex as he begins to
leave.)REX:I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Don't clip your own wings, brother.I'm
going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.(Rex completely exits the stage, leaving Lewis alone.
All of the ancestors are now gone. Lewis “sees” his aloneness. One insomnia-filled night has
passed. It is the pitch darkness before dawn.)LEWIS: Dad's gone; my brother's gone; my wife is
gone. I am my own audience watching myself grieve.Tonight, this ten-year-old night, Dad beats
me; tonight he tells me the story of Jesse; tonight my great-grandfather dies. I am assaulted by
the claustrophobia of trees tonight, trapped in a windowless box without walls, a silent prison;
tonight my wife leaves me. This solitary insomniatic night of many nights—please, great grand-



dad, please, Great Simon, please, great wise man from the skies, please take me out of this
night, tonight.(For the first time in his life, Lewis has willingly summoned his ancestor. Lewis has
called on the one that is most able to heal. In the separate space, Simon appears from the air in
the seraphic glow of dawn. Simon tells this last story simply, without reenacting or completely
assuming the role of the Union soldier.)SIMON: Thursday sun-up, I learnt it was, I hear someone
blowing the bugle at the big house.T’aint meal-serving time, but they blowing three long blows
and that mean it time for us slaves to hurry on up to the house.When I come inside, I see four
white men sittin there with big brass buttons on they blue uniform. One of them white mens with
a sun-creased forehead and turned-down lips look me straight in the eye and say,“Do you know
what day it is today, boy?”I dunno so I say, No, suh.“How are you coloreds going to take care of
yourselves, if you can't even tell time?”The man look at me and laugh.I know how to tell time just
fine, suh. I can tell it by the clock and tell it by the sun.“And yet you don't know what day it is
today?”No, suh, I don't know the day of the week, cuz everyday but Sunday is the same day
t’me, a working day. And I know today ain't no Sunday. What make this a special day, I say.“Today
is the day you're free.”Free?I walk outta the house like a man that don't know he got two feet. I
walk on over to Mr. Brady plantation. All sorts of chilrens spinnin in circles. Everyone throwin up
they hats in the air. I walk down to the field and Katie seent me comin—and she flies out her
arms like they's bird wings. Katie come runnin cross the field towards me—and I ain't never
gonna forget how she runned that day—each foot slammin the earth, and wit each of them
steps, she also glidin trew the air.(Lewis and Simon now occupy the same space. After an
unsteady moment, Lewis decides not to question whether Simon is an illusion or reality. Simon is
still a bright young man, the age of freedom.)LEWIS:…Great Simon?SIMON: Lewis. (Beat.)
What you doin all by your lonesome, Lewis?LEWIS: I don't know. I…I have to get my house in
order. Feng Shui.(Simon looks at the door. The door is not represented on stage, but it
figuratively exists.)SIMON: You know, son, maybe us oughta do some work on this door. Fix the
hinges.LEWIS: Great Simon. I don't know where—who—why I am. All these years, I don't know
why I am.(Simon understands what Lewis means. But he also knows that no words can answer
this question.)SIMON: Great Son. How bout us paint up this door? Paint it blue.(Simon begins
painting the door.)SIMON: Lewis, I ever tell you, back in slavery times, I learnt reading and
arithmetic. Now, I wasn't keen on how it happened. But I awful glad to know books and numbers.
Mighty proud of that.(sings)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo soke(Simon teaches Lewis the song.)Idiran mi
wa sileAngeli wa sileEniyan fo soke…(Hesitant at first, Lewis joins his great-grandfather.)LEWIS:
(overlapping)Eniyan fo sokeSIMON:Eye fo sokeLEWIS: (overlapping)Eye fo sokeSIMON:Idiran
mi…SIMON, LEWIS:…wa sileAngeli wa sile(They continue to paint the door and sing together
as the lights fade.)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo sokeIdiran mi wa sileAngeli wa sile.(There is a flutter of
bird's wings.)ANCESTOR:Baba agba,Iya agba,Mo dupeMo dupe.(Mo dupe: “Thank you”)END
OF PLAY.BLUE DOORGenerations of Black MenA play for two actors.CHARACTERSLewis
(mid-life)Simon, Rex, Jesse (young)(There should be approximately a twenty-five-year age
difference between the two actors. The actor playing Simon, Jesse, and Rex must be able to



sing.)SETTINGThere are two spaces: the one Lewis occupies and a separate place. There is a
door. The door is not to be actually represented, but it figuratively exists. There are no blackouts.
Each man will remain on stage for almost the entire play. At only one point in the evening will one
of the men exit. The play occurs between 1851 and 1995.SONGSThe songs are to be sung a
cappella. The melody of each song should be written in the musical style specific to the
character, situation, and period.A NOTE ABOUT THE MONOLOGUES AND CHARACTERSThe
play involves storytelling, and in many cases one character will assume the identity of another
during his story. As a general rule, if a new character name does not appear before the internal
dialogue, then a total personification of the character may detract from rather than add to the
story.When Lewis speaks in the voice of his wife, he does not completely assume a feminine
identity. Lewis's wife may have an airy façade, but she's also a smart and caring woman. As with
all the roles (but particularly with the slaves), it is important not to play stereotypes. Simon is
highly intelligent and he does not speak slowly. During even the most trying of circumstances,
Simon is heartfelt but never sentimental, indulgent, or self-pitying. When Simon embodies the
character of Jonathan, he plays Jonathan as a complicated young man whose actions are
hurtful but without intentional malice. Simon's mother's accent is Gullah: a Creole blend of
Elizabethan English and the language of her African ancestry. Simon does not share his
mother's accent.Although Lewis and Rex often debate issues, the strife between them is not a
social or political critique. Their opposing views are personal and familial, about both identity and
sibling rivalry. There is a deep need between these brothers, and their relationship is one of
great conflict but also great love. Jesse is performative and entertaining and he imbues his
stories with humor. It is only through song that Jesse expresses the depth of his feelings.It is a
peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one's self through
the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused
contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness,—an American, a Negro; two warring souls, two
thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged
strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.—W. E. B. Du Bois1995. It is night. Lewis, a
refined, well-educated man in his fifties, is in the throes of insomnia. Hovering on the edge of
Lewis's awareness, a young boy can be heard singing an invocation in
Yoruba.ANCESTOR:Baba agbaGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI call on youEniyan fo
sokeFly, peopleEye fo sokeFly, birdIdiran mi wa sileCome down, my ancestorAngeli wa
sileCome down, angelBaba agbaGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI call on youLEWIS:
A divorce. (Lewis quickly pushes the reality of the thought away. He speaks to the audience,
upbeat with a wry sense of humor.) I won't go to the Million Man March and my wife says she
wants a divorce. She doesn't want to offend me completely, so she hedges for a moment, then:
“Lewis,” she says, “Lewis, I was thinking…I think I'd like a divorce.”A divorce?“Yes, a divorce.”A
divorce?“A divorce.”A divorce. Why?“Well,” she says, “you—I—”Well? I say.“Well, it's just
because of that.”My wife and I have been married for twenty-five years. She says she's thought
about it for quite some time now, about nine or ten years, and it seems that there's this



resistance I have, to looking at myself.“You won't go to the Million Man March,” she says.The
Million Man March? Apparently, it's interfering with our relationship. I ask if there's someone else.
She says it would be easier if there were someone else, less existential. But no, no there's not.
She says there's a story to a person's life, a dimensionality, because each person has a greater
“personhood” within them. But if a person compartmentalizes their life like I do, she says, they
deny the dimensionality of themselves and that's difficult because you never feel like you're
getting the whole person. A relationship is about total honesty and—“You know, Lewis…you're
black.”Yes?“It's all about your father,” she says.I didn't go to his funeral. It's been a year, I haven't
even visited his grave—“What kind of a man wouldn't—”I wasn't close to my father.“What about
your great-grandfather, Simon?”He died when I was ten.“You said you were very close.”When I
was ten!“You won't go to the Million Man March. A million black men are gathering in public and
you won't go. And maybe it's because you're married to a white woman, but I don't think that you
should use the fact that I'm white as an excuse to erase your history.”You want a divorce
because I don't want to march on Washington, not as any form of protest but just to announce to
the world that I'm black?“It's also because of housework.”Housework? I never commit. I say I'm
going to do the dishes or vacuum or fix the hinges on the door, and I just don't do it.Feng Shui,
that Feng Shui book her sister gave her, that's what this is about. That book is Chinese and she's
white—Do you think, maybe, she's “denying her culture”?“I've learned a lot from Feng Shui. Your
house has to be in order. The fact that it came from the Orient is not the point!” (Beat.)She
leaves. The house is empty. Emptier than I can imagine.I have the sensation of being watched. I
watch my wife leave, and as she leaves, I divorce myself from myself. I become two selves—my
self and the self that watches my self.(An apparitional Spirit watching Lewis appears.)SPIRIT:
(sings)Run, boy, run, pattyroller come'n get yaLEWIS: The sleepless specter, insomnia,
descends.SPIRIT:Run, boy, run, you best run t’ get awayLEWIS: Stop.(A complete shift. With
indiscernible ease, the Spirit transforms into Simon. It is 1863. Simon is a bright young man—
good-humored—intelligent, and with the touch of a poet. Simon is 19 years old, although he
refers to himself as 103. Upbeat, he speaks to the audience and occasionally to Lewis, who
does not acknowledge him.)SIMON: Katie Maddox!Before I tell you bout Katie, I best tell you
bout me. My name Simon. I had a son, Jesse. Jesse got Charles and Charles begot Rex and
Lewis. Lewis the one jes been talkin. Now, I already lived 103 years and got buried in the grave.
But I come to be in this story. I don't know a word of play-actin. But I say, when I here, I jes tellin
stories, jes handin down time-old stories. So you jes sit back and listen, real comfortable-
like.Here we go! Katie Maddox! Now. I'm nineteen years old.Today the day I meet my wife, Katie
Maddox, who be Lewis great-grandmammy, and she make my heart jump. Katie lived over yon
Tom Brady place, and I had heared before that “she jes the purtiest slave gal in walkin distance.”
I jes bout that age a young buck wanna see these things for meself, so I figure I make my way
over t’Brady place, and I ain't gonna tell no-how bout my where-bouts neither.Now I don't got no
pass and no slave ’llowed to walkabout witout no pass, but that was no matter t’me, cuz I figure if
I be catched by the collar, I plan on sayin to the patroller, “Mr. Pattyroller, suh, I jes out huntin up



the root medicine” (as Mistis Betsy had fallen ill with a terrible fever and she'd jes begged us
slaves to make a cure on her)—which was plain true. So in that case, Aunt Sally did sent me out
to hunt up the primrose flower.But then, if the patroller warnt in belief of this story, I planned on
rollin my eyes and sayin “Please, suh, I jes a triflin boy.” And I'd hold up the primrose and (for fear
of lil Mistis Betsy's illness and her sad countenance) that pattyroller'd send me back home witout
no lash. Now if he did that, I'd wait til he outta seein-distance, and then lickedy-split I'd turn off
the other way.So, wit the primrose flower in hand, I walk myself all the way over to Mr. Brady
place to spy a look at Katie Maddox. And as luck would have it, I don't stumble cross no
patrollers.There a mighty bit of frolickin as everyone gather'd round a fire. The womenfolk
shuckin corn and the younguns dancin round in a ring. Mr. Brady always grin and say, “My
niggers just like family.” And he paid no mind to Saturday night parties, long as the corn ears be
ready sun-up. So everyone jes gather round tellin stories and singin and makin up a pot of
hamhocks, full merriment.(sings)Come and shuck that corn tonightCome and shuck with all your
might—I spy Katie Maddox stirrin up a pot, my heart jump a beat like dancin. And ’fore I know
myself what I doin, I march right on up to her and say, “Sweet Katie, you the finest gal I ever laid
eyes on, and iffen you ’llow yourself t’get to know me then you gonna see I ain't so bad myself
neither and I swear every Saturday night I come ’round this place and give you a primrose flower
for your admiration; I'll be comin for however many Saturdays it take for you to figure me for a
decent fellow and on that last Saturday, we to make up a fine party and jump over the
broom.”Now I always been a man of my word, even back in m’boyhood, so now each Saturday I
got to pick two flowers. One for Katie and one for a chance meetin wit a patroller. Well, it take a
month and a half of Saturdays for Katie to make up her mind on me. A whole month to decide
and another two Saturdays to keep me waitin. And on that last Saturday she say she be my wife
and that's how us come t’be married.(Beat.)But you know what? The moment us was married, I
knew right then and there that I didn't never want to live a day on earth witout Katie. Thinkin that
took a lil joy out the celebration. Spose to be happy to be wedded. But I keep to thinkin that one
thought, “What happen if the day ever come I lose my Katie?” (Simon glances at Lewis, who
doesn't see him.)LEWIS: It all started when we lived in Greenwich Village, married two years,
and my wife says she wants to take a vacation in the country.Vacation in the country. Why?We
could go on hikes, we could read old books, she says, we could tell stories, analyze our dreams.
She says my life is all about success, achievement, and it's great to strive, “But, Lewis, we need
to be in nature.”Now, let's be clear: there are no delis in the country. She says that you don't need
delis. Because you have the trees instead and that's all you need, the trees.People lurk behind
trees.“No they don't.”Yes they do.“They do not.”Yes, as a matter of fact, they do.“Who?”Crazy
people. Mass murderers. Red-necks.She doesn't miss a beat. “I think you're experiencing ‘Tree
Anxiety.’”Tree anxiety?“Yes,” she continues, “I think you may be suffering from Tree Anxiety.”I ask
her to elaborate on that, so I understand it properly. She says she's noticed that a lot of people
here on the East Coast suffer from an irrational fear of trees.Come on, I say, I'm not afraid of
trees, I'm afraid of people lurking behind the trees, and I'm not afraid of them, I'm just



cautious.“That's a form of Tree Anxiety.”No it's not.“Yes it is.”Look, I worry, a realistic worry, that
there are people in the woods that wish to do harm to others. And, may I clarify, the country is
filled with a bunch of racists and I believe the concern I have for racists is a realistic concern
—“Okay, so we won't go.”We can go.“You're saying you don't want to go.”What am I saying?I am
suddenly aware of the difference between my wife and me. Not that this hasn't occurred to me
before. But I am suddenly aware, in a very new and unsettling way. We live very different lives,
and it isn't only because I grew up in a large metropolitan area, not because of Tree Anxiety but
because I can't fade into the country. I can't take a weekend trip without a strained obviousness
that I am there. There's no choice attached to my difference, I can't suppress it in order to grant
my wife a weekend in the country. Even if I dress differently, cut my hair differently, speak
differently. I can't slip into the expanse.I want to say: I can't go, I can't take a trip to the country, I
can't be a part of the trees—I say nothing.I can't not be black.(Simon quickly and effortlessly
transforms into Rex, Lewis's charismatic, militant brother. Rex's presence completely dispels
Lewis's awareness of the audience. At no point during this scene does Lewis acknowledge the
audience.)REX: Why is this news to you?LEWIS: (thrown off-guard) What—REX: Why is this
news to you?LEWIS: Rex?REX: Why is your blackness suddenly news to you? Why do you think
that you are saying something new?LEWIS: What are you doing here?REX: Where the people?
LEWIS: What?REX: Where all the people? The characters?LEWIS: What characters?REX: In
yo’ story.LEWIS: What story?REX: The story you in.LEWIS: I'm in my house.REX: In yo’ house
imagining your story.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah y'are.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah
y'are.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah y'are. Brother Lewis, ya can't shake the doppelganger—
LEWIS: What—Rex—REX: You got to break this night down to the nitty-gritty, bro.LEWIS: Rex,
you're dead. (Beat.) What are you doing here?REX: (to the audience) My brother watches the
story of a black man.LEWIS: I am in my own story—my life, and you have nothing to do with that
life. Besides, you're not even here. You're in my mind. Insomnia.REX: Lewis, you a black
man.LEWIS: A waking dream—REX: Not a person that happens to be black.LEWIS: A nightmare
—REX: It's not an elective state of being.LEWIS: Sleep deprivation—REX: Who's the audience?
LEWIS: What?REX: Who is your audience?LEWIS: I don't have an audience.REX: Who is your
intended audience?LEWIS: I'm not in a—there is no audience!REX: White people.LEWIS: What?
REX: White people, that's your audience.LEWIS: I don't have an audience.REX: You got a
buncha white people sittin up in your head being your audience. You livin under a White Gaze.
And, to be clear, if you think black folks gonna wanna haul their asses into this theater—I'm
talking bout this theater—watch you deny life, where they suppose to sit down and not talk back,
then, brother, you are sorely mistaken. And it's time to take a look at that.LEWIS: This isn't an
interactive experience—REX: Don't want nobody signifying yo’ testimonial. Don't want yo’ story
too black—LEWIS: Black?REX: My brother afraid to be black.LEWIS: Is being black not liking
Shakespeare, opera, quantum physics—REX: You've been running away—LEWIS: This attitude
has always been your problem, Rex—REX: Turning your back on everything that make you black
—LEWIS: I'm right here. And if I'm turning my back, I'm turning it on the excuse of failure,



oppression—REX: Centuries of oppression—LEWIS: Oppression is not an excuse—REX: Can't
look at the future unless you look—LEWIS: Unless you look at the misguided belief in past and
present? “Causality” is a crutch—REX: It time you take a look—LEWIS: I've looked, we've all
looked, we know all about slavery and the past and—REX: What do you know?LEWIS: I know
enough to know that it's time to move on.REX: Once again, my brother running away.LEWIS:
From the Black Mafia? The are-you-black-enough? blacker-than-thou—REX: Your people—
LEWIS: While you were hanging out in the Mission cultivating your failed “authenticity,” I was in
college. Unlike some, I didn't want to go to jail, so I went to school. The first, the only person in
this family that didn't want to spend his life in ignorance—REX: Oh, you the only one?LEWIS: I
went to school—REX: To learn how to assimilate wit The Man.LEWIS: No. To become a
professor. Philosophy of mathematics. To teach at a prestigious university. To become a man of
social entitlement. To excel. I'm not ashamed to say that I've learned things that white people
know all about. Even things they know nothing about. For example, it is impossible to count the
complete decimal expansion of the number pi backwards. Wittgenstein.REX: King of Your
Kingdom and still a Slave.LEWIS: Your mentality, illiterate victim mentality, you call Being Black.
You want me to talk the talk, walk the walk, hang with the homies, gangsta-rap my way to the
American Dream by bitch-slapping our people outta intellectual parity.REX: Keep it real, Lewy-
Sambo. He a White Devil in black skin, my bro. Go on, brother, defame my image, imagine your
solitary, ariettic show. Tell Whitey bout your drunk of a daddy, how you reinvented yourself in yo’
own image, pulled yourself up from your bootstraps, you American Dreamer. Tell em all bout
after Malcolm and Martin shot, when I (your blacker bro) spiraled down outta The Movement.
Ended up homeless and on crack. Why don't you tell Whitey how both our mama's boys (you the
good son and me the bad) suffer the same sickness: self-loathing, the silent affliction, a plague
of the skin. Both our daddy's sons suffer the phantom illness called self-hate.LEWIS: Rex, you're
not here.REX: I'm here in spirit.LEWIS: What do you want from me?REX: This is a
summoning.LEWIS: This is insomnia!REX: A Descendant of Ham. Like Ham, Lewis watched his
own father backslide from faith, spiral into drunkenness. Dad watched his father consumed by
fire. This is the mantle worn.LEWIS: No, this is your manipulative—REX: Noah begat Shem,
Japheth, and Ham—Ham begat Cush, Mizraim, Phut, and Canaan. Great-grandfather begat
Jesse, who begat Charles.LEWIS: This isn't about—REX: Charles begat Rex and Lewis. A
servant of servants shall Lewis be! What did Lewis begat? Lineage extinct. You the last one alive
from this family. So you gotta look back to the legacy—the last one remembered, born first under
the curse of this continent. He was called Simon.LEWIS: Stop it—REX: The dead needs the livin
just as the livin need the dead.LEWIS: Go away, stop it! Just, just—(Rex instantly transforms into
seven-year-old Young Simon. It is 1851. There is an almost apparitional quality to Young Simon—
insomniatic, delusional, and unnerving.)SIMON: (to Lewis) Every night ’fore sleep, I ax Momma,
“Why us slaves?”LEWIS: Just go away!SIMON: Momma, why I don't got no daddy? Daddy shot
down. Why my daddy shot? Shot for tryin run. Why my daddy run?MOMMA, LEWIS: Shh!!!
SIMON: Momma, Momma, Momma—Momma, Momma—LEWIS: (to Simon, overlapping) In my



mind? All in my mind—(Lewis moves away. The haunting aspect of Young Simon now fades as
he speaks to the audience.)SIMON: Momma, why my daddy run? Why my daddy shot?
Momma, Momma—(Momma:) Oonah hush mout’, chile—(Simon:) But, Momma—(Momma:) No
one got no daddy, son. Buckrah Massuh own all we slave.LEWIS: Think about math.SIMON:
One plus one is two.LEWIS: An infinite sequence of numbers exist before zero.SIMON: Momma
say, before I born, me got four brothers and three sisters but them all been sold away. I ax why
them been sold and Momma jes cry. Momma cry then I cry then Momma tell me not to
cry.Momma sing a song in the old language, bout once us people got us wings tore offa us.
(Momma sings, gently, as a lullaby.)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo sokeWhen I lil bigger than knee-high
and Momma out pickin cotton, I back in the Big House pickin up chips, sweepin the yard, swattin
flies offa the table, toten dishes from the kitchen, bowin m’head to Missy, drivin the cows to the
pasture, toten dried up meat from the smokehouse, swattin at flies, toten the dishes back to the
kitchen, not droppin any dishes, not spillin soup, not stealin sugar lumps out the kitchen, not
makin any ruckus.LEWIS: Success, achievement…SIMON: (as Momma)Idiran mi wa si—(In an
attempt to master his insomnia, Lewis picks up an old book, Robinson Crusoe. He
reads:)LEWIS: The Life and Strange and Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe.SIMON:
Book-learnin. Once'n I tall enough to Momma's elbow, she send me to fifteen-year-old Young
Master Jonathan's a fair number of nights for book-learnin and arithmetic. It warn't legal to learn
no slave to read and write, so Momma be powerful thankful on Young Master Jonathan's
kindness, and I be sent every eve Sunday.(to Lewis)(Jonathan:) “Shall we try the next book,
boy?”LEWIS: (picks up a different book) Moby Dick.SIMON: (Jonathan, kindly) “Boy, are you
listening?”LEWIS: (reading Moby Dick) “Chapter One. Loomings…”SIMON: (matter-of-fact)
Sometimes, be called useless boy, good-for-nothin pickininny, darkie, lil nigger, dumb nigger and
“get-over-here-boy!” I start to think, don't I got no right name a’tall? Out from the big house, I say,
(calling to Momma) “Momma, what my name be?” Momma draw her mouth like a smile, she say,
“Honey-boy, yuh name be Simon, chile.” Simon m’name? “Dat right, lil shug.” Simon.LEWIS:
“Some years ago—”SIMON: (Jonathan) Boy, are you listening! Huh? Oh.SIMON, LEWIS:
“Chapter One.”SIMON: “Call me Ishmael.”LEWIS: “Some years ago, never mind how long
precisely…”SIMON: I hold the book, stumble out the words. For weeks and weeks. Jonathan sit
closer than breathin distance. Then, one night, his leg be press up ’gainst mine. Then his hand
crawl across my stomach and down into my britches. He put his other hand in his own britches. I
jes stare at the page, while Jonathan's hands fumblin in both us britches. Then Young Master
Jonathan start to twitchin and shakin.LEWIS: (continuing to read) “The thought of
whiteness…”SIMON: (overlapping) Should I keep to the readin?LEWIS: (overlapping)
“heightens that terror to the furthest bounds…”SIMON: (Jonathan overlapping) “Get outta here,
boy! We will continue the lesson next week.”Should I keep to the—(Jonathan:) “Please, please,
boy, get out!”LEWIS: “The thought of whiteness…”SIMON: One week I beg Momma don't send
me. But Jonathan still request me so I have to go. Sometimes my eyes well up with a flood of
tears and Jonathan got his hand in my britches and I think what if he sell me ’way from Momma?



One night, I go out the door of the Big House and wonder how long it take til Jonathan be grown
and sent way to university. How long til I be grown? One night, I don't got no spirit in me to carry
m’self back to slave quarters. Jes wanna trow m’self on the ground like a lil bumble-bee dyin.
Wanna walk to the river and put m’self like dead leafs on the water. One night, I lose my way and
can't find home.Dark night, one night, night-soul night.I look up, and there be a hundred blazin
candles shinin down on Simon.“How long,” I ax them stars, “how long til ya paste my wings back
on me?”LEWIS: A constellation of moments. A Euclidean universe? Think about math.(Simon
glances in Lewis's direction.)The past forever vying for the present. Near and near and nearer
still…SIMON: (Young Simon) Years later on, Jonathan sent way to university. (Simon is now
twenty years old.) I get grown. And Katie get wit child. Katie still by way of Mr. Brady plantation
and I still way of Massuh Davenport.One night, I sneakin my way over to Katie plantation but first
I stop by Momma for a spot of grub, and Momma say to me, “Why ya don’ come by no mo? Me
got some story fix t’pass down t’yuh.” I say, “You know, Momma, Katie wit child now.” Then
Momma say, “Next time, oonah best t’brung me by lil Katie fo’ a visit.” And she look me down wit
that look that mean no back-talk.(Simon:) Momma, I's too old for that look. (Momma gives a
mothering “no back-talk” look.) Even once I full grown, Momma give the look: no back-talk.Now,
Momma leg gone bad a few years ’forehand and she mostly bent-down over when she walked.
Massuh complained to high heaven and back that he couldn't do nothin wit my mammy and if
she didn't tend to her work good, he'd send her sorry ass away. So the lastest thing I knew
possible was for Momma to get snucked out in the middle night to spy a visit on my
Katie.Momma keep starin at me: no back-talk. “Sho, Momma, I muse up a plan to carry you the
distance to Katie.”I scheme for a month a more, until I get the idea on how to steal some bottles
of milk and give one to each patroller us meet on the way. So, the day of the night us set to go,
Momma fallen ill wit a mighty cough and Massuh Davenport come by and say tomorrow she to
be sold.My Momma to be sold?(Davenport is oblivious and unconcerned with the effect his
words will have on Simon.)“That right, Simon—Ruby being sent to auction. A man like me's
better off gaining two dirty nickels sellin her now, than payin five dollars down the line to make a
grave.”So that my Momma's last night.That night, Momma quiet. Then she smile.(Momma:)
“Take dishyuh bucketa blue paint, honey-boy, paint up dis do’.”(Simon:) Now ain't no time to be
paintin doors, Momma. Tomorrow you be sent to auction.(Momma:) “Paint dis do'way blue. Keep
d’good spirits in. Keep d’ghost out.”(Simon:) Momma—(Momma:) “Eh! Eh! Paint dis do’ blue. Da
dey keep yuh soul-family watch over yuh.”(Simon:) Momma—this a door, Momma—(Momma
gives the look: no back-talk.)I take the bucket of indigo and start on paintin the door.(Momma:)
“She carryin high or low, son?”(Simon:) Katie carryin low.(Momma:) “So what you g’wine name
yuh boy, son?”(Simon:) Us didn't choose no name yet, Momma. Waitin for you to fix the child wit
your blessin.Momma think for a spell. I keep on paintin the door.(Momma:) “Jesse a fine
name.”(Simon:) That what we call him then, Momma, us to call him Jesse.Momma look at the
blue painted door. She smile.When the wagon come next day sunup, I holler up a mighty ruckus,
throwin punches and Momma shakin her head to hush me. Get dragged off and whipped down



good like I never lashed ’fore. Whipped so bad, can't ’member the end of it, jes wake up the next
morning. Momma gone.That day the worstest day in my born life, cuz that day word come that
my Katie done got sent to auction too. That day a devil growed up in me and I break all the things
in the room. I tear to shreds the corn-shuck mattress. I be standin, all covered wit dried up blood,
I standin in the room alone wit a heap of old corn-shucks strown every which a way.The day be
blazin full-sun wit shadows made purple from the heat. I walk down to the river and I keep walkin
and I walk like a man that got no name and I walk til the sun jes a cold cinder fallen in the sky. I
walk through the water and I walk and walk as night come over me and I walk past the light that
wake tomorrow and I walk and walk til I can't tell the day from darkness. I don't hear the dogs
barkin when they come. Don't hear the voice of dogs in the trees. Don't feel the dog teeth as they
pull me down nor when the pattyrollers break all the bones my left foot got in it. Don't even hear
myself cry the way a baby cries fo’ the Lord to take ’im.They brung me back to Massuh
Davenport plantation. I don't ’member nothin much more bout them days cept I wake up and a
shadow leanin over me and it Jonathan full-grown as a man.Ain't seen Young Master Jonathan
since he went up North, some years past. But before I can spit, I feel Jonathan put his kerchief
on me brow, and he don't touch me no more than that. He say, “Simon.”Then Jonathan, his eyes
bright like little stars, whisper,(contrite)(Jonathan:) “I've been to Boston and I heard Mr. Emerson
speak—and, Simon, I can assure you that your bondage will not be eternal. I've learned of
poetry and the theater and so many things. I've heard of a lovely Miss Dickinson. A lady poet,
imagine that!” Jonathan keep goin on in that manner, tellin everythin he seent up North and the
words be glimmerin like a storybook til I don't hear no more.“Simon? Simon—would you fancy I
recite Miss Dickinson's poem? I've committed it to memory.”Everythin in me fulla hate, so I don't
say nothin and Jonathan don't neither.After some time, he begin the poem.(Lewis reads from a
book of Emily Dickinson's poems. A feather moment. Each man remains in his own world but
they have a mutual longing.)LEWIS: Will there really be a morning?SIMON: Is there such a thing
as day?LEWIS: Could I see it from the mountainsIf I were as tall as they?SIMON: Has it feet like
water-lilies?Has it feathers like a bird?LEWIS: Is it brought from famous countriesSIMON: Of
which I have never heard?LEWIS: Oh, some scholar!SIMON: Oh, some sailor!LEWIS: Oh, some
wise man from the skies!SIMON: Pleased to tell a little pilgrimLEWIS: Where the place called
morning lies…SIMON: I fall from sleep into a bed of tears. Katie, my unbirthed child, and my
momma all gone! I tell Jonathan to put me back to work, let me work til I get worked to death.
(Jonathan:) “Simon, I cannot speak for the whereabouts of your mother, Ruby, but I have heard
about your Katie. Simon, Katie wasn't sold at auction. Mr. Brady never intended to sell Katie at
all. Mr. Brady took Katie to auction only to mind the children, not to sell her. Only to mind the
children that were slated for sale.”I can't barely hear the words he sayin. I look over at the blue
painted door. Katie here?(Jonathan:) “Katie gave birth, Simon. You and Katie have a baby
boy.”Katie and my boy both here?He nod.Momma gone?He nod again.(sings a spiritual)My
mudder build a house in Paradise,Ona build a house in Paradise…Build it witout the wood from
a tree,Build it set her soul to free.Free—(Lewis was, for an instant, touched. But then he



composes himself completely. He cuts off the song, banishing the Spirit of Simon. The sound of
classical music wafts in.)LEWIS: We're all enjoying ourselves, laughing and carrying on. The
dean's wife has just told what seems to be an unusually funny story. The dean's wife is hosting a
departmental tea party in my honor. The dean's wife is named Deane, which is confusing, and
she serves crumpets and cucumber sandwiches.I have just received a job at a university. My
wife and I are terribly in love. Married four years.As we drive to the party, my wife asks why I am
so quiet and I say I'm thinking about Tree Anxiety because we have to drive through a long
corridor of trees. She laughs and proceeds to tell me the names of the trees, and I nod as if I'm
listening. But, in actuality, I have a pit in my stomach; what if they don't know I'm black?However,
when we arrive it is instantly clear that they had been forewarned. They've been expecting me,
and they are delighted to meet a black mathematician. I am, in fact, a rarity (like gourmet food
that has been sent from abroad, ordered at an exorbitant price).My wife goes off and talks to
Deane, and I mingle throughout the party and find myself with a group of professors’ wives. They
are more than pleased by my presence. I feel like a movie star until I notice one of the women
staring at my hands like they are strange objects and she twitches with nervousness. And I
wonder, hasn't she ever seen black hands and seen the way our palms are lighter than the
backs of our hands and I wonder what she thinks about this. Is she scared of my hands? I drop
my hands into my lap (a non-threatening gesture that seems a little feminine). But maybe I've
imagined her fear and my whole body tightens, not knowing where to put my hands. A part of me
wants to take these strange objects and strike her—and then I become afraid for the woman and
guilty.The funny story continues. My laughter is now forced. Fight or flight. When will this terrible
party be over? I hear the sound of my laughter rushing in my ears. I watch myself laugh. I
observe myself observing myself trying to laugh. And the continual observation and self-
consciousness seems to last a lifetime, but in fact it is only a few minutes. The woman's gaze
darts off me as the circle of women's laughter hums in my ears—the chatter of the story
deafening—and one of the laughing ladies exclaims, “Racism? That's the problem of race
identity!”Suddenly all eyes are on me.“What do you think, Lewis?”Think?“About what he
said.”Said what?“My student.”He said?“He asked, ‘If you abolish the concept of race, will you
abolish racism?’ I said I didn't know. ‘Perhaps in a manner of thinking. But I don't think so.’ Is that
assimilation? I just don't know how Afro-Americans would feel about that. So, I told my student
that I would talk to you, Lewis, and get back to him. Because I'm not going to go bandying
around socio-cultural ideas based on erroneous assumptions.”I say nothing, but my fork clatters
onto my saucer. (I had been trying to sugar my tea with my fork.) Think about math. (Rex
appears.)REX: The Life and Strange and Surprising Adventures of a Black Man in the Theater of
His Mind. (Rex becomes the Woman at the Tea Party. She is innocent and sincere.)WOMAN AT
PARTY: Is race the primary determinant of capacity? I just don't know. You see, each culture
hands something down through generations. But what do they hand down? Poverty. Complaints.
Blaming everyone else for their problems. And I'm not saying a person is a bad person if they're
poor, but the thing is, often times there's a criminal element. So, when I'm on the street and I see



one of them, a man, I'm frightened—that's my first reaction, fear. I can't help it; I've had bad
experiences.He's black, Lewis is, and—he's successful, intelligent and doesn't make excuses
for himself, and I'm not afraid of him, I'm not. He's not like them at all, of course, but when he first
came to the party—I'd never admit it, but—I saw him from a distance, so tall, and at first I thought
it was one of them. Oh, that's an awful thing to say. I'm ashamed of that. That is such an awful
thing to say. But isn't it the brain categorizing information? Identification and classification. It
takes a moment. (returning to the earlier moment as the question is repeated) What do you
think, Lewis?LEWIS: Think?REX: When you, Brother Lewis, think about our people, you think:
“Why is everyone so ghetto, so poor? They ruin it for the rest of us.” Because you can't—no
matter how many polysyllabic words come out of your mouth—you can't never escape being one
of them. Being black hangs over you like a shroud; you're shackled by blackness. No matter how
many tweed suits you wear—you could've stole them, right?—you are just a black man like
every other black man, and they brace themselves when they see you, “I hope he's not one of
them that only knows monosyllabic words, one of them that harbors a criminal, violent
element.” (to the audience) Lewis tries not to look at the woman looking at his hands.(Rex
vanishes.)LEWIS: At the tea party, a series of broken numbers cascade down on me. Air sucks
itself out of my lungs. I must make myself indistinguishable, I think. I must distinguish myself. I
must become the pale, chalk-drawn shadow of success. I contemplate the square root of
negative one.I wish I could vomit. I wish I could vomit on all of these two-dimensional cackling
pointed-beak-people. But also I want to put them at ease so they won't be afraid of my black
hands. And the desire to protect them from their own fear overtakes me. I watch my hands bring
a cup of tea to my lips. I swallow the bile. (brightly) “Well, I'm here,” I manage to say, “so I
suppose we're moving beyond race. In a manner of thinking. Perhaps.”(Jesse, Simon's ebullient
and quick-witted son, appears. 1871.)YOUNG JESSE: Me here, my name Jesse. After slavery
was ended, my momma (she be Katie) and my daddy (he be Simon) and me here (Jesse), we
was rented a little parcel of Mr. Brady's land. My daddy the only slave learnt mathematics, and
Daddy always complain Mr. Brady be reading the wrong numbers out the ledger.Every month,
Brady come by our cabin to collect rent money. One night, Daddy bowin his head to Brady, but
then he say, “Mr. Brady, suh, I ’pologize but them numbers don't add right. Now I paid ya twenty-
three dollars and sixty-seven cent last month and I sold ya five barrels of cotton. I bought three
dollars fifty-nine cent wortha grocery, so how you figure I'm debted ya two and a half
dollar?” (With childlike animation, Jesse reenacts the conversation.) Brady look at Daddy real
steady-like.(Brady:) “What you drivin at, Simon?”(Simon:) “Suh, I learnt readin and arithmetic
and them numbers you got don't add right.”(Brady:) “Simon, you mean to say that you, a nigger,
know how to add up numbers better than me?”(Simon:) “Suh, I only sayin if you rethink them
numbers, you gonna see a error.”(Brady:) “You make a good wage by me, Simon.”(Simon:) “Truth
be told, suh, I ain't makin nothin. All I doin is watchin your right hand give your left hand all my
money.”I pipe up. “Daddy, votin day comin tomorrow. Yankees talkin bout elections. Say Freeman
Bureau gonna protect sharecrop rights.”(Katie:) “Jesse, hush, chile—”(Jesse:) But, Momma—



(Katie:) “Jesse, hush!”Brady spit. (Demonstrating, Jesse spits.)(Brady:) “Katie, you born on this
land, my plantation. You practically my own. Now ya don't think you gotta involve the Freeman's
Bureau in a little dispute between family, do ya?”Mr. Brady grunt, take one of Momma's biscuits,
then he leave. That night a knock come on the door.(Jesse stamps his foot, indicating the knock
on the door.)Daddy tell Momma and me to get back behind the stove cuz that knock didn't
sound like no knock he ’quainted with, and sho enough, he open the door and staring at us was
six ghosts.One ghost say,(Ghost:) “Nigger, go get me some water.”Daddy get the ghost a cup of
water, and the ghost slurp it down.(Ghost:) “I just climbed up from hell and my throat's dry. Get
me another cup of water.”Daddy bring another one and the ghost gulp it down.(Ghost:) “Get me
another one.”Daddy bring more water.(Ghost:) “You scared?”(Simon:) “No, suh.”(Ghost:) “As
long as you uppity niggers don't fill out a tally sheet at the poll tomorrow, you and your family ain't
got nothing to be scared of.”(Simon:) “Ain't scared, suh.”(Ghost:) “Ain't scared, Simon? Bring me
another cup.”Daddy bring another cup of water. The ghost don't drink this cup. He pour the water
out on Daddy's shoes. Daddy say,(Simon:) “Ain't scared, suh.”The ghost stand perfect still.
(Ghost:) “Well, then, if you ain't scared, Simon, I bet after you go vote tomorrow—then tomorrow
night, your woman and boy will be. Mighty scared, Simon. Awful scared.”Then he grunt, take one
of Momma's biscuits and all the ghosts climb onto they horses and ride off. Daddy shut the door
and Momma say, “Simon, you ain't going to vote tomorrow.”Daddy say, “That all right, Katie.”
Then Daddy grab his axe, go outside and start splittin wood.All night long, Daddy just splittin
wood. Every hour he sharpen his blade, then he split some more wood. Momma toss and turn in
the bed and Daddy outside just splittin wood.Next morning, Daddy say, “Jesse, go get ya
momma a bucket of indigo. Paint that door up blue. Keep the night terrors out. Keep ya soul-
family in.”“Daddy, once'n I get bigger, I gon’ vote. I don't care if six hundred and sixty-six goblins,
ghouls, and gargoyles show up at my door. I gonna vote!”LEWIS: Mathematical structures and
the repudiation of time. (With the word “repudiation,” Jesse moves away.) When I first met my
wife, back when I worked as a tutorial assistant, I told her, “I'm going to write a book, you know.
Someday, I'm going to write a great book.”My twentieth year at the university, I write
Mathematical Structures and the Repudiation of Time. My wife is ecstatic. She throws a huge
party in my honor. The entire department comes. So do my parents. My parents have nothing to
say to the department. And the department has nothing to say to my parents. My Dad leaves
early.A few weeks later, I go to dinner at my parents’. (Lewis sits.)My father is stone cold sober
(an event I'd rather not repeat). My mother displays my book on the coffee table. “We're all so
proud of you…aren't we, Charles?”My father is not so proud. He reads the newspaper. The book
reviews have not been kind.(Father/Charles:) “My son, the mathematician! That party your wife
threw. Your fellow co-workers didn't even dare speak to your family. Your mother sat in the corner
the whole night.”I try to explain. “That's just the way it is in academe. It's a very insular
world.”(Father:) Your mother said I oughtta rent a tux, for your party. Which I did, a tuxedo, for my
son. And at that party, I was there in my tux, and a coupla of them professor types asked me to
pour their drinks—(Lewis:) Dad, it was a mistake.(Father:) Oh sure, ’course it was, son. All the



other tuxedos at the party that wore black skin were serving drinks.(Lewis:) What did you think of
my book?My father ignores the question and turns to the review. He's studied it relentlessly. He
reads with practiced precision.(Father:) “Harlem-born professor examines the Big Logical
Questions. One should, perhaps, applaud this new player in a field reserved for the intellectual
elite.”He pauses for emphasis and then reads that section again.(Father:) “—in a field reserved
for the intellectual elite”—reserved for who?—the intellectual elite.“Harlem-born
professor-”(Lewis:) I get it, Dad.(Father:) “Unfortunately, the author does little to advance time-
reality questions.” My son, the PhD! His book does little.(Lewis:) Did you even read the book,
Dad? I wrote a book. And, by the way, not all the reviews are bad. A black publication called me
a “scintillating mind.” Dad doesn't care. All he cares about are the high-profile—the white—
reviews.Dinner! Mom serves roast pork and collard greens. It's a formal dinner, in my honor;
silverware scraping the good china. “Why not have a drink, Dad. Because you're much better
drunk than you are sober. I worked my entire life to better myself. I did it for you. Success. Have
you ever, even once, supported me?”(Father:) “Supported you? Worked myself into the ground
to put food on this table, didn't I. Supported you! Better a son take a beatin from his own father
than take a beatin from the world. What's my son do? He goes out and embarrasses my ass.
Goes out and writes some book that don't even sell. Seems to me if you can't write a book that
people are gonna want t’buy—that people are gonna respect—then you shouldn't write a
goddamn book at all!”I am silent. I will divorce myself from my father. It's the last dinner we share.
At home, my wife asks how was the evening. I go to the bathroom and vomit.(Jesse, now a
young man and a bit of a trickster. 1890.)JESSE: Once I grown, I work in town. Day-time ringing
till at the colored barber shop. Night-time sweeping floors at the white barber shop. Barely make
ends meet. Weekends, Momma gets me in the field doing mule-work and telling me to quit my
cussin.Hardly got three quarters to my name, but I my own man. Sho’ got tired of meeting up
with ghosts, so I go out hoboing. And one day I stumble cross a church right longside a road wit
nothin to the north and nothin to the south for miles and miles on end. Just a prayer house, really,
and I figure it so small and runned to the ground it might e’en be a black folks church.I creep up
on closer and hear the preacher callin out,(Preacher:) Come all ye down-trodden, heavy laden!
Come one, come all! God calls all wearied with toil and blighted by misfortune into His Kingdom!
God calls everyone into his sanctuary! In God's house, every sinner finds his home!Been down
on my luck since I started travellin and mighty pleased to hear that preacher's voice. I fling open
the door of the fallin-to-pieces little church and sit right on down in the amen corner.But once the
service end, the preacher stomp up to me, gripin,(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed in this
church, boy.(Jesse:) My name's Jesse, not boy, and I didn't see no sign fo’ whites only, sir. But I
heared ya callin all God's children to his Kingdom.(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed.(Jesse:) I
just heared ya now, “all us find home—”(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed!(Jesse:) And truth
be told, Mr. Preacher, I been carryin around a whole flour-sack of sins that I bout ready to get
unburdened from. See, I been on the road fo’ more than a month of Sundays and I keep collectin
things in this here bag, sins among them.(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed!!!(Jesse:) Ain't no



sign.(Preacher:) Ain't no sign cuz halfa these folks never met no nigger in they whole life. Case
you too stupid to see, there ain't nothin to the right and nothin to the left. None of em here
couldn't even read a sign if it offered up a re-ward.(Jesse:) Lemme tell ya, Mr. Preacher, sir,
pretty soon Mr. Pullman himself's gonna put some rails ’long this road, so if ya want your little
church to stay witout black folks, ya best fix up a sign.(Preacher:) How I spose t’do that?(Jesse,
with charm:) For a hot meal, I spose I could scrawl it out for ya.(Preacher:) You gonna write the
sign?(Jesse, indicating a huge sign) “Whites Only.”(Preacher:) That's right.The little preacher
calls after Delilah,(Preacher:) Get this nigger some grub and paper and pencil too.(Delilah:)
Paper and pencil, where I gonna get that?(Jesse:) Don't worry, I say. And I take both paper and
pencil outta my bag. I write the sign. Slowly. To make sure the meal still come.That's an awful
nice lookin sign, Preacher say.And you sho’ gave an awful nice soundin sermon, I say. Lookee
here, in some parts, I even heard whites and blacks be congregating in the church together.
(Preacher:) Whites and blacks?(Jesse:) That's right.(Preacher:) To-gether?(Jesse:) They sho’ is.
(Preacher:) Not my church.(Jesse:) Suh, I made your sign kindly—(Preacher:) Not my church!
(Jesse:) We broke bread ’mongst each other—(Preacher:) Not my church!!!The two of us stand
outside that fallin-to-pieces little church til nighttime. Each step of darkness come, that little
preacher get more and more contrary. Finally I say, “Mr. Preacher, maybe it time both us consult
wit God and see what He recommend.” The preacher like that idea and he storm off.Now, God
never in my whole life showed up for any sort of consultation or visitation. So I put it out my mind,
creeped inside the church, laid my head down on a pew and felled asleep. No sooner than that
am I yanked to my senses and the little preacher wavin the “Whites Only” sign and yellin
“Trespasser, he a trespasser!” A crowd behind him drag me outta the church and throw me in a
hog-pen, back of a wagon. I get carried like that fo’ two days, no food, no water, and then I get
dumped on the dust-footed steps of a courthouse.(Judge:) Thirteen years hard labor! The
prisoner will be rented to the stockyard at the premium rate of a dollar twenty-five per day.And
after alla that befall me, you know what? God did make his appearance. He say, “Don't worry that
they wouldn't let ya inta the church, son. I've been trying to get inta that church for over fifty-five
years, and I ain't been invited in yet!”(sings, a blues song)Got sent to the prison-yardWhen the
Lord forgot my name.I got sent to the prison-yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.Workin in the
coal-mine,Stomping that turp'tine field,Just a poor black boyI'm prayin I get killed.(Hearing
“killed,” Lewis begins to write advanced equations in the air.)JESSE:Got sent to the prison-
yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.Gon’ hide my tears from eyesight,So the world don't see my
pain.I'm gon’ hide my tears from eyesight,So the world don't see my pain.So tired of livin, don't
wannaLive this life no mo.’Time I spend on this earthAin't nothin but a lonely war.(Lewis
continues to write the equations, attempting to dispel the Spirit of Jesse.)JESSE:Got sent to the
prison-yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.(Lewis relives teaching a class, the philosophy of
mathematics, at the university. It is two months before this evening. Although disturbed by
Jesse's song, Lewis is in his element, a great lecturer. The class, blackboard, and students are
not to be actually represented. The Spirit of Jesse watches Lewis. Lewis does not see Jesse, but



the unconscious awareness of Jesse's presence is unnerving.)LEWIS: Thomas Aquinas called
the number pi, 1.618033—(Lewis has embarrassingly recited the number phi, not pi.) Excuse
me. (With “excuse me,” Jesse is no longer visible.)The number pi—3.14159265—a perfect,
transcendental number. (looking for raised hands)What else did he call this number? Yes! “The
eternal number of God.” Now, reflect on Newtonian absolute time and absolute space. Is time
mutable? (Beat.) Questions? Thoughts? Any—any questions at all? Are you there? Okay, a
class of geniuses! Moving on…(Lewis sees a new student enter the room.)Oh, welcome to
class. You are? Leroy. Leroy, you're late. But have a seat.(gesturing to the equation) Examine the
mathematical structure. Is there a causal relationship between past and present? Can we define
the present moment independent of the past?Yes? Question, Leroy…Leroy, did you read my
book? I wrote a book. A black publication called—it was assigned. I suggest you glance over it
before our next session. Very well, moving on.(Lewis quickly adds to the equation.)Now, then.
Examine the equation. Set aside your perception of temporal reality. Mathematically, is our
psychological understanding of time (referring to the present moment as the arrival of a
sequential series of past moments) a valid or artificial concept?Excuse me? Leroy. May I
proceed? May I? (repeating what the student has just said)Master class—Yes, this is advanced
—“House nigger?”Leroy, this is math. Not basketball practice. And by the way, you might make
some of those hoops if you understood word one of parabolic arcs. (returning to the lesson)
Temporal sophisms—(Lewis hears it said again.)“House Nigger.”Leroy, who is calling whom a
nigger?(pointing to the equation)Very well. When Kurt Gödel added rotation to the stress tensor,
here, he found a—“Nigger.”Leroy! Open the book, open my book. Do you think—if you were to
open one goddamn book in your entire life—that you would be acting white? Maybe you should
act white because you're pathetic, stupid, nothing—an ignorant nigger! What? No, Leroy, you're
dismissed. Get out of my class right now. I said, get out!(Later, the dean's office.)(Dean:) He
never said that, Lewis. He did not engage in name-calling. You say he said “House” and then
used the “N” word?(Lewis:) House Nigger, that's right.(Dean:) Your student said
“Heidegger.”(Lewis:) He said—(Dean:) Heidegger.(Lewis:) I heard him. He did not say
Heidegger. Heidegger isn't even on my syllabus. This kid has the audacity to say I've Uncle
Tommed my way to the top.(Dean:) It's a yes or no question, Lewis. Did you or did you not call
your student the “N” word?(Lewis, bordering on the irrational:) The question should be: is time
quantized (unconnected uncontinous units—as matter is to atoms, light to photons)? And black
people have to ask themselves precisely this question!(Dean:) Lewis? I think you need some
time off.(Lewis:) I don't need time off!(Dean:) This makes no sense, Lewis. Your father passing,
the book, whatever else's bothering you—How about a vacation? A leave.(Lewis:) I've done
everything, everything I've done is to succeed because when you're black, you have to be better
than better, the best. Why should I take a leave? I've spent my entire life striving to rise above the
drudgery of existence, apprehend the eternal verities—and I'm not going to let some stupid
nigger—(Dean:) Lewis, I'm putting you on leave.(Lewis:) I don't need—(Dean:) You don't have a
choice. Mandatory leave.I don't tell my wife about the leave. In fact, I never tell her. I dress for



work every day. I leave the house. I come home at the specific hour one is to come home. I
retreat into my study.She asks, but I say nothing. One day, she enters (cheerful the way you are
cheerful when you want to cheer someone up).“I think you should go to the Million Man March.
In Washington.”(Lewis becomes fragmented as the voice of his wife gradually merges with his
own.)I say nothing.“I was thinking, Lewis, it would be—”Say nothing.“fun—empowering—”Fun?
Look at the prison.“Prison? What are you talking about?”Say nothing—“Lewis, what are you
talking about?”Nothing, nothing, nothing.“All I was saying was the Million Man March could be
empower—”All I'm saying—I said—did you hear what I said?“I can't continue, Lewis—you deny
your self.”I said never nothing never mind.“It's not a relationship; I want a whole person—
dimensionality—a relationship is about total honesty—”Why! Why would I possibly want to
march around on Washington? Because I'm black. You don't know—“I know living with you can
be very lonely, Lewis.”Weeks pass, the march comes, and she waits. She waits for me to march. I
don't.(Beat.)My wife leaves.(Lewis gazes into the shadow-darkness of Jesse, speaking to Jesse
as if he is himself.)You've got demons, Lewis. You've got a whole lot of demons.(1890–1903.
Jesse is on the chain gang.)JESSE: (sings, a work song)Devil came visitin me nightimes,Came
when my head hung low,Devil came visitin me nightimes,Came when my head hung low,Devil
said he'd free me,If I kill that so-and-so.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.I'm going
home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Some men die of malary,Some men die of stroke,Some
men die of scurvy,Some men slit they own throat.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go
home.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.After bout three year pass, new boy in our
cage. He in for rape. Fact is, half the mens from five counties in for raping white ladies. I ask, how
many white ladies is livin in these counties anyhow? He say quite a few. “Once you out,” New
Boy tell me, “if ya see a white lady walking down the street, ya best to cross to the other side.” I
say that near impossible on market day, can't every black man walkin criss-cross the road. Alla
those mens be thrown in jail for stopping traffic!One day, year later, New Boy got a glint in his
eye. He say to me,(New Boy:) Jesse, I got one for ya: Two black mens in a automobile drivin
down the road. A chicken is crossin the road. The driver slam on the brakes and both he and the
passenger is thrown thirty-seven feet outta the car. Now, how come botha them gets put in
prison with three charges ’gainst them?I say I don't know.(New Boy:) See, the first charge is fo’
murderin a baby chick. Second one is fo’ defacin the road with skid marks. Third charge is fo’
fleein thirty-seven feet from the scene of the crime!After that, New Boy and me tell each other a
story every mornin.Then there be Joe Denver, biggest man in our cage. He really is in for rape.
And murder, too. Alla sudden outta no where, Big Joe turns to New Boy.(Big Joe:) Gimme yo’
breakfast.New Boy moves to the side and Big Joe eats it up. Two weeks of this I tell New Boy he
gotta learn to stand up for hisself. Next day, New Boy don't give his breakfast. Big Joe slam New
Boy by his head against the bars of the cage and New Boy don't get up. Big Joe turn to me.(Big
Joe:) I be hungry tomorrow. So, now on, you got t’give me yo’ breakfast. I sleep next to New
Boy's body til it start to smell and get covered over in vermin.(sings)Been livin here thirteen
years,I've been livin the Devil's plan.Been livin here thirteen years,I've been livin the Devil's



plan.Been livin without no future,Oh, brother—won't ya give me a hand?I'm going home,
Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Time I got freed
from prison yard, I practically old. Marry a young gal named Selma. Selma born me a son, little
Charley. All day long that boy whistling and rhyming, keep me in stitches.One night, me and Little
Charley in town at the General Store. Hear a white fella up in arms.(White Fellow:) “The
carpetbaggers nothin but trouble! Yankees come down here and rip up all our land. Votin day
tomorrow! Now they want me to vote for ’em? Talk about Reconstruction! Freeman's Bureau. All
they wanna do is protect nigger rights.”That night I say to Charley, “Votin day comin
tomorrow!”(to Lewis) My little Charley, he be your father.I say, “You know what, son. Your daddy
gonna vote. And I don't care if a whole crew of goblins, ghouls, and gargoyles show up at the
door.”LEWIS: Not this…JESSE: So, the next day, I march right on into town. But you know what?
The closer and closer I get to that voting booth, the more and more white folks think I lookin like
a rapist.LEWIS: Not this memory…JESSE:Some men die in a cage,Some men die on the
rail.LEWIS: Stop, time.JESSE:Some men die real quiet,Some men die with a wail.Oh,
brotherOh, brotherOh, brotherJESSE:Oh, brother—JESSE, LEWIS:—won't ya give me a hand?
(In a quicksilver instant Jesse becomes Rex. Lewis is now completely disoriented, overwhelmed
by the attrition of the night.)REX: You just sang with your brother.LEWIS: I—what?REX: My
brother—LEWIS: We do not exist simultaneously.REX: My brother—LEWIS: Jesse?REX: Just
sang with his brother.LEWIS: Rex? Rex—REX: Oh, brother—LEWIS: Stop it!REX: Oh,
brotherOh, brotherLEWIS: Stop time,…REX: Engage with me, brother.LEWIS: Leave me, be
gone…REX: (overlapping) Oh, brother—LEWIS: Oh, please.REX: Won't ya give me a hand?
LEWIS: (overlapping) Let me out of this night.REX: You ain't getting outta this night, Lewis. This
my memory, too. And I ain't gonna let you kill my memory.LEWIS: This isn't your insomnia—REX:
Fine. Watch me do the damn story. Where Dad?LEWIS: Dad's gone, and I want nothing to do
with Dad.REX: You stopped time on Jesse—now you cutting out a few chapters of Dad. This
night ain't this night without Dad. I'm gonna play Dad. You can chill out over there. Time we had
some fun up in this joint.(to the booth)Yeah, can I get a little more light? This crew, man, won't do
nothing to help a brother out.LEWIS: (trying to reclaim his ground) Who's your audience?REX:
My what?LEWIS: Your audience?REX: You. You my audience.LEWIS: This is my night. I'm in
it.REX: Well, you ain't in this night with me, so you ain't in it. If and when you decide to get in it,
then the kind people sitting in the pews out there, then they gonna be the audience. But right
now, I'm doing this baby all for you.The Abbreviated Life of Dad.(sings)Ofay ofay ofay—LEWIS:
(unimpressed) Okay, fine.REX:boss-man say okay!Ofay ofay ofay—boss-man say okay!(to the
audience)Here the back story. When Jesse's son, Little Charley, Dad, was twelve, he quit school
and went to working in the fields. Then after a while, Great-granddaddy Simon, Great Katie, and
Little Dad move up north. Dad grow up and marry Mom. Everyone live in a teensy-tiny
apartment. You and me ain't born yet, so—so far, it ain't that teensy.Dad fancied himself a
musician, and Dad used to SING!(Rex begins the song Charles used to sing, upbeat and jump
blues. Rex's rendition is completely silly; he uses his hands as puppets.)Two little lovebirds is



sitting in a treeBlackbird say, won't you marry meBluebird say, you best get to workBlackbird say
—I'm so tired of that boss-man jerk-ingme ’round all dayLEWIS: This isn't how you tell a
story.REX: How's it go?LEWIS: How's what go?REX: Two little lovebirds…The song?LEWIS: I
have no idea what you're talking about.REX:—is kissing in a bushLEWIS: That's a rhyme, that's
not—REX: Blackbird say something, something, something—What's next?LEWIS: When was
Dad supposedly singing this?REX: When he tucked us in bed.LEWIS: Tucked us into bed?REX:
When he came home. When he was mad at Mom. When he was pounding the pavement. When
he was sweeping streets, when he was cleaning toilets, when he was throwing rent parties,
when he used be standing in the soup line, when he was wooing mom. Sang that song when
everyone moved up north, when he and Great Simon and Katie was cheering the 369th march
up Fifth Ave. Back when he snuck into speakeasies wanting to sit down at Fast Jack's piano, all
part of everyday he was fumbling over melodies—that's when Dad sang that song.LEWIS:
You're right. Dad sang?REX: Before he stopped singing he was singing that song.LEWIS:
Blackbird say…REX: What's next?LEWIS: Blackbird say…LEWIS, REX: Blackbird say, oh I wish,
I wishREX:Blue take Black's ringAnd fling it in the air.Well, Blackbird cry,baby don't you
care.Bluebird squeak,buster don't you dare.REX: Sing with me, brother!I'm so tired of that boss-
manjerk-ing me ’round all day.LEWIS: (speaking, simultaneous with song) Jerk-ing me ’round all
day.REX:Ofay ofay ofay,boss-man say okay!LEWIS: (speaking, simultaneous with song) Ofay
ofay ofay, boss-man say okay.(As the bond between the brothers strengthens, from now until the
end of the play, Rex will gradually begin to relinquish his self-constructed militant identity. He will
become the brother that Lewis shared a bedroom with as a boy.)REX: ’Member when Dad was
workin that janitor job downtown?LEWIS: Was that that one boss?REX: That ofay-boss-man?
One day he say he want to open a janitorial service up in Harlem.So Dad started working on
125th. We was all happy.LEWIS: When was that?REX: Couple times, Great Simon took me and
you down to Central Park. Gave us little sailboats, sail around on the pond. You just sat on the
bench, recite your times-tables.LEWIS: I did?REX: Then one day, you tell Dad,(Young Lewis:)
“Daddy, why you don't go downtown and say to that boss-man, ‘Mr. Boss-Man, that janner
service up in Harlem nothing but grief. If ya wanna sell it to me, I take it off your hands.’”LEWIS: I
said that?REX: And Dad did it, just like you said. Boss man say okay. Great Simon go, “You got a
smart boy, Charley.”LEWIS: Bright idea. Didn't work out, though. Dad was in way over his
head.REX: He tried.LEWIS: (bitter) Tried?REX: You go after school, help him count up the
money.(The brothers piece together their shared past.)LEWIS: Second-grade arithmetic wasn't
help.REX: Then one day, the man from the city come and shut him down. And just like that, Dad
was jobless.LEWIS: That's when he started drinking.REX: Wasn't long after that, Great Simon
died.LEWIS: That was a terrible day.REX: You were the one that found his body?LEWIS:
Wouldn't wake up.REX: That was the day before you and me brought home bad grades in
school, wasn't it?LEWIS: Was it?REX: Simon died and the next night Dad beat you silly.LEWIS:
Didn't care about a thing but the grades. Was I hiding under the bed?REX: You was under the
bed, and Mom was going, “You got a demon in you, Charles.”LEWIS: He hit her, too.REX:



What'd you say?LEWIS: I didn't say anything.REX: You say, “Stop it—”LEWIS: Daddy drags me
out from under the bed.REX: (as Young Lewis) You cry, “Daddy—”LEWIS: (as Charles) Dad
says, “Shut up, Lewis!”REX: (as Young Lewis) You say, “Please, Daddy, please—”LEWIS/
CHARLES: “What did I say! Shut up, Lewis! I'll whip you good—Don't think I won't—I'll whip the
hide right off ya. I'll beat you like a slave! Shame me! Don't you ever shame me!”REX/YOUNG
LEWIS: “I didn't shame you, Daddy, I didn't shame—”LEWIS/CHARLES: “Shame yourself,
shame your whole goddamn family! Your great-grandfather Simon's idea! You know how hard I
been working for you to get into that private school!”REX/YOUNG LEWIS: “I know, Daddy—I
tried, Daddy—I tried.”LEWIS/CHARLES: “You tried? You tried? White people try, Lewis, black
people fail. So you best not try. You best do more than try.”REX/LEWIS: “You ain't understand,
Daddy—”LEWIS/CHARLES: “Don't you talk back to me! I gave you everything I never had! You
throw it in my face! I'll kill you, boy. Don't think I won't kill my own son, Lewis. I will kill you.”(Both
brothers collapse, shaken by the reenactment of the beating.)LEWIS: How come he only beat
me?REX: You brought home bad grades.LEWIS: You brought home bad grades.REX: But you
were his favorite, the smart one.LEWIS: He beat me ’til my blood drained out.REX: ’Til you were
white as a ghost.LEWIS: Said he was gonna beat the black outta me.REX: And he did.LEWIS:
Mom takes me to the hospital the next morning. Dad doesn't look at me, doesn't say a thing.
Broke two of my ribs and snapped my collar bone.REX: That afternoon, great-grandaddy's
funeral.LEWIS: I don't go. I put on my pajamas, crawl back to bed.REX: You ever thought of askin
after Great Simon?LEWIS: I barely remember Simon.REX: Late that night, after the funeral, Dad
comes to apologize.LEWIS: His breath stinks and he goes on and on, saying he's sorry.REX:
Then he tells us bout watching his own dad, Jesse, die.LEWIS: After that night, we never speak
of it again.REX: But he tells us every detail.LEWIS: Slurring his words. Then he just goes out of
the room and shuts the door.(Beat.)REX: Lewis, tell the story Dad told us.(Lewis won't tell
it.)REX: Grandpa Jesse went out hoboing…stumbled cross a Whites Only church…got put on
the chain-gang.LEWIS: I know how he died—REX: After Jesse outta prison and Dad was little—
One day, it was time to vote. So Jesse march right into town—LEWIS: I remember, Rex—(Rex
gazes out at the audience. He speaks clinically, without affect.)REX: He was stripped naked and
chained to a tree. White families drove for miles and miles to watch. Photographers came,
too.LEWIS: There's no point in telling it again.REX: They castrated Jesse. They lit a fire. The
audience was fit for an amphitheater. Cameras clicked the whole time. Jesse was consumed by
fire. Afterwards, charred organs and bits of bones were sold as souvenirs. Twenty-five cents
apiece. Photographs cost ten cents apiece. He was hung and burnt for trying to vote. For trying
to vote. But what'd they say? Lewis? Lewis?LEWIS: What does it matter what they said?REX: I
can't remember.LEWIS: So what does it matter?REX: Be in this night, Lewis.LEWIS: They said:
Dad's dad, Jesse, was lynched for raping a white woman and killing her husband. Everyone
called him guilty.REX: Then what happened?LEWIS: A reporter from many, many towns away
came.REX: He interviewed the “raped woman.”LEWIS: She said she saw Jesse march into town
to vote.REX: Her husband blocked his path.LEWIS: They quarreled—REX:—right outside the



voting booth. What'd the reporter say?LEWIS: (as reporter) “That nigger kill your husband?”REX:
(as woman) “Kill my husband? Oh, Heavens no! My husband was killed by Adam Stapleton.
Those two been at each other for years.”(Lewis continues to recite the reporter's lines, but he is
unable to completely assume the role.)LEWIS: Do you feel any regret for the mistake?REX: (as
woman) “Kill a mule, buy another—”LEWIS: Kill a nigger, hire his brother.(Beat.)REX: What
d’you think it did to little boy Dad?LEWIS: Little boy Dad.REX: What do you think that did?
LEWIS: I don't know…REX: Every once and awhile, Dad's grandma Katie sent Dad into town, to
the General Store. And at the store, postcards hung in the window. Postcards of a man's burning
body.LEWIS: Ten-cent photos of Dad's lynched father for sale.(Beat.)REX: Time you free
yourself, Lewis.LEWIS: What about you, Rex, are you free? Did a drug overdose make you free?
REX:…No.LEWIS: Both of us, then. (A glimmer of Jesse can be seen in Rex as he begins to
leave.)REX:I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Don't clip your own wings, brother.I'm
going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.(Rex completely exits the stage, leaving Lewis alone.
All of the ancestors are now gone. Lewis “sees” his aloneness. One insomnia-filled night has
passed. It is the pitch darkness before dawn.)LEWIS: Dad's gone; my brother's gone; my wife is
gone. I am my own audience watching myself grieve.Tonight, this ten-year-old night, Dad beats
me; tonight he tells me the story of Jesse; tonight my great-grandfather dies. I am assaulted by
the claustrophobia of trees tonight, trapped in a windowless box without walls, a silent prison;
tonight my wife leaves me. This solitary insomniatic night of many nights—please, great grand-
dad, please, Great Simon, please, great wise man from the skies, please take me out of this
night, tonight.(For the first time in his life, Lewis has willingly summoned his ancestor. Lewis has
called on the one that is most able to heal. In the separate space, Simon appears from the air in
the seraphic glow of dawn. Simon tells this last story simply, without reenacting or completely
assuming the role of the Union soldier.)SIMON: Thursday sun-up, I learnt it was, I hear someone
blowing the bugle at the big house.T’aint meal-serving time, but they blowing three long blows
and that mean it time for us slaves to hurry on up to the house.When I come inside, I see four
white men sittin there with big brass buttons on they blue uniform. One of them white mens with
a sun-creased forehead and turned-down lips look me straight in the eye and say,“Do you know
what day it is today, boy?”I dunno so I say, No, suh.“How are you coloreds going to take care of
yourselves, if you can't even tell time?”The man look at me and laugh.I know how to tell time just
fine, suh. I can tell it by the clock and tell it by the sun.“And yet you don't know what day it is
today?”No, suh, I don't know the day of the week, cuz everyday but Sunday is the same day
t’me, a working day. And I know today ain't no Sunday. What make this a special day, I say.“Today
is the day you're free.”Free?I walk outta the house like a man that don't know he got two feet. I
walk on over to Mr. Brady plantation. All sorts of chilrens spinnin in circles. Everyone throwin up
they hats in the air. I walk down to the field and Katie seent me comin—and she flies out her
arms like they's bird wings. Katie come runnin cross the field towards me—and I ain't never
gonna forget how she runned that day—each foot slammin the earth, and wit each of them
steps, she also glidin trew the air.(Lewis and Simon now occupy the same space. After an



unsteady moment, Lewis decides not to question whether Simon is an illusion or reality. Simon is
still a bright young man, the age of freedom.)LEWIS:…Great Simon?SIMON: Lewis. (Beat.)
What you doin all by your lonesome, Lewis?LEWIS: I don't know. I…I have to get my house in
order. Feng Shui.(Simon looks at the door. The door is not represented on stage, but it
figuratively exists.)SIMON: You know, son, maybe us oughta do some work on this door. Fix the
hinges.LEWIS: Great Simon. I don't know where—who—why I am. All these years, I don't know
why I am.(Simon understands what Lewis means. But he also knows that no words can answer
this question.)SIMON: Great Son. How bout us paint up this door? Paint it blue.(Simon begins
painting the door.)SIMON: Lewis, I ever tell you, back in slavery times, I learnt reading and
arithmetic. Now, I wasn't keen on how it happened. But I awful glad to know books and numbers.
Mighty proud of that.(sings)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo soke(Simon teaches Lewis the song.)Idiran mi
wa sileAngeli wa sileEniyan fo soke…(Hesitant at first, Lewis joins his great-grandfather.)LEWIS:
(overlapping)Eniyan fo sokeSIMON:Eye fo sokeLEWIS: (overlapping)Eye fo sokeSIMON:Idiran
mi…SIMON, LEWIS:…wa sileAngeli wa sile(They continue to paint the door and sing together
as the lights fade.)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo sokeIdiran mi wa sileAngeli wa sile.(There is a flutter of
bird's wings.)ANCESTOR:Baba agba,Iya agba,Mo dupeMo dupe.(Mo dupe: “Thank you”)END
OF PLAY.BLUE DOORGenerations of Black MenA play for two actors.CHARACTERSLewis
(mid-life)Simon, Rex, Jesse (young)(There should be approximately a twenty-five-year age
difference between the two actors. The actor playing Simon, Jesse, and Rex must be able to
sing.)SETTINGThere are two spaces: the one Lewis occupies and a separate place. There is a
door. The door is not to be actually represented, but it figuratively exists. There are no blackouts.
Each man will remain on stage for almost the entire play. At only one point in the evening will one
of the men exit. The play occurs between 1851 and 1995.SONGSThe songs are to be sung a
cappella. The melody of each song should be written in the musical style specific to the
character, situation, and period.A NOTE ABOUT THE MONOLOGUES AND CHARACTERSThe
play involves storytelling, and in many cases one character will assume the identity of another
during his story. As a general rule, if a new character name does not appear before the internal
dialogue, then a total personification of the character may detract from rather than add to the
story.When Lewis speaks in the voice of his wife, he does not completely assume a feminine
identity. Lewis's wife may have an airy façade, but she's also a smart and caring woman. As with
all the roles (but particularly with the slaves), it is important not to play stereotypes. Simon is
highly intelligent and he does not speak slowly. During even the most trying of circumstances,
Simon is heartfelt but never sentimental, indulgent, or self-pitying. When Simon embodies the
character of Jonathan, he plays Jonathan as a complicated young man whose actions are
hurtful but without intentional malice. Simon's mother's accent is Gullah: a Creole blend of
Elizabethan English and the language of her African ancestry. Simon does not share his
mother's accent.Although Lewis and Rex often debate issues, the strife between them is not a
social or political critique. Their opposing views are personal and familial, about both identity and
sibling rivalry. There is a deep need between these brothers, and their relationship is one of



great conflict but also great love. Jesse is performative and entertaining and he imbues his
stories with humor. It is only through song that Jesse expresses the depth of his feelings.It is a
peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one's self through
the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused
contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness,—an American, a Negro; two warring souls, two
thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged
strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.—W. E. B. Du Bois1995. It is night. Lewis, a
refined, well-educated man in his fifties, is in the throes of insomnia. Hovering on the edge of
Lewis's awareness, a young boy can be heard singing an invocation in
Yoruba.ANCESTOR:Baba agbaGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI call on youEniyan fo
sokeFly, peopleEye fo sokeFly, birdIdiran mi wa sileCome down, my ancestorAngeli wa
sileCome down, angelBaba agbaGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI call on youBaba
agbaGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI call on youEniyan fo sokeFly, peopleEye fo
sokeFly, birdIdiran mi wa sileCome down, my ancestorAngeli wa sileCome down, angelBaba
agbaGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI call on youBaba agbaBaba
agbaGrandfatherGrandfatherIya agbaGrandmotherMo pe oI call on youEniyan fo sokeEniyan fo
sokeFly, peopleFly, peopleEye fo sokeFly, birdIdiran mi wa sileCome down, my ancestorAngeli
wa sileCome down, angelBaba agbaBaba agbaGrandfatherGrandfatherIya
agbaGrandmotherMo pe oMo pe oI call on youI call on youLEWIS: A divorce. (Lewis quickly
pushes the reality of the thought away. He speaks to the audience, upbeat with a wry sense of
humor.) I won't go to the Million Man March and my wife says she wants a divorce. She doesn't
want to offend me completely, so she hedges for a moment, then: “Lewis,” she says, “Lewis, I
was thinking…I think I'd like a divorce.”A divorce?“Yes, a divorce.”A divorce?“A divorce.”A
divorce. Why?“Well,” she says, “you—I—”Well? I say.“Well, it's just because of that.”My wife and I
have been married for twenty-five years. She says she's thought about it for quite some time
now, about nine or ten years, and it seems that there's this resistance I have, to looking at
myself.“You won't go to the Million Man March,” she says.The Million Man March? Apparently, it's
interfering with our relationship. I ask if there's someone else. She says it would be easier if there
were someone else, less existential. But no, no there's not. She says there's a story to a person's
life, a dimensionality, because each person has a greater “personhood” within them. But if a
person compartmentalizes their life like I do, she says, they deny the dimensionality of
themselves and that's difficult because you never feel like you're getting the whole person. A
relationship is about total honesty and—“You know, Lewis…you're black.”Yes?“It's all about your
father,” she says.I didn't go to his funeral. It's been a year, I haven't even visited his grave—“What
kind of a man wouldn't—”I wasn't close to my father.“What about your great-grandfather,
Simon?”He died when I was ten.“You said you were very close.”When I was ten!“You won't go to
the Million Man March. A million black men are gathering in public and you won't go. And maybe
it's because you're married to a white woman, but I don't think that you should use the fact that
I'm white as an excuse to erase your history.”You want a divorce because I don't want to march



on Washington, not as any form of protest but just to announce to the world that I'm black?“It's
also because of housework.”Housework? I never commit. I say I'm going to do the dishes or
vacuum or fix the hinges on the door, and I just don't do it.Feng Shui, that Feng Shui book her
sister gave her, that's what this is about. That book is Chinese and she's white—Do you think,
maybe, she's “denying her culture”?“I've learned a lot from Feng Shui. Your house has to be in
order. The fact that it came from the Orient is not the point!” (Beat.)She leaves. The house is
empty. Emptier than I can imagine.I have the sensation of being watched. I watch my wife leave,
and as she leaves, I divorce myself from myself. I become two selves—my self and the self that
watches my self.(An apparitional Spirit watching Lewis appears.)SPIRIT:(sings)Run, boy, run,
pattyroller come'n get yaLEWIS: The sleepless specter, insomnia, descends.SPIRIT:Run, boy,
run, you best run t’ get awayLEWIS: Stop.(A complete shift. With indiscernible ease, the Spirit
transforms into Simon. It is 1863. Simon is a bright young man—good-humored—intelligent, and
with the touch of a poet. Simon is 19 years old, although he refers to himself as 103. Upbeat, he
speaks to the audience and occasionally to Lewis, who does not acknowledge him.)SIMON:
Katie Maddox!Before I tell you bout Katie, I best tell you bout me. My name Simon. I had a son,
Jesse. Jesse got Charles and Charles begot Rex and Lewis. Lewis the one jes been talkin. Now,
I already lived 103 years and got buried in the grave. But I come to be in this story. I don't know a
word of play-actin. But I say, when I here, I jes tellin stories, jes handin down time-old stories. So
you jes sit back and listen, real comfortable-like.Here we go! Katie Maddox! Now. I'm nineteen
years old.Today the day I meet my wife, Katie Maddox, who be Lewis great-grandmammy, and
she make my heart jump. Katie lived over yon Tom Brady place, and I had heared before that
“she jes the purtiest slave gal in walkin distance.” I jes bout that age a young buck wanna see
these things for meself, so I figure I make my way over t’Brady place, and I ain't gonna tell no-
how bout my where-bouts neither.Now I don't got no pass and no slave ’llowed to walkabout
witout no pass, but that was no matter t’me, cuz I figure if I be catched by the collar, I plan on
sayin to the patroller, “Mr. Pattyroller, suh, I jes out huntin up the root medicine” (as Mistis Betsy
had fallen ill with a terrible fever and she'd jes begged us slaves to make a cure on her)—which
was plain true. So in that case, Aunt Sally did sent me out to hunt up the primrose flower.But
then, if the patroller warnt in belief of this story, I planned on rollin my eyes and sayin “Please,
suh, I jes a triflin boy.” And I'd hold up the primrose and (for fear of lil Mistis Betsy's illness and
her sad countenance) that pattyroller'd send me back home witout no lash. Now if he did that, I'd
wait til he outta seein-distance, and then lickedy-split I'd turn off the other way.So, wit the
primrose flower in hand, I walk myself all the way over to Mr. Brady place to spy a look at Katie
Maddox. And as luck would have it, I don't stumble cross no patrollers.There a mighty bit of
frolickin as everyone gather'd round a fire. The womenfolk shuckin corn and the younguns
dancin round in a ring. Mr. Brady always grin and say, “My niggers just like family.” And he paid
no mind to Saturday night parties, long as the corn ears be ready sun-up. So everyone jes
gather round tellin stories and singin and makin up a pot of hamhocks, full merriment.
(sings)Come and shuck that corn tonightCome and shuck with all your might—I spy Katie



Maddox stirrin up a pot, my heart jump a beat like dancin. And ’fore I know myself what I doin, I
march right on up to her and say, “Sweet Katie, you the finest gal I ever laid eyes on, and iffen
you ’llow yourself t’get to know me then you gonna see I ain't so bad myself neither and I swear
every Saturday night I come ’round this place and give you a primrose flower for your admiration;
I'll be comin for however many Saturdays it take for you to figure me for a decent fellow and on
that last Saturday, we to make up a fine party and jump over the broom.”Now I always been a
man of my word, even back in m’boyhood, so now each Saturday I got to pick two flowers. One
for Katie and one for a chance meetin wit a patroller. Well, it take a month and a half of Saturdays
for Katie to make up her mind on me. A whole month to decide and another two Saturdays to
keep me waitin. And on that last Saturday she say she be my wife and that's how us come t’be
married.(Beat.)But you know what? The moment us was married, I knew right then and there
that I didn't never want to live a day on earth witout Katie. Thinkin that took a lil joy out the
celebration. Spose to be happy to be wedded. But I keep to thinkin that one thought, “What
happen if the day ever come I lose my Katie?” (Simon glances at Lewis, who doesn't see
him.)LEWIS: It all started when we lived in Greenwich Village, married two years, and my wife
says she wants to take a vacation in the country.Vacation in the country. Why?We could go on
hikes, we could read old books, she says, we could tell stories, analyze our dreams. She says
my life is all about success, achievement, and it's great to strive, “But, Lewis, we need to be in
nature.”Now, let's be clear: there are no delis in the country. She says that you don't need delis.
Because you have the trees instead and that's all you need, the trees.People lurk behind
trees.“No they don't.”Yes they do.“They do not.”Yes, as a matter of fact, they do.“Who?”Crazy
people. Mass murderers. Red-necks.She doesn't miss a beat. “I think you're experiencing ‘Tree
Anxiety.’”Tree anxiety?“Yes,” she continues, “I think you may be suffering from Tree Anxiety.”I ask
her to elaborate on that, so I understand it properly. She says she's noticed that a lot of people
here on the East Coast suffer from an irrational fear of trees.Come on, I say, I'm not afraid of
trees, I'm afraid of people lurking behind the trees, and I'm not afraid of them, I'm just
cautious.“That's a form of Tree Anxiety.”No it's not.“Yes it is.”Look, I worry, a realistic worry, that
there are people in the woods that wish to do harm to others. And, may I clarify, the country is
filled with a bunch of racists and I believe the concern I have for racists is a realistic concern
—“Okay, so we won't go.”We can go.“You're saying you don't want to go.”What am I saying?I am
suddenly aware of the difference between my wife and me. Not that this hasn't occurred to me
before. But I am suddenly aware, in a very new and unsettling way. We live very different lives,
and it isn't only because I grew up in a large metropolitan area, not because of Tree Anxiety but
because I can't fade into the country. I can't take a weekend trip without a strained obviousness
that I am there. There's no choice attached to my difference, I can't suppress it in order to grant
my wife a weekend in the country. Even if I dress differently, cut my hair differently, speak
differently. I can't slip into the expanse.I want to say: I can't go, I can't take a trip to the country, I
can't be a part of the trees—I say nothing.I can't not be black.(Simon quickly and effortlessly
transforms into Rex, Lewis's charismatic, militant brother. Rex's presence completely dispels



Lewis's awareness of the audience. At no point during this scene does Lewis acknowledge the
audience.)REX: Why is this news to you?LEWIS: (thrown off-guard) What—REX: Why is this
news to you?LEWIS: Rex?REX: Why is your blackness suddenly news to you? Why do you think
that you are saying something new?LEWIS: What are you doing here?REX: Where the people?
LEWIS: What?REX: Where all the people? The characters?LEWIS: What characters?REX: In
yo’ story.LEWIS: What story?REX: The story you in.LEWIS: I'm in my house.REX: In yo’ house
imagining your story.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah y'are.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah
y'are.LEWIS: No I'm not.REX: Yeah y'are. Brother Lewis, ya can't shake the doppelganger—
LEWIS: What—Rex—REX: You got to break this night down to the nitty-gritty, bro.LEWIS: Rex,
you're dead. (Beat.) What are you doing here?REX: (to the audience) My brother watches the
story of a black man.LEWIS: I am in my own story—my life, and you have nothing to do with that
life. Besides, you're not even here. You're in my mind. Insomnia.REX: Lewis, you a black
man.LEWIS: A waking dream—REX: Not a person that happens to be black.LEWIS: A nightmare
—REX: It's not an elective state of being.LEWIS: Sleep deprivation—REX: Who's the audience?
LEWIS: What?REX: Who is your audience?LEWIS: I don't have an audience.REX: Who is your
intended audience?LEWIS: I'm not in a—there is no audience!REX: White people.LEWIS: What?
REX: White people, that's your audience.LEWIS: I don't have an audience.REX: You got a
buncha white people sittin up in your head being your audience. You livin under a White Gaze.
And, to be clear, if you think black folks gonna wanna haul their asses into this theater—I'm
talking bout this theater—watch you deny life, where they suppose to sit down and not talk back,
then, brother, you are sorely mistaken. And it's time to take a look at that.LEWIS: This isn't an
interactive experience—REX: Don't want nobody signifying yo’ testimonial. Don't want yo’ story
too black—LEWIS: Black?REX: My brother afraid to be black.LEWIS: Is being black not liking
Shakespeare, opera, quantum physics—REX: You've been running away—LEWIS: This attitude
has always been your problem, Rex—REX: Turning your back on everything that make you black
—LEWIS: I'm right here. And if I'm turning my back, I'm turning it on the excuse of failure,
oppression—REX: Centuries of oppression—LEWIS: Oppression is not an excuse—REX: Can't
look at the future unless you look—LEWIS: Unless you look at the misguided belief in past and
present? “Causality” is a crutch—REX: It time you take a look—LEWIS: I've looked, we've all
looked, we know all about slavery and the past and—REX: What do you know?LEWIS: I know
enough to know that it's time to move on.REX: Once again, my brother running away.LEWIS:
From the Black Mafia? The are-you-black-enough? blacker-than-thou—REX: Your people—
LEWIS: While you were hanging out in the Mission cultivating your failed “authenticity,” I was in
college. Unlike some, I didn't want to go to jail, so I went to school. The first, the only person in
this family that didn't want to spend his life in ignorance—REX: Oh, you the only one?LEWIS: I
went to school—REX: To learn how to assimilate wit The Man.LEWIS: No. To become a
professor. Philosophy of mathematics. To teach at a prestigious university. To become a man of
social entitlement. To excel. I'm not ashamed to say that I've learned things that white people
know all about. Even things they know nothing about. For example, it is impossible to count the



complete decimal expansion of the number pi backwards. Wittgenstein.REX: King of Your
Kingdom and still a Slave.LEWIS: Your mentality, illiterate victim mentality, you call Being Black.
You want me to talk the talk, walk the walk, hang with the homies, gangsta-rap my way to the
American Dream by bitch-slapping our people outta intellectual parity.REX: Keep it real, Lewy-
Sambo. He a White Devil in black skin, my bro. Go on, brother, defame my image, imagine your
solitary, ariettic show. Tell Whitey bout your drunk of a daddy, how you reinvented yourself in yo’
own image, pulled yourself up from your bootstraps, you American Dreamer. Tell em all bout
after Malcolm and Martin shot, when I (your blacker bro) spiraled down outta The Movement.
Ended up homeless and on crack. Why don't you tell Whitey how both our mama's boys (you the
good son and me the bad) suffer the same sickness: self-loathing, the silent affliction, a plague
of the skin. Both our daddy's sons suffer the phantom illness called self-hate.LEWIS: Rex, you're
not here.REX: I'm here in spirit.LEWIS: What do you want from me?REX: This is a
summoning.LEWIS: This is insomnia!REX: A Descendant of Ham. Like Ham, Lewis watched his
own father backslide from faith, spiral into drunkenness. Dad watched his father consumed by
fire. This is the mantle worn.LEWIS: No, this is your manipulative—REX: Noah begat Shem,
Japheth, and Ham—Ham begat Cush, Mizraim, Phut, and Canaan. Great-grandfather begat
Jesse, who begat Charles.LEWIS: This isn't about—REX: Charles begat Rex and Lewis. A
servant of servants shall Lewis be! What did Lewis begat? Lineage extinct. You the last one alive
from this family. So you gotta look back to the legacy—the last one remembered, born first under
the curse of this continent. He was called Simon.LEWIS: Stop it—REX: The dead needs the livin
just as the livin need the dead.LEWIS: Go away, stop it! Just, just—(Rex instantly transforms into
seven-year-old Young Simon. It is 1851. There is an almost apparitional quality to Young Simon—
insomniatic, delusional, and unnerving.)SIMON: (to Lewis) Every night ’fore sleep, I ax Momma,
“Why us slaves?”LEWIS: Just go away!SIMON: Momma, why I don't got no daddy? Daddy shot
down. Why my daddy shot? Shot for tryin run. Why my daddy run?MOMMA, LEWIS: Shh!!!
SIMON: Momma, Momma, Momma—Momma, Momma—LEWIS: (to Simon, overlapping) In my
mind? All in my mind—(Lewis moves away. The haunting aspect of Young Simon now fades as
he speaks to the audience.)SIMON: Momma, why my daddy run? Why my daddy shot?
Momma, Momma—(Momma:) Oonah hush mout’, chile—(Simon:) But, Momma—(Momma:) No
one got no daddy, son. Buckrah Massuh own all we slave.LEWIS: Think about math.SIMON:
One plus one is two.LEWIS: An infinite sequence of numbers exist before zero.SIMON: Momma
say, before I born, me got four brothers and three sisters but them all been sold away. I ax why
them been sold and Momma jes cry. Momma cry then I cry then Momma tell me not to
cry.Momma sing a song in the old language, bout once us people got us wings tore offa us.
(Momma sings, gently, as a lullaby.)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo sokeWhen I lil bigger than knee-high
and Momma out pickin cotton, I back in the Big House pickin up chips, sweepin the yard, swattin
flies offa the table, toten dishes from the kitchen, bowin m’head to Missy, drivin the cows to the
pasture, toten dried up meat from the smokehouse, swattin at flies, toten the dishes back to the
kitchen, not droppin any dishes, not spillin soup, not stealin sugar lumps out the kitchen, not



makin any ruckus.LEWIS: Success, achievement…SIMON: (as Momma)Idiran mi wa si—(In an
attempt to master his insomnia, Lewis picks up an old book, Robinson Crusoe. He
reads:)LEWIS: The Life and Strange and Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe.SIMON:
Book-learnin. Once'n I tall enough to Momma's elbow, she send me to fifteen-year-old Young
Master Jonathan's a fair number of nights for book-learnin and arithmetic. It warn't legal to learn
no slave to read and write, so Momma be powerful thankful on Young Master Jonathan's
kindness, and I be sent every eve Sunday.(to Lewis)(Jonathan:) “Shall we try the next book,
boy?”LEWIS: (picks up a different book) Moby Dick.SIMON: (Jonathan, kindly) “Boy, are you
listening?”LEWIS: (reading Moby Dick) “Chapter One. Loomings…”SIMON: (matter-of-fact)
Sometimes, be called useless boy, good-for-nothin pickininny, darkie, lil nigger, dumb nigger and
“get-over-here-boy!” I start to think, don't I got no right name a’tall? Out from the big house, I say,
(calling to Momma) “Momma, what my name be?” Momma draw her mouth like a smile, she say,
“Honey-boy, yuh name be Simon, chile.” Simon m’name? “Dat right, lil shug.” Simon.LEWIS:
“Some years ago—”SIMON: (Jonathan) Boy, are you listening! Huh? Oh.SIMON, LEWIS:
“Chapter One.”SIMON: “Call me Ishmael.”LEWIS: “Some years ago, never mind how long
precisely…”SIMON: I hold the book, stumble out the words. For weeks and weeks. Jonathan sit
closer than breathin distance. Then, one night, his leg be press up ’gainst mine. Then his hand
crawl across my stomach and down into my britches. He put his other hand in his own britches. I
jes stare at the page, while Jonathan's hands fumblin in both us britches. Then Young Master
Jonathan start to twitchin and shakin.LEWIS: (continuing to read) “The thought of
whiteness…”SIMON: (overlapping) Should I keep to the readin?LEWIS: (overlapping)
“heightens that terror to the furthest bounds…”SIMON: (Jonathan overlapping) “Get outta here,
boy! We will continue the lesson next week.”Should I keep to the—(Jonathan:) “Please, please,
boy, get out!”LEWIS: “The thought of whiteness…”SIMON: One week I beg Momma don't send
me. But Jonathan still request me so I have to go. Sometimes my eyes well up with a flood of
tears and Jonathan got his hand in my britches and I think what if he sell me ’way from Momma?
One night, I go out the door of the Big House and wonder how long it take til Jonathan be grown
and sent way to university. How long til I be grown? One night, I don't got no spirit in me to carry
m’self back to slave quarters. Jes wanna trow m’self on the ground like a lil bumble-bee dyin.
Wanna walk to the river and put m’self like dead leafs on the water. One night, I lose my way and
can't find home.Dark night, one night, night-soul night.I look up, and there be a hundred blazin
candles shinin down on Simon.“How long,” I ax them stars, “how long til ya paste my wings back
on me?”LEWIS: A constellation of moments. A Euclidean universe? Think about math.(Simon
glances in Lewis's direction.)The past forever vying for the present. Near and near and nearer
still…SIMON: (Young Simon) Years later on, Jonathan sent way to university. (Simon is now
twenty years old.) I get grown. And Katie get wit child. Katie still by way of Mr. Brady plantation
and I still way of Massuh Davenport.One night, I sneakin my way over to Katie plantation but first
I stop by Momma for a spot of grub, and Momma say to me, “Why ya don’ come by no mo? Me
got some story fix t’pass down t’yuh.” I say, “You know, Momma, Katie wit child now.” Then



Momma say, “Next time, oonah best t’brung me by lil Katie fo’ a visit.” And she look me down wit
that look that mean no back-talk.(Simon:) Momma, I's too old for that look. (Momma gives a
mothering “no back-talk” look.) Even once I full grown, Momma give the look: no back-talk.Now,
Momma leg gone bad a few years ’forehand and she mostly bent-down over when she walked.
Massuh complained to high heaven and back that he couldn't do nothin wit my mammy and if
she didn't tend to her work good, he'd send her sorry ass away. So the lastest thing I knew
possible was for Momma to get snucked out in the middle night to spy a visit on my
Katie.Momma keep starin at me: no back-talk. “Sho, Momma, I muse up a plan to carry you the
distance to Katie.”I scheme for a month a more, until I get the idea on how to steal some bottles
of milk and give one to each patroller us meet on the way. So, the day of the night us set to go,
Momma fallen ill wit a mighty cough and Massuh Davenport come by and say tomorrow she to
be sold.My Momma to be sold?(Davenport is oblivious and unconcerned with the effect his
words will have on Simon.)“That right, Simon—Ruby being sent to auction. A man like me's
better off gaining two dirty nickels sellin her now, than payin five dollars down the line to make a
grave.”So that my Momma's last night.That night, Momma quiet. Then she smile.(Momma:)
“Take dishyuh bucketa blue paint, honey-boy, paint up dis do’.”(Simon:) Now ain't no time to be
paintin doors, Momma. Tomorrow you be sent to auction.(Momma:) “Paint dis do'way blue. Keep
d’good spirits in. Keep d’ghost out.”(Simon:) Momma—(Momma:) “Eh! Eh! Paint dis do’ blue. Da
dey keep yuh soul-family watch over yuh.”(Simon:) Momma—this a door, Momma—(Momma
gives the look: no back-talk.)I take the bucket of indigo and start on paintin the door.(Momma:)
“She carryin high or low, son?”(Simon:) Katie carryin low.(Momma:) “So what you g’wine name
yuh boy, son?”(Simon:) Us didn't choose no name yet, Momma. Waitin for you to fix the child wit
your blessin.Momma think for a spell. I keep on paintin the door.(Momma:) “Jesse a fine
name.”(Simon:) That what we call him then, Momma, us to call him Jesse.Momma look at the
blue painted door. She smile.When the wagon come next day sunup, I holler up a mighty ruckus,
throwin punches and Momma shakin her head to hush me. Get dragged off and whipped down
good like I never lashed ’fore. Whipped so bad, can't ’member the end of it, jes wake up the next
morning. Momma gone.That day the worstest day in my born life, cuz that day word come that
my Katie done got sent to auction too. That day a devil growed up in me and I break all the things
in the room. I tear to shreds the corn-shuck mattress. I be standin, all covered wit dried up blood,
I standin in the room alone wit a heap of old corn-shucks strown every which a way.The day be
blazin full-sun wit shadows made purple from the heat. I walk down to the river and I keep walkin
and I walk like a man that got no name and I walk til the sun jes a cold cinder fallen in the sky. I
walk through the water and I walk and walk as night come over me and I walk past the light that
wake tomorrow and I walk and walk til I can't tell the day from darkness. I don't hear the dogs
barkin when they come. Don't hear the voice of dogs in the trees. Don't feel the dog teeth as they
pull me down nor when the pattyrollers break all the bones my left foot got in it. Don't even hear
myself cry the way a baby cries fo’ the Lord to take ’im.They brung me back to Massuh
Davenport plantation. I don't ’member nothin much more bout them days cept I wake up and a



shadow leanin over me and it Jonathan full-grown as a man.Ain't seen Young Master Jonathan
since he went up North, some years past. But before I can spit, I feel Jonathan put his kerchief
on me brow, and he don't touch me no more than that. He say, “Simon.”Then Jonathan, his eyes
bright like little stars, whisper,(contrite)(Jonathan:) “I've been to Boston and I heard Mr. Emerson
speak—and, Simon, I can assure you that your bondage will not be eternal. I've learned of
poetry and the theater and so many things. I've heard of a lovely Miss Dickinson. A lady poet,
imagine that!” Jonathan keep goin on in that manner, tellin everythin he seent up North and the
words be glimmerin like a storybook til I don't hear no more.“Simon? Simon—would you fancy I
recite Miss Dickinson's poem? I've committed it to memory.”Everythin in me fulla hate, so I don't
say nothin and Jonathan don't neither.After some time, he begin the poem.(Lewis reads from a
book of Emily Dickinson's poems. A feather moment. Each man remains in his own world but
they have a mutual longing.)LEWIS: Will there really be a morning?SIMON: Is there such a thing
as day?LEWIS: Could I see it from the mountainsIf I were as tall as they?SIMON: Has it feet like
water-lilies?Has it feathers like a bird?LEWIS: Is it brought from famous countriesSIMON: Of
which I have never heard?LEWIS: Oh, some scholar!SIMON: Oh, some sailor!LEWIS: Oh, some
wise man from the skies!SIMON: Pleased to tell a little pilgrimLEWIS: Where the place called
morning lies…SIMON: I fall from sleep into a bed of tears. Katie, my unbirthed child, and my
momma all gone! I tell Jonathan to put me back to work, let me work til I get worked to death.
(Jonathan:) “Simon, I cannot speak for the whereabouts of your mother, Ruby, but I have heard
about your Katie. Simon, Katie wasn't sold at auction. Mr. Brady never intended to sell Katie at
all. Mr. Brady took Katie to auction only to mind the children, not to sell her. Only to mind the
children that were slated for sale.”I can't barely hear the words he sayin. I look over at the blue
painted door. Katie here?(Jonathan:) “Katie gave birth, Simon. You and Katie have a baby
boy.”Katie and my boy both here?He nod.Momma gone?He nod again.(sings a spiritual)My
mudder build a house in Paradise,Ona build a house in Paradise…Build it witout the wood from
a tree,Build it set her soul to free.Free—(Lewis was, for an instant, touched. But then he
composes himself completely. He cuts off the song, banishing the Spirit of Simon. The sound of
classical music wafts in.)LEWIS: We're all enjoying ourselves, laughing and carrying on. The
dean's wife has just told what seems to be an unusually funny story. The dean's wife is hosting a
departmental tea party in my honor. The dean's wife is named Deane, which is confusing, and
she serves crumpets and cucumber sandwiches.I have just received a job at a university. My
wife and I are terribly in love. Married four years.As we drive to the party, my wife asks why I am
so quiet and I say I'm thinking about Tree Anxiety because we have to drive through a long
corridor of trees. She laughs and proceeds to tell me the names of the trees, and I nod as if I'm
listening. But, in actuality, I have a pit in my stomach; what if they don't know I'm black?However,
when we arrive it is instantly clear that they had been forewarned. They've been expecting me,
and they are delighted to meet a black mathematician. I am, in fact, a rarity (like gourmet food
that has been sent from abroad, ordered at an exorbitant price).My wife goes off and talks to
Deane, and I mingle throughout the party and find myself with a group of professors’ wives. They



are more than pleased by my presence. I feel like a movie star until I notice one of the women
staring at my hands like they are strange objects and she twitches with nervousness. And I
wonder, hasn't she ever seen black hands and seen the way our palms are lighter than the
backs of our hands and I wonder what she thinks about this. Is she scared of my hands? I drop
my hands into my lap (a non-threatening gesture that seems a little feminine). But maybe I've
imagined her fear and my whole body tightens, not knowing where to put my hands. A part of me
wants to take these strange objects and strike her—and then I become afraid for the woman and
guilty.The funny story continues. My laughter is now forced. Fight or flight. When will this terrible
party be over? I hear the sound of my laughter rushing in my ears. I watch myself laugh. I
observe myself observing myself trying to laugh. And the continual observation and self-
consciousness seems to last a lifetime, but in fact it is only a few minutes. The woman's gaze
darts off me as the circle of women's laughter hums in my ears—the chatter of the story
deafening—and one of the laughing ladies exclaims, “Racism? That's the problem of race
identity!”Suddenly all eyes are on me.“What do you think, Lewis?”Think?“About what he
said.”Said what?“My student.”He said?“He asked, ‘If you abolish the concept of race, will you
abolish racism?’ I said I didn't know. ‘Perhaps in a manner of thinking. But I don't think so.’ Is that
assimilation? I just don't know how Afro-Americans would feel about that. So, I told my student
that I would talk to you, Lewis, and get back to him. Because I'm not going to go bandying
around socio-cultural ideas based on erroneous assumptions.”I say nothing, but my fork clatters
onto my saucer. (I had been trying to sugar my tea with my fork.) Think about math. (Rex
appears.)REX: The Life and Strange and Surprising Adventures of a Black Man in the Theater of
His Mind. (Rex becomes the Woman at the Tea Party. She is innocent and sincere.)WOMAN AT
PARTY: Is race the primary determinant of capacity? I just don't know. You see, each culture
hands something down through generations. But what do they hand down? Poverty. Complaints.
Blaming everyone else for their problems. And I'm not saying a person is a bad person if they're
poor, but the thing is, often times there's a criminal element. So, when I'm on the street and I see
one of them, a man, I'm frightened—that's my first reaction, fear. I can't help it; I've had bad
experiences.He's black, Lewis is, and—he's successful, intelligent and doesn't make excuses
for himself, and I'm not afraid of him, I'm not. He's not like them at all, of course, but when he first
came to the party—I'd never admit it, but—I saw him from a distance, so tall, and at first I thought
it was one of them. Oh, that's an awful thing to say. I'm ashamed of that. That is such an awful
thing to say. But isn't it the brain categorizing information? Identification and classification. It
takes a moment. (returning to the earlier moment as the question is repeated) What do you
think, Lewis?LEWIS: Think?REX: When you, Brother Lewis, think about our people, you think:
“Why is everyone so ghetto, so poor? They ruin it for the rest of us.” Because you can't—no
matter how many polysyllabic words come out of your mouth—you can't never escape being one
of them. Being black hangs over you like a shroud; you're shackled by blackness. No matter how
many tweed suits you wear—you could've stole them, right?—you are just a black man like
every other black man, and they brace themselves when they see you, “I hope he's not one of



them that only knows monosyllabic words, one of them that harbors a criminal, violent
element.” (to the audience) Lewis tries not to look at the woman looking at his hands.(Rex
vanishes.)LEWIS: At the tea party, a series of broken numbers cascade down on me. Air sucks
itself out of my lungs. I must make myself indistinguishable, I think. I must distinguish myself. I
must become the pale, chalk-drawn shadow of success. I contemplate the square root of
negative one.I wish I could vomit. I wish I could vomit on all of these two-dimensional cackling
pointed-beak-people. But also I want to put them at ease so they won't be afraid of my black
hands. And the desire to protect them from their own fear overtakes me. I watch my hands bring
a cup of tea to my lips. I swallow the bile. (brightly) “Well, I'm here,” I manage to say, “so I
suppose we're moving beyond race. In a manner of thinking. Perhaps.”(Jesse, Simon's ebullient
and quick-witted son, appears. 1871.)YOUNG JESSE: Me here, my name Jesse. After slavery
was ended, my momma (she be Katie) and my daddy (he be Simon) and me here (Jesse), we
was rented a little parcel of Mr. Brady's land. My daddy the only slave learnt mathematics, and
Daddy always complain Mr. Brady be reading the wrong numbers out the ledger.Every month,
Brady come by our cabin to collect rent money. One night, Daddy bowin his head to Brady, but
then he say, “Mr. Brady, suh, I ’pologize but them numbers don't add right. Now I paid ya twenty-
three dollars and sixty-seven cent last month and I sold ya five barrels of cotton. I bought three
dollars fifty-nine cent wortha grocery, so how you figure I'm debted ya two and a half
dollar?” (With childlike animation, Jesse reenacts the conversation.) Brady look at Daddy real
steady-like.(Brady:) “What you drivin at, Simon?”(Simon:) “Suh, I learnt readin and arithmetic
and them numbers you got don't add right.”(Brady:) “Simon, you mean to say that you, a nigger,
know how to add up numbers better than me?”(Simon:) “Suh, I only sayin if you rethink them
numbers, you gonna see a error.”(Brady:) “You make a good wage by me, Simon.”(Simon:) “Truth
be told, suh, I ain't makin nothin. All I doin is watchin your right hand give your left hand all my
money.”I pipe up. “Daddy, votin day comin tomorrow. Yankees talkin bout elections. Say Freeman
Bureau gonna protect sharecrop rights.”(Katie:) “Jesse, hush, chile—”(Jesse:) But, Momma—
(Katie:) “Jesse, hush!”Brady spit. (Demonstrating, Jesse spits.)(Brady:) “Katie, you born on this
land, my plantation. You practically my own. Now ya don't think you gotta involve the Freeman's
Bureau in a little dispute between family, do ya?”Mr. Brady grunt, take one of Momma's biscuits,
then he leave. That night a knock come on the door.(Jesse stamps his foot, indicating the knock
on the door.)Daddy tell Momma and me to get back behind the stove cuz that knock didn't
sound like no knock he ’quainted with, and sho enough, he open the door and staring at us was
six ghosts.One ghost say,(Ghost:) “Nigger, go get me some water.”Daddy get the ghost a cup of
water, and the ghost slurp it down.(Ghost:) “I just climbed up from hell and my throat's dry. Get
me another cup of water.”Daddy bring another one and the ghost gulp it down.(Ghost:) “Get me
another one.”Daddy bring more water.(Ghost:) “You scared?”(Simon:) “No, suh.”(Ghost:) “As
long as you uppity niggers don't fill out a tally sheet at the poll tomorrow, you and your family ain't
got nothing to be scared of.”(Simon:) “Ain't scared, suh.”(Ghost:) “Ain't scared, Simon? Bring me
another cup.”Daddy bring another cup of water. The ghost don't drink this cup. He pour the water



out on Daddy's shoes. Daddy say,(Simon:) “Ain't scared, suh.”The ghost stand perfect still.
(Ghost:) “Well, then, if you ain't scared, Simon, I bet after you go vote tomorrow—then tomorrow
night, your woman and boy will be. Mighty scared, Simon. Awful scared.”Then he grunt, take one
of Momma's biscuits and all the ghosts climb onto they horses and ride off. Daddy shut the door
and Momma say, “Simon, you ain't going to vote tomorrow.”Daddy say, “That all right, Katie.”
Then Daddy grab his axe, go outside and start splittin wood.All night long, Daddy just splittin
wood. Every hour he sharpen his blade, then he split some more wood. Momma toss and turn in
the bed and Daddy outside just splittin wood.Next morning, Daddy say, “Jesse, go get ya
momma a bucket of indigo. Paint that door up blue. Keep the night terrors out. Keep ya soul-
family in.”“Daddy, once'n I get bigger, I gon’ vote. I don't care if six hundred and sixty-six goblins,
ghouls, and gargoyles show up at my door. I gonna vote!”LEWIS: Mathematical structures and
the repudiation of time. (With the word “repudiation,” Jesse moves away.) When I first met my
wife, back when I worked as a tutorial assistant, I told her, “I'm going to write a book, you know.
Someday, I'm going to write a great book.”My twentieth year at the university, I write
Mathematical Structures and the Repudiation of Time. My wife is ecstatic. She throws a huge
party in my honor. The entire department comes. So do my parents. My parents have nothing to
say to the department. And the department has nothing to say to my parents. My Dad leaves
early.A few weeks later, I go to dinner at my parents’. (Lewis sits.)My father is stone cold sober
(an event I'd rather not repeat). My mother displays my book on the coffee table. “We're all so
proud of you…aren't we, Charles?”My father is not so proud. He reads the newspaper. The book
reviews have not been kind.(Father/Charles:) “My son, the mathematician! That party your wife
threw. Your fellow co-workers didn't even dare speak to your family. Your mother sat in the corner
the whole night.”I try to explain. “That's just the way it is in academe. It's a very insular
world.”(Father:) Your mother said I oughtta rent a tux, for your party. Which I did, a tuxedo, for my
son. And at that party, I was there in my tux, and a coupla of them professor types asked me to
pour their drinks—(Lewis:) Dad, it was a mistake.(Father:) Oh sure, ’course it was, son. All the
other tuxedos at the party that wore black skin were serving drinks.(Lewis:) What did you think of
my book?My father ignores the question and turns to the review. He's studied it relentlessly. He
reads with practiced precision.(Father:) “Harlem-born professor examines the Big Logical
Questions. One should, perhaps, applaud this new player in a field reserved for the intellectual
elite.”He pauses for emphasis and then reads that section again.(Father:) “—in a field reserved
for the intellectual elite”—reserved for who?—the intellectual elite.“Harlem-born
professor-”(Lewis:) I get it, Dad.(Father:) “Unfortunately, the author does little to advance time-
reality questions.” My son, the PhD! His book does little.(Lewis:) Did you even read the book,
Dad? I wrote a book. And, by the way, not all the reviews are bad. A black publication called me
a “scintillating mind.” Dad doesn't care. All he cares about are the high-profile—the white—
reviews.Dinner! Mom serves roast pork and collard greens. It's a formal dinner, in my honor;
silverware scraping the good china. “Why not have a drink, Dad. Because you're much better
drunk than you are sober. I worked my entire life to better myself. I did it for you. Success. Have



you ever, even once, supported me?”(Father:) “Supported you? Worked myself into the ground
to put food on this table, didn't I. Supported you! Better a son take a beatin from his own father
than take a beatin from the world. What's my son do? He goes out and embarrasses my ass.
Goes out and writes some book that don't even sell. Seems to me if you can't write a book that
people are gonna want t’buy—that people are gonna respect—then you shouldn't write a
goddamn book at all!”I am silent. I will divorce myself from my father. It's the last dinner we share.
At home, my wife asks how was the evening. I go to the bathroom and vomit.(Jesse, now a
young man and a bit of a trickster. 1890.)JESSE: Once I grown, I work in town. Day-time ringing
till at the colored barber shop. Night-time sweeping floors at the white barber shop. Barely make
ends meet. Weekends, Momma gets me in the field doing mule-work and telling me to quit my
cussin.Hardly got three quarters to my name, but I my own man. Sho’ got tired of meeting up
with ghosts, so I go out hoboing. And one day I stumble cross a church right longside a road wit
nothin to the north and nothin to the south for miles and miles on end. Just a prayer house, really,
and I figure it so small and runned to the ground it might e’en be a black folks church.I creep up
on closer and hear the preacher callin out,(Preacher:) Come all ye down-trodden, heavy laden!
Come one, come all! God calls all wearied with toil and blighted by misfortune into His Kingdom!
God calls everyone into his sanctuary! In God's house, every sinner finds his home!Been down
on my luck since I started travellin and mighty pleased to hear that preacher's voice. I fling open
the door of the fallin-to-pieces little church and sit right on down in the amen corner.But once the
service end, the preacher stomp up to me, gripin,(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed in this
church, boy.(Jesse:) My name's Jesse, not boy, and I didn't see no sign fo’ whites only, sir. But I
heared ya callin all God's children to his Kingdom.(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed.(Jesse:) I
just heared ya now, “all us find home—”(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed!(Jesse:) And truth
be told, Mr. Preacher, I been carryin around a whole flour-sack of sins that I bout ready to get
unburdened from. See, I been on the road fo’ more than a month of Sundays and I keep collectin
things in this here bag, sins among them.(Preacher:) Ain't no niggers allowed!!!(Jesse:) Ain't no
sign.(Preacher:) Ain't no sign cuz halfa these folks never met no nigger in they whole life. Case
you too stupid to see, there ain't nothin to the right and nothin to the left. None of em here
couldn't even read a sign if it offered up a re-ward.(Jesse:) Lemme tell ya, Mr. Preacher, sir,
pretty soon Mr. Pullman himself's gonna put some rails ’long this road, so if ya want your little
church to stay witout black folks, ya best fix up a sign.(Preacher:) How I spose t’do that?(Jesse,
with charm:) For a hot meal, I spose I could scrawl it out for ya.(Preacher:) You gonna write the
sign?(Jesse, indicating a huge sign) “Whites Only.”(Preacher:) That's right.The little preacher
calls after Delilah,(Preacher:) Get this nigger some grub and paper and pencil too.(Delilah:)
Paper and pencil, where I gonna get that?(Jesse:) Don't worry, I say. And I take both paper and
pencil outta my bag. I write the sign. Slowly. To make sure the meal still come.That's an awful
nice lookin sign, Preacher say.And you sho’ gave an awful nice soundin sermon, I say. Lookee
here, in some parts, I even heard whites and blacks be congregating in the church together.
(Preacher:) Whites and blacks?(Jesse:) That's right.(Preacher:) To-gether?(Jesse:) They sho’ is.



(Preacher:) Not my church.(Jesse:) Suh, I made your sign kindly—(Preacher:) Not my church!
(Jesse:) We broke bread ’mongst each other—(Preacher:) Not my church!!!The two of us stand
outside that fallin-to-pieces little church til nighttime. Each step of darkness come, that little
preacher get more and more contrary. Finally I say, “Mr. Preacher, maybe it time both us consult
wit God and see what He recommend.” The preacher like that idea and he storm off.Now, God
never in my whole life showed up for any sort of consultation or visitation. So I put it out my mind,
creeped inside the church, laid my head down on a pew and felled asleep. No sooner than that
am I yanked to my senses and the little preacher wavin the “Whites Only” sign and yellin
“Trespasser, he a trespasser!” A crowd behind him drag me outta the church and throw me in a
hog-pen, back of a wagon. I get carried like that fo’ two days, no food, no water, and then I get
dumped on the dust-footed steps of a courthouse.(Judge:) Thirteen years hard labor! The
prisoner will be rented to the stockyard at the premium rate of a dollar twenty-five per day.And
after alla that befall me, you know what? God did make his appearance. He say, “Don't worry that
they wouldn't let ya inta the church, son. I've been trying to get inta that church for over fifty-five
years, and I ain't been invited in yet!”(sings, a blues song)Got sent to the prison-yardWhen the
Lord forgot my name.I got sent to the prison-yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.Workin in the
coal-mine,Stomping that turp'tine field,Just a poor black boyI'm prayin I get killed.(Hearing
“killed,” Lewis begins to write advanced equations in the air.)JESSE:Got sent to the prison-
yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.Gon’ hide my tears from eyesight,So the world don't see my
pain.I'm gon’ hide my tears from eyesight,So the world don't see my pain.So tired of livin, don't
wannaLive this life no mo.’Time I spend on this earthAin't nothin but a lonely war.(Lewis
continues to write the equations, attempting to dispel the Spirit of Jesse.)JESSE:Got sent to the
prison-yardWhen the Lord forgot my name.(Lewis relives teaching a class, the philosophy of
mathematics, at the university. It is two months before this evening. Although disturbed by
Jesse's song, Lewis is in his element, a great lecturer. The class, blackboard, and students are
not to be actually represented. The Spirit of Jesse watches Lewis. Lewis does not see Jesse, but
the unconscious awareness of Jesse's presence is unnerving.)LEWIS: Thomas Aquinas called
the number pi, 1.618033—(Lewis has embarrassingly recited the number phi, not pi.) Excuse
me. (With “excuse me,” Jesse is no longer visible.)The number pi—3.14159265—a perfect,
transcendental number. (looking for raised hands)What else did he call this number? Yes! “The
eternal number of God.” Now, reflect on Newtonian absolute time and absolute space. Is time
mutable? (Beat.) Questions? Thoughts? Any—any questions at all? Are you there? Okay, a
class of geniuses! Moving on…(Lewis sees a new student enter the room.)Oh, welcome to
class. You are? Leroy. Leroy, you're late. But have a seat.(gesturing to the equation) Examine the
mathematical structure. Is there a causal relationship between past and present? Can we define
the present moment independent of the past?Yes? Question, Leroy…Leroy, did you read my
book? I wrote a book. A black publication called—it was assigned. I suggest you glance over it
before our next session. Very well, moving on.(Lewis quickly adds to the equation.)Now, then.
Examine the equation. Set aside your perception of temporal reality. Mathematically, is our



psychological understanding of time (referring to the present moment as the arrival of a
sequential series of past moments) a valid or artificial concept?Excuse me? Leroy. May I
proceed? May I? (repeating what the student has just said)Master class—Yes, this is advanced
—“House nigger?”Leroy, this is math. Not basketball practice. And by the way, you might make
some of those hoops if you understood word one of parabolic arcs. (returning to the lesson)
Temporal sophisms—(Lewis hears it said again.)“House Nigger.”Leroy, who is calling whom a
nigger?(pointing to the equation)Very well. When Kurt Gödel added rotation to the stress tensor,
here, he found a—“Nigger.”Leroy! Open the book, open my book. Do you think—if you were to
open one goddamn book in your entire life—that you would be acting white? Maybe you should
act white because you're pathetic, stupid, nothing—an ignorant nigger! What? No, Leroy, you're
dismissed. Get out of my class right now. I said, get out!(Later, the dean's office.)(Dean:) He
never said that, Lewis. He did not engage in name-calling. You say he said “House” and then
used the “N” word?(Lewis:) House Nigger, that's right.(Dean:) Your student said
“Heidegger.”(Lewis:) He said—(Dean:) Heidegger.(Lewis:) I heard him. He did not say
Heidegger. Heidegger isn't even on my syllabus. This kid has the audacity to say I've Uncle
Tommed my way to the top.(Dean:) It's a yes or no question, Lewis. Did you or did you not call
your student the “N” word?(Lewis, bordering on the irrational:) The question should be: is time
quantized (unconnected uncontinous units—as matter is to atoms, light to photons)? And black
people have to ask themselves precisely this question!(Dean:) Lewis? I think you need some
time off.(Lewis:) I don't need time off!(Dean:) This makes no sense, Lewis. Your father passing,
the book, whatever else's bothering you—How about a vacation? A leave.(Lewis:) I've done
everything, everything I've done is to succeed because when you're black, you have to be better
than better, the best. Why should I take a leave? I've spent my entire life striving to rise above the
drudgery of existence, apprehend the eternal verities—and I'm not going to let some stupid
nigger—(Dean:) Lewis, I'm putting you on leave.(Lewis:) I don't need—(Dean:) You don't have a
choice. Mandatory leave.I don't tell my wife about the leave. In fact, I never tell her. I dress for
work every day. I leave the house. I come home at the specific hour one is to come home. I
retreat into my study.She asks, but I say nothing. One day, she enters (cheerful the way you are
cheerful when you want to cheer someone up).“I think you should go to the Million Man March.
In Washington.”(Lewis becomes fragmented as the voice of his wife gradually merges with his
own.)I say nothing.“I was thinking, Lewis, it would be—”Say nothing.“fun—empowering—”Fun?
Look at the prison.“Prison? What are you talking about?”Say nothing—“Lewis, what are you
talking about?”Nothing, nothing, nothing.“All I was saying was the Million Man March could be
empower—”All I'm saying—I said—did you hear what I said?“I can't continue, Lewis—you deny
your self.”I said never nothing never mind.“It's not a relationship; I want a whole person—
dimensionality—a relationship is about total honesty—”Why! Why would I possibly want to
march around on Washington? Because I'm black. You don't know—“I know living with you can
be very lonely, Lewis.”Weeks pass, the march comes, and she waits. She waits for me to march. I
don't.(Beat.)My wife leaves.(Lewis gazes into the shadow-darkness of Jesse, speaking to Jesse



as if he is himself.)You've got demons, Lewis. You've got a whole lot of demons.(1890–1903.
Jesse is on the chain gang.)JESSE: (sings, a work song)Devil came visitin me nightimes,Came
when my head hung low,Devil came visitin me nightimes,Came when my head hung low,Devil
said he'd free me,If I kill that so-and-so.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.I'm going
home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Some men die of malary,Some men die of stroke,Some
men die of scurvy,Some men slit they own throat.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go
home.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.After bout three year pass, new boy in our
cage. He in for rape. Fact is, half the mens from five counties in for raping white ladies. I ask, how
many white ladies is livin in these counties anyhow? He say quite a few. “Once you out,” New
Boy tell me, “if ya see a white lady walking down the street, ya best to cross to the other side.” I
say that near impossible on market day, can't every black man walkin criss-cross the road. Alla
those mens be thrown in jail for stopping traffic!One day, year later, New Boy got a glint in his
eye. He say to me,(New Boy:) Jesse, I got one for ya: Two black mens in a automobile drivin
down the road. A chicken is crossin the road. The driver slam on the brakes and both he and the
passenger is thrown thirty-seven feet outta the car. Now, how come botha them gets put in
prison with three charges ’gainst them?I say I don't know.(New Boy:) See, the first charge is fo’
murderin a baby chick. Second one is fo’ defacin the road with skid marks. Third charge is fo’
fleein thirty-seven feet from the scene of the crime!After that, New Boy and me tell each other a
story every mornin.Then there be Joe Denver, biggest man in our cage. He really is in for rape.
And murder, too. Alla sudden outta no where, Big Joe turns to New Boy.(Big Joe:) Gimme yo’
breakfast.New Boy moves to the side and Big Joe eats it up. Two weeks of this I tell New Boy he
gotta learn to stand up for hisself. Next day, New Boy don't give his breakfast. Big Joe slam New
Boy by his head against the bars of the cage and New Boy don't get up. Big Joe turn to me.(Big
Joe:) I be hungry tomorrow. So, now on, you got t’give me yo’ breakfast. I sleep next to New
Boy's body til it start to smell and get covered over in vermin.(sings)Been livin here thirteen
years,I've been livin the Devil's plan.Been livin here thirteen years,I've been livin the Devil's
plan.Been livin without no future,Oh, brother—won't ya give me a hand?I'm going home,
Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Time I got freed
from prison yard, I practically old. Marry a young gal named Selma. Selma born me a son, little
Charley. All day long that boy whistling and rhyming, keep me in stitches.One night, me and Little
Charley in town at the General Store. Hear a white fella up in arms.(White Fellow:) “The
carpetbaggers nothin but trouble! Yankees come down here and rip up all our land. Votin day
tomorrow! Now they want me to vote for ’em? Talk about Reconstruction! Freeman's Bureau. All
they wanna do is protect nigger rights.”That night I say to Charley, “Votin day comin
tomorrow!”(to Lewis) My little Charley, he be your father.I say, “You know what, son. Your daddy
gonna vote. And I don't care if a whole crew of goblins, ghouls, and gargoyles show up at the
door.”LEWIS: Not this…JESSE: So, the next day, I march right on into town. But you know what?
The closer and closer I get to that voting booth, the more and more white folks think I lookin like
a rapist.LEWIS: Not this memory…JESSE:Some men die in a cage,Some men die on the



rail.LEWIS: Stop, time.JESSE:Some men die real quiet,Some men die with a wail.Oh,
brotherOh, brotherOh, brotherJESSE:Oh, brother—JESSE, LEWIS:—won't ya give me a hand?
(In a quicksilver instant Jesse becomes Rex. Lewis is now completely disoriented, overwhelmed
by the attrition of the night.)REX: You just sang with your brother.LEWIS: I—what?REX: My
brother—LEWIS: We do not exist simultaneously.REX: My brother—LEWIS: Jesse?REX: Just
sang with his brother.LEWIS: Rex? Rex—REX: Oh, brother—LEWIS: Stop it!REX: Oh,
brotherOh, brotherLEWIS: Stop time,…REX: Engage with me, brother.LEWIS: Leave me, be
gone…REX: (overlapping) Oh, brother—LEWIS: Oh, please.REX: Won't ya give me a hand?
LEWIS: (overlapping) Let me out of this night.REX: You ain't getting outta this night, Lewis. This
my memory, too. And I ain't gonna let you kill my memory.LEWIS: This isn't your insomnia—REX:
Fine. Watch me do the damn story. Where Dad?LEWIS: Dad's gone, and I want nothing to do
with Dad.REX: You stopped time on Jesse—now you cutting out a few chapters of Dad. This
night ain't this night without Dad. I'm gonna play Dad. You can chill out over there. Time we had
some fun up in this joint.(to the booth)Yeah, can I get a little more light? This crew, man, won't do
nothing to help a brother out.LEWIS: (trying to reclaim his ground) Who's your audience?REX:
My what?LEWIS: Your audience?REX: You. You my audience.LEWIS: This is my night. I'm in
it.REX: Well, you ain't in this night with me, so you ain't in it. If and when you decide to get in it,
then the kind people sitting in the pews out there, then they gonna be the audience. But right
now, I'm doing this baby all for you.The Abbreviated Life of Dad.(sings)Ofay ofay ofay—LEWIS:
(unimpressed) Okay, fine.REX:boss-man say okay!Ofay ofay ofay—boss-man say okay!(to the
audience)Here the back story. When Jesse's son, Little Charley, Dad, was twelve, he quit school
and went to working in the fields. Then after a while, Great-granddaddy Simon, Great Katie, and
Little Dad move up north. Dad grow up and marry Mom. Everyone live in a teensy-tiny
apartment. You and me ain't born yet, so—so far, it ain't that teensy.Dad fancied himself a
musician, and Dad used to SING!(Rex begins the song Charles used to sing, upbeat and jump
blues. Rex's rendition is completely silly; he uses his hands as puppets.)Two little lovebirds is
sitting in a treeBlackbird say, won't you marry meBluebird say, you best get to workBlackbird say
—I'm so tired of that boss-man jerk-ingme ’round all dayLEWIS: This isn't how you tell a
story.REX: How's it go?LEWIS: How's what go?REX: Two little lovebirds…The song?LEWIS: I
have no idea what you're talking about.REX:—is kissing in a bushLEWIS: That's a rhyme, that's
not—REX: Blackbird say something, something, something—What's next?LEWIS: When was
Dad supposedly singing this?REX: When he tucked us in bed.LEWIS: Tucked us into bed?REX:
When he came home. When he was mad at Mom. When he was pounding the pavement. When
he was sweeping streets, when he was cleaning toilets, when he was throwing rent parties,
when he used be standing in the soup line, when he was wooing mom. Sang that song when
everyone moved up north, when he and Great Simon and Katie was cheering the 369th march
up Fifth Ave. Back when he snuck into speakeasies wanting to sit down at Fast Jack's piano, all
part of everyday he was fumbling over melodies—that's when Dad sang that song.LEWIS:
You're right. Dad sang?REX: Before he stopped singing he was singing that song.LEWIS:



Blackbird say…REX: What's next?LEWIS: Blackbird say…LEWIS, REX: Blackbird say, oh I wish,
I wishREX:Blue take Black's ringAnd fling it in the air.Well, Blackbird cry,baby don't you
care.Bluebird squeak,buster don't you dare.REX: Sing with me, brother!I'm so tired of that boss-
manjerk-ing me ’round all day.LEWIS: (speaking, simultaneous with song) Jerk-ing me ’round all
day.REX:Ofay ofay ofay,boss-man say okay!LEWIS: (speaking, simultaneous with song) Ofay
ofay ofay, boss-man say okay.(As the bond between the brothers strengthens, from now until the
end of the play, Rex will gradually begin to relinquish his self-constructed militant identity. He will
become the brother that Lewis shared a bedroom with as a boy.)REX: ’Member when Dad was
workin that janitor job downtown?LEWIS: Was that that one boss?REX: That ofay-boss-man?
One day he say he want to open a janitorial service up in Harlem.So Dad started working on
125th. We was all happy.LEWIS: When was that?REX: Couple times, Great Simon took me and
you down to Central Park. Gave us little sailboats, sail around on the pond. You just sat on the
bench, recite your times-tables.LEWIS: I did?REX: Then one day, you tell Dad,(Young Lewis:)
“Daddy, why you don't go downtown and say to that boss-man, ‘Mr. Boss-Man, that janner
service up in Harlem nothing but grief. If ya wanna sell it to me, I take it off your hands.’”LEWIS: I
said that?REX: And Dad did it, just like you said. Boss man say okay. Great Simon go, “You got a
smart boy, Charley.”LEWIS: Bright idea. Didn't work out, though. Dad was in way over his
head.REX: He tried.LEWIS: (bitter) Tried?REX: You go after school, help him count up the
money.(The brothers piece together their shared past.)LEWIS: Second-grade arithmetic wasn't
help.REX: Then one day, the man from the city come and shut him down. And just like that, Dad
was jobless.LEWIS: That's when he started drinking.REX: Wasn't long after that, Great Simon
died.LEWIS: That was a terrible day.REX: You were the one that found his body?LEWIS:
Wouldn't wake up.REX: That was the day before you and me brought home bad grades in
school, wasn't it?LEWIS: Was it?REX: Simon died and the next night Dad beat you silly.LEWIS:
Didn't care about a thing but the grades. Was I hiding under the bed?REX: You was under the
bed, and Mom was going, “You got a demon in you, Charles.”LEWIS: He hit her, too.REX:
What'd you say?LEWIS: I didn't say anything.REX: You say, “Stop it—”LEWIS: Daddy drags me
out from under the bed.REX: (as Young Lewis) You cry, “Daddy—”LEWIS: (as Charles) Dad
says, “Shut up, Lewis!”REX: (as Young Lewis) You say, “Please, Daddy, please—”LEWIS/
CHARLES: “What did I say! Shut up, Lewis! I'll whip you good—Don't think I won't—I'll whip the
hide right off ya. I'll beat you like a slave! Shame me! Don't you ever shame me!”REX/YOUNG
LEWIS: “I didn't shame you, Daddy, I didn't shame—”LEWIS/CHARLES: “Shame yourself,
shame your whole goddamn family! Your great-grandfather Simon's idea! You know how hard I
been working for you to get into that private school!”REX/YOUNG LEWIS: “I know, Daddy—I
tried, Daddy—I tried.”LEWIS/CHARLES: “You tried? You tried? White people try, Lewis, black
people fail. So you best not try. You best do more than try.”REX/LEWIS: “You ain't understand,
Daddy—”LEWIS/CHARLES: “Don't you talk back to me! I gave you everything I never had! You
throw it in my face! I'll kill you, boy. Don't think I won't kill my own son, Lewis. I will kill you.”(Both
brothers collapse, shaken by the reenactment of the beating.)LEWIS: How come he only beat



me?REX: You brought home bad grades.LEWIS: You brought home bad grades.REX: But you
were his favorite, the smart one.LEWIS: He beat me ’til my blood drained out.REX: ’Til you were
white as a ghost.LEWIS: Said he was gonna beat the black outta me.REX: And he did.LEWIS:
Mom takes me to the hospital the next morning. Dad doesn't look at me, doesn't say a thing.
Broke two of my ribs and snapped my collar bone.REX: That afternoon, great-grandaddy's
funeral.LEWIS: I don't go. I put on my pajamas, crawl back to bed.REX: You ever thought of askin
after Great Simon?LEWIS: I barely remember Simon.REX: Late that night, after the funeral, Dad
comes to apologize.LEWIS: His breath stinks and he goes on and on, saying he's sorry.REX:
Then he tells us bout watching his own dad, Jesse, die.LEWIS: After that night, we never speak
of it again.REX: But he tells us every detail.LEWIS: Slurring his words. Then he just goes out of
the room and shuts the door.(Beat.)REX: Lewis, tell the story Dad told us.(Lewis won't tell
it.)REX: Grandpa Jesse went out hoboing…stumbled cross a Whites Only church…got put on
the chain-gang.LEWIS: I know how he died—REX: After Jesse outta prison and Dad was little—
One day, it was time to vote. So Jesse march right into town—LEWIS: I remember, Rex—(Rex
gazes out at the audience. He speaks clinically, without affect.)REX: He was stripped naked and
chained to a tree. White families drove for miles and miles to watch. Photographers came,
too.LEWIS: There's no point in telling it again.REX: They castrated Jesse. They lit a fire. The
audience was fit for an amphitheater. Cameras clicked the whole time. Jesse was consumed by
fire. Afterwards, charred organs and bits of bones were sold as souvenirs. Twenty-five cents
apiece. Photographs cost ten cents apiece. He was hung and burnt for trying to vote. For trying
to vote. But what'd they say? Lewis? Lewis?LEWIS: What does it matter what they said?REX: I
can't remember.LEWIS: So what does it matter?REX: Be in this night, Lewis.LEWIS: They said:
Dad's dad, Jesse, was lynched for raping a white woman and killing her husband. Everyone
called him guilty.REX: Then what happened?LEWIS: A reporter from many, many towns away
came.REX: He interviewed the “raped woman.”LEWIS: She said she saw Jesse march into town
to vote.REX: Her husband blocked his path.LEWIS: They quarreled—REX:—right outside the
voting booth. What'd the reporter say?LEWIS: (as reporter) “That nigger kill your husband?”REX:
(as woman) “Kill my husband? Oh, Heavens no! My husband was killed by Adam Stapleton.
Those two been at each other for years.”(Lewis continues to recite the reporter's lines, but he is
unable to completely assume the role.)LEWIS: Do you feel any regret for the mistake?REX: (as
woman) “Kill a mule, buy another—”LEWIS: Kill a nigger, hire his brother.(Beat.)REX: What
d’you think it did to little boy Dad?LEWIS: Little boy Dad.REX: What do you think that did?
LEWIS: I don't know…REX: Every once and awhile, Dad's grandma Katie sent Dad into town, to
the General Store. And at the store, postcards hung in the window. Postcards of a man's burning
body.LEWIS: Ten-cent photos of Dad's lynched father for sale.(Beat.)REX: Time you free
yourself, Lewis.LEWIS: What about you, Rex, are you free? Did a drug overdose make you free?
REX:…No.LEWIS: Both of us, then. (A glimmer of Jesse can be seen in Rex as he begins to
leave.)REX:I'm going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.Don't clip your own wings, brother.I'm
going home, Lordy,Lord, I wanna go home.(Rex completely exits the stage, leaving Lewis alone.



All of the ancestors are now gone. Lewis “sees” his aloneness. One insomnia-filled night has
passed. It is the pitch darkness before dawn.)LEWIS: Dad's gone; my brother's gone; my wife is
gone. I am my own audience watching myself grieve.Tonight, this ten-year-old night, Dad beats
me; tonight he tells me the story of Jesse; tonight my great-grandfather dies. I am assaulted by
the claustrophobia of trees tonight, trapped in a windowless box without walls, a silent prison;
tonight my wife leaves me. This solitary insomniatic night of many nights—please, great grand-
dad, please, Great Simon, please, great wise man from the skies, please take me out of this
night, tonight.(For the first time in his life, Lewis has willingly summoned his ancestor. Lewis has
called on the one that is most able to heal. In the separate space, Simon appears from the air in
the seraphic glow of dawn. Simon tells this last story simply, without reenacting or completely
assuming the role of the Union soldier.)SIMON: Thursday sun-up, I learnt it was, I hear someone
blowing the bugle at the big house.T’aint meal-serving time, but they blowing three long blows
and that mean it time for us slaves to hurry on up to the house.When I come inside, I see four
white men sittin there with big brass buttons on they blue uniform. One of them white mens with
a sun-creased forehead and turned-down lips look me straight in the eye and say,“Do you know
what day it is today, boy?”I dunno so I say, No, suh.“How are you coloreds going to take care of
yourselves, if you can't even tell time?”The man look at me and laugh.I know how to tell time just
fine, suh. I can tell it by the clock and tell it by the sun.“And yet you don't know what day it is
today?”No, suh, I don't know the day of the week, cuz everyday but Sunday is the same day
t’me, a working day. And I know today ain't no Sunday. What make this a special day, I say.“Today
is the day you're free.”Free?I walk outta the house like a man that don't know he got two feet. I
walk on over to Mr. Brady plantation. All sorts of chilrens spinnin in circles. Everyone throwin up
they hats in the air. I walk down to the field and Katie seent me comin—and she flies out her
arms like they's bird wings. Katie come runnin cross the field towards me—and I ain't never
gonna forget how she runned that day—each foot slammin the earth, and wit each of them
steps, she also glidin trew the air.(Lewis and Simon now occupy the same space. After an
unsteady moment, Lewis decides not to question whether Simon is an illusion or reality. Simon is
still a bright young man, the age of freedom.)LEWIS:…Great Simon?SIMON: Lewis. (Beat.)
What you doin all by your lonesome, Lewis?LEWIS: I don't know. I…I have to get my house in
order. Feng Shui.(Simon looks at the door. The door is not represented on stage, but it
figuratively exists.)SIMON: You know, son, maybe us oughta do some work on this door. Fix the
hinges.LEWIS: Great Simon. I don't know where—who—why I am. All these years, I don't know
why I am.(Simon understands what Lewis means. But he also knows that no words can answer
this question.)SIMON: Great Son. How bout us paint up this door? Paint it blue.(Simon begins
painting the door.)SIMON: Lewis, I ever tell you, back in slavery times, I learnt reading and
arithmetic. Now, I wasn't keen on how it happened. But I awful glad to know books and numbers.
Mighty proud of that.(sings)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo soke(Simon teaches Lewis the song.)Idiran mi
wa sileAngeli wa sileEniyan fo soke…(Hesitant at first, Lewis joins his great-grandfather.)LEWIS:
(overlapping)Eniyan fo sokeSIMON:Eye fo sokeLEWIS: (overlapping)Eye fo sokeSIMON:Idiran



mi…SIMON, LEWIS:…wa sileAngeli wa sile(They continue to paint the door and sing together
as the lights fade.)Eniyan fo sokeEye fo sokeIdiran mi wa sileAngeli wa sile.(There is a flutter of
bird's wings.)ANCESTOR:Baba agba,Iya agba,Mo dupeMo dupe.(Mo dupe: “Thank you”)END
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JAMESCHARACTERSWesley Slaton—“Wes,” early-to-mid-fortiesLily Grace Hoterfield—“Lil,”
mid-to-late thirtiesFitzhugh Marvin—mid-to-late thirtiesDESCRIPTION OF INTERIORFurnished
with the feeling of turn-of-the-century progress: a gramophone, jazz records, a radio, electricity.
Indicates that a successful but modest rural family lives here. The kitchen is big enough for a
good-sized family, with a large wooden table, matching chairs, and modern appliances of the
period. It has an up-to-date cookstove and running water from the sink.TIME1923, Friday
morning. Spring.PLACESenoia, GeorgiaAct 1Scene 1Lil Hoterfield and Wesley Slaton cross the
stage arm in arm. Wesley is carrying a huge carpet bag. They stop in front of a prosperous
farmhouse. Lil freezes; gazes at the house.LIL: Wait a minute. Ooh, goodness calamity. How my
sistah Clareesa woulda bragged up somethin’ on this ’ere.WES: Awh, Clareesa wouldn’ ta nevah
dun’ no braggin’ on this ole place. (walks toward porch)LIL: Nawh, she wouldn’ ta had to do tha’
much. Anybody wit eyes can see fo’ theyselves. Turned this lil’ shotgun shack into a sacred sight
to behold. (Wes ascends the two or three porch steps.)WES: Ain't no church house nor nothin’
near tha’ important, Lily.LIL: Jus’ yo’ home. Cain't git no moe sacred, can ya?WES: Wann't nevah
no shotgun shack neitha. (laughs)LIL: Look like you dun’ turned one house into three-foe’ from
the outside show, Wes. He dun’ tacked on half-a-castle, honey. Wha’ is you all ’bout these days,
Wesley Slaton? Wha’ is you tryin’ to do?WES: Jus’ livin’ prosperous as I can, Lily gal.LIL: As you
can.WES: Jus’ livin’ prosperous.LIL: Keepin’ holt to it while you can.WES: Sho’ nuff. (sets carpet
bag on porch)LIL: (laughs) To thank I knew you when you wuz livin’ off luv, nibblin’ on my big
sistah.WES: How ’bout a cool drink, Miss Lil?LIL: Why, thank you, Mistah Wes. (moves toward
porch; examines the landscape) Much as I enjoyed tha’ lil’ stroll from the station, I am ’bout
parched to the teeth, suh.LEVEE JAMESCHARACTERSWesley Slaton—“Wes,” early-to-mid-
fortiesLily Grace Hoterfield—“Lil,” mid-to-late thirtiesFitzhugh Marvin—mid-to-late
thirtiesDESCRIPTION OF INTERIORFurnished with the feeling of turn-of-the-century progress:
a gramophone, jazz records, a radio, electricity. Indicates that a successful but modest rural
family lives here. The kitchen is big enough for a good-sized family, with a large wooden table,
matching chairs, and modern appliances of the period. It has an up-to-date cookstove and
running water from the sink.TIME1923, Friday morning. Spring.PLACESenoia, GeorgiaAct
1Scene 1Lil Hoterfield and Wesley Slaton cross the stage arm in arm. Wesley is carrying a huge
carpet bag. They stop in front of a prosperous farmhouse. Lil freezes; gazes at the house.LIL:



Wait a minute. Ooh, goodness calamity. How my sistah Clareesa woulda bragged up somethin’
on this ’ere.WES: Awh, Clareesa wouldn’ ta nevah dun’ no braggin’ on this ole place. (walks
toward porch)LIL: Nawh, she wouldn’ ta had to do tha’ much. Anybody wit eyes can see fo’
theyselves. Turned this lil’ shotgun shack into a sacred sight to behold. (Wes ascends the two or
three porch steps.)WES: Ain't no church house nor nothin’ near tha’ important, Lily.LIL: Jus’ yo’
home. Cain't git no moe sacred, can ya?WES: Wann't nevah no shotgun shack neitha.
(laughs)LIL: Look like you dun’ turned one house into three-foe’ from the outside show, Wes. He
dun’ tacked on half-a-castle, honey. Wha’ is you all ’bout these days, Wesley Slaton? Wha’ is you
tryin’ to do?WES: Jus’ livin’ prosperous as I can, Lily gal.LIL: As you can.WES: Jus’ livin’
prosperous.LIL: Keepin’ holt to it while you can.WES: Sho’ nuff. (sets carpet bag on porch)LIL:
(laughs) To thank I knew you when you wuz livin’ off luv, nibblin’ on my big sistah.WES: How
’bout a cool drink, Miss Lil?LIL: Why, thank you, Mistah Wes. (moves toward porch; examines the
landscape) Much as I enjoyed tha’ lil’ stroll from the station, I am ’bout parched to the teeth,
suh.LEVEE JAMESCHARACTERSWesley Slaton—“Wes,” early-to-mid-fortiesLily Grace
Hoterfield—“Lil,” mid-to-late thirtiesFitzhugh Marvin—mid-to-late thirtiesDESCRIPTION OF
INTERIORFurnished with the feeling of turn-of-the-century progress: a gramophone, jazz
records, a radio, electricity. Indicates that a successful but modest rural family lives here. The
kitchen is big enough for a good-sized family, with a large wooden table, matching chairs, and
modern appliances of the period. It has an up-to-date cookstove and running water from the
sink.TIME1923, Friday morning. Spring.PLACESenoia, GeorgiaAct 1Scene 1Lil Hoterfield and
Wesley Slaton cross the stage arm in arm. Wesley is carrying a huge carpet bag. They stop in
front of a prosperous farmhouse. Lil freezes; gazes at the house.LIL: Wait a minute. Ooh,
goodness calamity. How my sistah Clareesa woulda bragged up somethin’ on this ’ere.WES:
Awh, Clareesa wouldn’ ta nevah dun’ no braggin’ on this ole place. (walks toward porch)LIL:
Nawh, she wouldn’ ta had to do tha’ much. Anybody wit eyes can see fo’ theyselves. Turned this
lil’ shotgun shack into a sacred sight to behold. (Wes ascends the two or three porch
steps.)WES: Ain't no church house nor nothin’ near tha’ important, Lily.LIL: Jus’ yo’ home. Cain't
git no moe sacred, can ya?WES: Wann't nevah no shotgun shack neitha. (laughs)LIL: Look like
you dun’ turned one house into three-foe’ from the outside show, Wes. He dun’ tacked on half-a-
castle, honey. Wha’ is you all ’bout these days, Wesley Slaton? Wha’ is you tryin’ to do?WES:
Jus’ livin’ prosperous as I can, Lily gal.LIL: As you can.WES: Jus’ livin’ prosperous.LIL: Keepin’
holt to it while you can.WES: Sho’ nuff. (sets carpet bag on porch)LIL: (laughs) To thank I knew
you when you wuz livin’ off luv, nibblin’ on my big sistah.WES: How ’bout a cool drink, Miss Lil?
LIL: Why, thank you, Mistah Wes. (moves toward porch; examines the landscape) Much as I
enjoyed tha’ lil’ stroll from the station, I am ’bout parched to the teeth, suh.
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